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PREFACE

Over the years, the process of accreditation has been studied
from almost every angle-. The benefits eve been weighed, the pur-
poses redefined, and to_t.-1 weaknesses debar-Led. However, one elemem--:
-- the cost -- has received only scant attention.

Costs, always an important element in education, have become
even more significant as the pressures of inflation and Eharp reduc-
tions of public funds intensify. In the health professions, prolifera-
tion of new accrediting agencies and increased requirements of exist-
ing systems have increased the total cost to the profession, the
institution and the taxpayer.

The Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Dental School, Univer-
sity of Maryland at Baltimore, with funding from the American Fund
for Dental Health, has attempted to measure direct and indirect costs
of the School's 1981 accreditation visit.

OBJECTIVES

The four objectives of the cost study were:

1. To determine the direct (wages and operating expenditures)
and indirect (effect on School goals and morale) costs of
accreditation to the Dental School;

2. To determine the effectiveness of the institutional accreditation
process;

3. To develop a cost model for other institutions;
4. To develop strategies for future accreditation visits.



=HO_ -::LOGY

Tie ast sent Program (CA?), establisned -72 evaluste
accreditation, was divided into phases..

Lurie a Cost Center w establisher 7_0 _

-.2t and mod" of accredinatior7.. A series. of Orr%

7:2, gauge the amor....:nt of time facu_ arv:

on acc.1.-e-t-acon a.--nd to record other costs, such. as duple =an
and supplies.

?hase. we an with the initiation of the self- s tart, Tie
red- 3s wr r.:-.1.:mt----.dned and verified by a review of nines from
corr---ittee 7ar:-..zaental meetings. In addition, a rart-r-----ni sample

of faculty a.arnitristrators were interviewed to validgee time re-
porz.-5-

Questionnaires to assess attitudes towards accreditation were
des.-;-ned distr.:outed to faculty, students and secretarial staff.

resp.Ise rate was approximately 70 percent for the faculty and
sdent and 6E percent for secretaries.

During- Phase 'Three, direct operating and person costs were
..sated. Results of the faculty, student and surveys

used in conjunction with observations and interviews to estimate
cz.-)sts.

S

-1.1--tal direct costs of the Dental School accreditatim process,
from initial planning phase of the self-study in August 1979 through
the site visit in January 1981, were over $200,000. 'ese costs
prrarily- represent time spent by faculty and staff, wk_ach totaled

about 17-200 hours. Among the other expenditures were if2e costs of
two faculty retreats, duplication and paper, postage and telephone.



Costs of combIeting the -self -study phase were between $160,00C
and $180,000. ..^.,bcat 70 pel.r.;-ent of the total cost came from time
spent individual:,- by facult a staff. The ..aosi of time spent in
committee was only --::-LLout a third of :he cost of individual
time. Other dize,.77-. costs, duplication and prorated expenses
of the faculty '::i:zreats, co r ± ed about 6 percent of the total.

Fact:22.-- ,:d.Lii.strators, d fIcretarial staff si)er.t almost 10,000
cir.: the Dental Scnoc:. self-study. Department chairmen

logged aLT:. I..000 hours; otnei- a.ninistrators, including deans and
their as 3 , about 2,000 h L.7.' ; non-administrative faculty, 3,500
hours; 3-; -retarial staff, 2,200 hours.

Cc s c.. DDS portion c- -_-ne self-study were about $135,000,

85 perc-mt or use total. The ,ntal hygiene study accounted for
about 7erce- t of the total, the Advanced Specialty Education
reports --ere .1.4hout 8 percent of he total.

Di-_-- t costs of preparing for the site visit, from August 1980 to
Januar-1981, were about $39,:,3. During this time period, faculty
and st logged about 1,900 hours. Costs incurred by the Dental
School during the week of. tie accreditation site visit were about
$7,500, representing about 370 hours of faculty and staff time.

Student attitudes on the whole were positive, although a majority
(82 percent) felt there should have been greater student involvement.
The two most positive ratings were in faculty accessibility and quality
of instruction, where students indicated accreditation activities had
not interfered with the learning process.

Overall, attitudes of faculty toward the effect of the self-study
on faculty accessibility, quality of instruction, research and service
were positive. The majority indicated that research had been the
area of responsibility most affected by the self-study. For the most
part, faculty attitudes were neutral toward the effectiveness of the
self-study organization and toward the self-study as a mechanism for
change.
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Secretarial attitudes toward accreditation were ago largely neu-
tral, although departmental secretaries tended to b =ore negative
than other secretaries. Strongest feelings were expresed toward the
interference of accreditation with routine tasks and lack of sensi-
tivity of the School to their increased workloads.

DISCUSSION

Knowledge of the costs of accreditation can 1:--za to a better
understanding of the process and the limits of its benefits. Because
it is difficult to quantify all the benefits of accredit.lion, there is no
way to ascertain if the $200,000 cost was justified. The only certain-
ty is that the costs are real, and should no lonz---r oe ignored by
either the ADA. Commission on Accreditation or dcr_-_-tal schools facing
site visits. Because accreditation does draw rescurces from other
areas of operation, the process should be efficien- in its continuing
efforts to maintain standards and foster excellence.

9



INTRODUCTION

The consume::: movement in the United States has
permeated almost service and product area. The self-policing
and licensing fn--i(i,,= of the medical and legal professions have
recently come uni.er .re, while demands for accountability are heard
at every level of Tathacation. The result has been increasing regulation
from without anC, 7.r.ith:m the various professions.

Nowhere is this more evident than the accreditation process in
higher education_ Initially, accreditation attempted to guarantee
parity of minim= standards among institutions. That function still
remains foremost, but the process itself has grown considerably. In

addition, the n=ber of specialized accrediting agencies has increas-
ed, resulting in multiple reviews and evaluations of the same institu-
tion.

The role of accrediting agencies in the future is most likely to
increase. The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in its 20-year
forecast states that accrediting agencies "need to start using full-time
and more meaningful standards" and that better performances by the
agencies "is the best defense against the establishment of more gov-
ernment controls" (Carnegie Council, 1980).

Over the years, accreditation has been studied from almost every
angle. The benefits have been weighed, the purposes redefined, and
the weaknesses debated. The element of cost, however, has received
only scant attention. Costs, both direct and indirect, are often allud-
ed to but rarely enumerated.

Despite the long history of accreditation, few have tried to
measure qualitative and quantitative costs of preparing for an accred-
iting visitation. Scarce resources are often diverted from the teach-
ing, research and service responsibilities of an institution in prepar-

Jo



ing for the visit. In the health area the proliferation of accrediting
agencies has increased the total cost to the profession, the institution
arvi the taxpayer. Too frequently different groups visit institutions
at different times, requesting similar information in different formats.
The necessity or benefit of accreditation is not questioned. However,

to determine better the future role of accreditation, benefits should
be weighed against some estimate of the costs.

In conjunction with .the 1981 site visit of the Commission on
Accreditation of Dental and Dental Auxiliary Educational Programs,
the University of Maryland, Baltimore College of Dental Surgery,
Dental School, monitored the monetary and nonmonetary costs of the
accreditation process. The projeCt was funded by the American Fund
for Dental Health and the University of Maryland Dental School. The

Commission on Accreditation is responsible for monitoring programs in
professional dental education as well as specialty and auxiliary educa-
tion, laboratory technology programs, dental hygiene programs,
dental assisting programs, and the development of standards for
dental internships and residency programs (Santangelo, 1977).

The costs defined in the Results Section of this report only
relate to the Dental School. Costs borne by the Commission and
member institutions in support of accreditation are not included.

Objectives

The problem addressed in the study was to determine the mone-
tary and nonmonetary costs of accreditation to the University of
Maryland Dental School. Four objectives were addressed:

1. To determine the direct costs of the accreditation
process to the Dental School. Direct costs were identi-
fied as wages of faculty, associate staff, and classified
employees for time spent on accreditation tasks; opera-

11



ting expenses such as equipment, supplies and commu-
nication.

2. To describe the indirect costs of accreditation that
affect the normal operation of the Dental School.
Indirect costs included the effect of demands of ac-
creditation on the goals of the Dental School and the
attitudes and morale of faculty, staff and students.

3. To determine the effectiveness of the use of resources
in the institutional accreditation process.

4. To develop a model other institutions may use to meas-
ure costs of accreditation.

Self-Study Plan of Organization

The self-study took place in the academic year 1979-80 preceding
the January 1981 accreditation site visit. An ad hoc Committee on
Accreditation was appointed by the School's Executive Committee in
October, 1979, one month prior to the initiation of the self-study.
The responsibilities of the Committee were to develop a timetable and
to establish guidelines and procedures.

The ad hoc Committee was comprised of a cross-section of facul-
ty, students and administrators. A majority of Committee members
also served as chairmen of Task Committees responsible for individual
reports. About half of these Task Committees were already in exis-
tence as standing committees of the Faculty Council. The Committee
structure was dictated for the most part by the different sections in
the Self-Study Manual. Preparation of certain portions of the report
involved personnel outside the School, such as University financial
and library personnel. In addition to the individual Task Committee

- reports, a self-study report was prepared by each department.

The faculty were introduced to self-study materials and commit-
tee selection at a Faculty Retreat in early October, 1979. Task Commit-
tees and departments began meeting in November to plan their study
methodology. First drafts of the self-study reports were due in March,
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four months later. Although some reports were late, most were ready
within two weeks of the deadline.

Review Subcommittees, made up of ad hoc Committee members
and other faculty, read the. reports and submitted recommendations
for changes to Task Committees and department chairmen during
March and the first of April. Revisions were made and reports were
resubmitted in April and May. Final reviews were concluded in May
and June.

After reviewing all of the reports and recommendations, the ad
hoc Committee identified major issues that related to the School as a
whole. The issues identified by the ad hoc Committee were presented
and discussed at a second Faculty Retreat in October, 1980.

A rough breakdown of the time allocations follows:
Planning for the self-study: 1 month

Conducting the study and completing the first draft:
4 months

Review and revision of reports: 3 months

Identifying major issues: 1 month

(Time spent by several administrators on preliminary work was not
included in the timetable.)

Review of the Literature

In recent years, the accrediting process has grown through the
influence of two primary forces. First, more and more groups are
exercising controls over entry into their professions. About 25
percent of the accrediting agencies in the United. States, for example,
have been operating less than five years. Second, accrediting has
expanded its function from initial certification to include institutional
self-improvement, eligibility for funding and consumer protection
(Warren, 1980).

"During the most recent decade, we have witnessed
a pronounced shift in the process of institutional ac-
creditation from observation to evaluation, from meet-
ing arbitrary criteria to institutional improvement.
The self-study, as a parts of the accreditation process,

3
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has become a more serious endeavor" (Cage et al,
1980).

The many benefits of accreditation have been widely documented
(Wiley and Zald, 1968; Trivett, 1976; Dickey, 1970; Selden and Porter,
1977). Most obvious is the assurance that higher education programs
meet minimum standards of quality . Just as important, perhaps , is

the recognition and the degree of respectability accreditation has
helped to foster. Colleges also have been strengthened by intensive
self-evaluation, and students have benefited from better administra-
tion, more effective instruction and current tr

The accreditation process, which originally involved setting
minimum standards for schools, started in the early 1900's. Colleges

and .secondary schools in regions where accrediting associations exist-
ed attempted to reach agreement on entrance requirements for higher
education. The establishment of the College Entrance Board in 1901
prompted newly formed regional associations to develop accreditation
procedures to enable schools in the respective regions to meet stan-
dards for membership (Wiley and Zald, 1968).

Accreditation began to change as the majority of institutions met
minimum standards . While providing institutions the proper creden-
tials is still a function of accrediting agencies, the more important
emphasis became educational quality. Wiley and Zald (1976) conclude
that "accreditation is probably less meaningful today than it once
was ." As institutions perform above the minimum, "other mechanisms
of social control come into play."

Mellinkoff and Arthur (1979), however, predict that accreditation
of institutions will become even more elaborate and detailed, but
conclude that "there has to be a Limit to policing functions ." They

believe that external evaluations are necessary only for a minority of
schools because self-imposed standards of faculty, students and the
professions themselves are sufficently high to insure excellence.

The Joint Committee on Accreditation during the 60's alluded to
six evils of accreditation (Dickey, 1970):
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1. Too many agencies
2. Too much duplication
3. Too high of a cost for evaluation
4. Too much emphasis on quantifiable and superficial standards
5. Too much domination by outside groups
6. Too much standardization which destroys an institution's

rights and. freedoms.

Costs involved in the accreditation process can be both quantita-
tive and qualitative. Quantitative costs include institutional self-study
and site visit costs, visiting team costs and agency operating costs
(Warren, 1980). Qualitative or hidden costs also have been identified,
such as the risk of evaluation leading to sameness among institutions.
For example, a promising new program may not be implemented because
of a low percentage of library volum3s or doctorates on the faculty
(Brown, 1974). The accreditation process itself also affects faculty
morale as administrative workloads are increased.

Qualitative costs of accreditation were being discussed as early
as 1928. A leading educator, F.R. Kelly, of the University of Min-
nesota, alluded to three specific dangers or costs of education:

1. Professions can limit the numbers entering the pro-
fession, making .icreased fees possible for professional
service;

2. Schools whose curricula are standardized have a dispro-
portionate influence in their appeals for support from
University funds;

3. By demanding uniformity, accreditatic a may stifle ex-
perimentation, eventually impeding progress (Kelly

1928).

Brown (1974) noted that "by and large, the benefits of external
evaluation far outweigh the costs. That is not to say that there are
no drawbacks or that costs are not substantial." Brown identified
five categories of costs for external evaluation which include accredi-
tation:

15
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1. Evalueion can lead to sameness , even though the
different accrediting agencies have made strong at-
tempts to encourage innovation and experimentation.
Brown suggests that the presence of a team made up
of people from conventional institutions increases the
risk of inhibiting experimentation. Because accredita-
tion is a "hurdle that must be accommodated," an
institution may find it easier to conform to the stan-
dard. "Even when an institution risks nonconformity,
an orthodoxy is ever present" (Brown, 1974).

2. Evaluation can plunder and drain an institution. Evalu-
ators are entrusted with authority without continuing
responsibility. Cavalier suggestions, inadequately re-
searched recommendations can haunt a faculty and ad-
ministration for years . In gathering more resources
for a particular program, inadequacies may be over-
stated. "Each critical comment is likely to be constru-
ed as personal inadequacy by the individual responsi-
ble for the program. On the other hand, an uncriti-
cal evaluation may lull an institution into believing
that she has indeed been visited and has passed
muster" (Brown, 1974).

3. Time and dollar costs is the third category described
by Brown. He cites a small university that was under-
going review by a regional accrediting association
estimated that 10,000 man-hours were devoted to com-
mittee meetings and report writing. Assigning a $15
value on each man- hour and adding direct expenses
places the cost at roughly $200,000. Brown (1974)
said, "This is not a high cost if the accreditation
process incorporates time that would have been spent

16
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planning in any case." Costs become unreasonable
only when an institution must repeat the process too
often, or accrediting agencies ask institutions to re-
trace ground covered recently in response to other
groups.

4. Brown believes the disparate and sporadic proliferation
of accrediting agencies sponsored by specific disci-
plines and professions is even more substantial. "The

disciplines that have well-developed sanctioning agen-
cies are able to gather more than their fair share of a
university's resources to the disadvantage of those dis-
ciplines that have not yet developed similar procedures."

5. The final cost is the dangerous entree given to exter-
nal evaluators that can upset the necessary indepen-
dence of an institution. Brown finds this cost to be
the most serious and elusive.

Discussions of accreditation costs, such as the arguments made
by Brown, have been mostly academic. The literature indicates that
attention in the past has been focused on the historical aspects of
accreditation such as the advantages and disadvantages of varying
lengths of accreditation intervals. Few, ritudies have been devoted
specifically to the cost of accreditation.

The National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences
(NAACLS) in attempting to estimate costs of their relatively new
self-study process also found little written about accreditation costs.

"With such unanimity about self-study it might reasona-
bly be assumed that its values were quantified and its
costs established. This was, and is, far from the
case. It is hard to find any confirmation of the value
or justification of the use of self-study that is not
anecdotal, subjective, and sometimes self-serving."
(Macpherson, 1979)

17



NAACLS found it took prcm-am personnel from one to 24 months
to complete the self-study, involving 10 to 3,000 faculty hours.
Because records "were admittedly not very accurate," these figures
are probably underestimated. Based on average time spent by faculty
and secretarial staff and estimates of mean salaries, average costs of
the self-study by program were about $6,000. (Macpherson, 1979)

The evident "out-of-pocket" costs of professional accreditation
are borne by the institution and the professDn. However, the pri-
mary financial costs fall on the professional institution in conducting a
self-study prior to the visit, in hosting accreditation visits, and in
preparing follow-up reports. Some have agreed that because institu-
tions of higher education must engage in a continuing process of
self-evaluation, the costs of self-study should not be attributed to
accreditation (Young, 1980).

A "price" is paid, however, for all aspects of accreditation.
These costs should be identified as expenditures to the institutions
which are passed on to the student, the patient and the taxpayer.
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METHODOLOGY

A Cost Assessment Program (CAP), funded through the American
Fund for Dental Health and the University of Maryland Dental School,
was established to assess the costs associated with accreditation. In

order to meet the objectives outlined earlier, the CAP project requir-
ed cooperation from everyone involved in the accreditation tasks,
including faculty, secretarial staff and students. At the same time, it
was important to minimize paperwork for those involved and to keep
the cost analysis. from intruding in the accreditation process. The
methodology was designed to meet these dual goals of viable data and
minimal intrusion.

The staff for the CAP project included a part-time director and
a full-time secretary. The director was responsible for designing and
implementing the study, while the secretary kept up with necessary
paperwork, filing and bookkeeping.

The time frame for the CAP project followed the Dental School's
timetable for completing each accreditation task. The chart below
provides a breakdown of how time was spent:.

Time Frame

October 1979

November 1979 -

July 1980

August 1980 -

March 1981

CAP Activity

Phase 1: Develop methodology;
establish cost center

Phase 2: Collect data on self-study
activities

Phase 3: Continue data collection;
analyze data; report
findings

During Phase one, the Dental School was also making prepara-
tions and developing plans to begin the self-study process. The bulk
of the self-study activities corresponded to the time indicated for Phase
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two. During the third phase, the self-study report was sent to the
Commission on Accreditation, along with a Progress Report submitted
in December 1980. The site visit occurred January 12-16, 1981, ending
the Dental School's involvement until the Commission reports the
findings and recommendations of the site visit team.

The collection of data was designed to ascertain both direct and
indirect costs to the Dental School. Although no attompt was made to
measure benefits, it is important to mention certain positive outcomes
to provide a clearer picture of the costs. The sections below will
briefly describe the instruments and methods used in data collection
and discuss the limitations.

Direct Costs

The major direct cost to the Dental School came from time spent
by faculty and staff on accreditation activities. To define this time,
monthly time sheets were distributed to all faculty and secretarial
staff for a detailing' of time spent on individual tasks and initial
preparation of self-study reports (see Appendixes A and B). The
logs were divided into categories corresponding to the various tasks
defined ill the Self-Study Manual.

The faculty was introduced briefly to the CAP project at a

Faculty Retreat in October 1979. More detailed presentations about
CAP were made at later meetings of Ulf, ad hoc Committee on Accred-
itation and the Executive Committee, composed of department chairmen
and deans. In November, all faculty members received a letter from
the Dean encouraging their cooperation with the CAP project. Attach-
ed to that letter was a sample time record and November log (see
Appendix C). Faculty were asked to return the logs at the end of
each month.

Each secretary involved in the accreditation process was visited
by the CAP Director, who described the study and the rime logs. In

addition to keeping trac.17. of time spent by category, secretaries were
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asked :o keep records of duplication performed for
The ,:iplication form was printed on the back of the time
includi blanks for number of copies made, number of c

whether or not the pages were printed on both sides, and th, of

machine used (see Appendix B).

Because the Dental Hygiene faculty were not involved li. the
undergraduate DDS self-study, they were provided a separate month-
ly form (see Appendix D). The dental hygiene time log requested
the amount of time spent, dates, a brief description of how the time
was spent, including whether it was spent individually or in commit-
tee.

During the review process, faculty forms were simplified, since
identifying time by categories was too cumbersome (see Appendix E).
Fac2Uy- ire asked to record the amount of time spent, whether it
was :rzdividual or committee, and how it. was spent. In the ledger,
time and cost were :entered under the heading of "Review" or "Other".
Postscripts were used in the "Other" category to define the expendi-
ture of time. This was important for separating out costs of post-
graduate, dental hygiene, departmental and Task Committee revisions.

Similar forms were used in the p-riod after the self-study. One

form was sent to all full-time faculty and secretarial staff to cover the
months of October through December 1980 (see Appendixes F and G).
A memo reminding faculty and secretaries to return these forms was
attached to the time form for January (see Appendixes H and I).
The last month the faculty were asked to record time spent on ac-
creditation was January 1981, the month of the site visit.

Each department and Task Committee was required to keep
minutes of all meetings during the self-study period, including atten-
dance and length of the meeting. The CAP secretary used these
minutes to record time spent in committee meetings on each faculty
member's time log. The minutes also provided an indication of faculty
involvement in the self-study. Since minutes were not required for

21
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the Review Subcommittees, sign -up sheets were provided to each
subcommittee chairman (see Appendix J). These were used to verify
forms completed by faculty and indicated which faculty were actively
involved at this time.

In addition to the January log, the site visit schedule was used
to record time spent by faculty during the site visit. At the end of
January, each department chairman was asked to remind his faculty to
return all forms as soon as possible (see Appendix K).

A ledger was set up for monthly. entries of data for each faculty
member by department, category, and individual vs. committee time.
Next to the time entries, a cost estimate was determined on the basis
of annual salaries. Faculty were assumed to work a 40-hour week,
while secretaries were assumed to work 35.5 hours a week. Hourly

wages were computed from annual salaries based on these assump-
tions, as well as part-time percentages.

Reminder memorandums were sent to faculty who attended commit-
tee meetings but did not report any time spent individually (see

Appendix L). At the end of the four-month period, when the first
draft of the self-study was being compiled, department chairmen were
sent lists, by month, of faculty who had not reported any individual
time spent (see Appendix M). Reminde'r memos were also sent during
the review process to faculty and staff who were involved in the
Review Subcommittees but had not returned time logs (see Appendix
N). During this time, random interviews were made with nonrespon-
dents to determine their level of activity.

The response rate for faculty time reports during the self-study
was about 86 percent. A monthly breakdown is provided in the

Results Section under direct costs. The response rate for secretarial
staff was about 90 percent. Only limited follow-up (usually done by
telephone) was necessary for secretaries.

In addition to time costs, tabulations were made of other direct
costs, such as duplication, faculty retreats, telephone, postage,
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binding and art work. Duplication costs were computed from the
monthly secretarial reports. These costs were broken down in the
same categories used for timekeeping. Both the cost of copying and
paper were computed.

Costs of the retreats are described in detail in the Results
Section. Taken into account were faculty time spent on accreditation-
related material, prorated costs of the accommodations, preparation of
materials, and opportunity costs of revenue foregone from patient
clinic fees.

Most telephone and postage costs were incurred immediately
preceding the site visit. Bills from the telephone company, as well as
postage receipts, were used to ca..ulate these costs. The Department
of Educational and Instructional Resources kept records on costs of
art work and binding performed for the self-study.

Indirect Costs

Indirect costs were defined as non-pecuniary aspects of accredi-
tation that might have affected the operation of the Dental School.
For example, University personnel not paid by the Dental School were
required to provide information and compile certain sections of the
self-study report in addition to working with the visiting team during
the site visit. Although not a direct cost to the School, student time
spent on the self-study and during the site_ visit also should_irot be
overlooked. In addition, changes in attitudes of students, staff and
faculty as a result of the workload was an important consideration.
Finally, the possible diversion of resources from education, s,..;rvice

and research was explored.

1. Non-Dental School University Personnel

The main measurement of the contributions of University person-
nel not at the Dental School was a record of time and output. These
employees, identified by Task Committee Chairmen, were sent a brief
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explanation of the study and appropriate time records for themselves
and their staff (see Appendix 0). Interviews with Dental School
faculty who were on committees with personnel outside the School
were used also to estimate time spent by University personnel indi-
rectly involved in the study.

2. Student Time

Time sheets were sent with an explanation of the study to all
student members of Task Committees and to class presidents (see
Appendix P). Attendance of students at committee meetings was
monitored through the minutes and site visit schedule.

3. Measuring Attitudes

Three survey instruments were developed to measure attitudes of
students, faculty and secretaries toward accreditatiOn (see Appendix-
es Q, R, S and T). The student survey was-administered in May in
lecture courses of first- and second-year students and during clinic
(module) meetings of third- and fourth-year students. The surveys
were administered at these times because the 1979-80 student groups
had participated in and been affected by the self-study, the most
time-consuming portion of the accreditation process. The instrument
was pre-tested with 10 members of the Student Dental Association.
Response rates are included in the Results Section. Surveys were
also sent to postgraduate students who also hold faculty appoint-
ments.

The faculty questionnaire was designed to measure faculty atti-
tudes toward the impact of accreditation and toward the diversion of
resources. The instrument was administered the second day of the
October 1980 Faculty Retreat. (The first day of the retreat was
spent discussing the major recommendations of the self-study report.
At that point, the faculty had not been given any of the CAP find-
ings.) The instrument was pre-tested by a random group of 10

faculty.
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While the faculty were answering questionnaires at the retreat,
secretarial surveys were distributed at the Dental School. As with
the two previous instruments, no identification was required on the
survey form, and the instrument was pre-tested. Response rates for
faculty and secretaries are included in the Results Section.

In addition to the questionnaires, attitudes were noted during
interviews or informal faculty discussions. The CAP Director also
attended many of the Task Committee and departmental meetings which
provided a barometer of faculty feelings as the study progressed.

4. Diversion of Resources

Responses to faculty, students, and secretarial surveys served
as the primary source for determining diversion of resources resulting
from accreditation. Faculty indicated not only which areas experienced
the greatest intrusion, but also the extent of that intrusion. In

each instance .faculty attitudes were measured according to their
perceptions of the impact on school-wide and individual areas of
responsibility.

Other indicators of diversion of resources were also monitored.
Continuing education catalogues for the year preceding, during and
after the self-study period were analyzed to detect decline of faculty
activity in course development or teaching. Budget figures from the
same time period were also compared for dramatic differences in

research funding. Interviews with Dental School personnel involved
in research activities were conducted by the CAP Director, and
comparison made of grant proposals submitted before, during and
after the accreditation self-study. Regular monitoring of Faculty
Council meetings also provided information about disruptions of normal
operations.
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Analysis of Self-Study Process

In addition to monitoring the direct and indirect costs of accredi-
tation, an analysis was made of the self-study process used by the
Dental School. Commission materials, including the self-study guide-
lines and objectives, were reviewed and compared to the structure
adopted by the Dental School. From the outset, the CAP Director
attended all ad hoc Committee on Accreditation and Faculty Council
meetings along with as many Task Committee and departmental meet-
ings as time permitted.

Data collection efforts of the various committees were 'also moni-
tored. Any surveys designed specifically for the self-study were
analyzed for effectiveness and comp.arcd for possible duplication of
effort (see Appendix U). A similar analysis was made of question-
naire results collected for a different purpose and used in the self-
study report.

In addition, data requirements of various educational and profes-
sional agencies were compared to the self-study data needs for dupli-
cation of effort. This included the previous Middle States Accredita-
tion Site Visit in 1976, as well as annual data requests by the Ameri-
can Dental Association.

Limitations

The results of this study are only estimates of the direct and
indirect costs of accreditation. In computing direct costs, the reliance
on time as the major cost component presents several limitations .
Faculty were more likely to report large units of time spent on a
single project, while. deleting time spent in short spurts answering
questionnaires or during unexpected confrontations in the hallways or
following a meeting. There is also some question about the cost to
the Dental School of faculty work done at home, or school work that
was done during "off-time" to allow time for accreditation tasks .
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(Answers to the faculty questionnaires, however, indicated that some
work, especially research, was postponed as a result of accredita-
tion.)

The measurement of attitudes and other factors making up indi-
rect costs relies heavily on qualitative evaluations. Bias, on the part
of the instrument and the respondents as well as in the analysis of
data, can lead to erroneous conclusions.

Finally, the impact of the CAP project on the accreditation
process is difficult to gauge. Every effort was made to limit the
intrusion of the CAP project during and after the self-study. Al-
though the CAP Director attended many of the meetings, it was

always as the role of observer, never as participant. In addition, no
results of the CAP study were released to faculty until the conclusion
of the self-study. None of the survey groups - faculty, students
and secretaries - were biased by data from one of the other groups.
There is little evidence that the CAP project influenced accreditation
activities at the Dental School, except perhaps to increase awareness
of time spent.

Major Research Questions

1. What were the direct costs of accreditation to the Dental School?

a. How much time was spent by faculty and staff?
b . Was the distribution of work equal throughout the School?
c. How much time was spent in meetings as opposed to individual

work?

d. What were the costs of other time spent in support of
accreditation?

2. What were the indirect costs of accreditation?

a. How were resources diverted during the process?
b. Did the quality of instruction in the classrooms

and clinic change?
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c. Did the amount of time available for research decline?
d. Was less time spent in service activities?
e. What was the morale of faculty, staff and students

during the self-study?

3. How was the self-study organized?

a. Did the self-study provide a mechanism for
evaluation and point to future goals?

b. Did most faculty and students have opportunities to
be a part of the self-study?

c. How was data used and how was it collected?

4. Could the Dental School prepare better for future
site visits?

5. How would changes in accreditation requirements affect
the direct and indirect costs?

28
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RESULTS
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DIRECT COSTS OF ACCREDITATION

The total direct costs of the Dental School accreditation process
from the self-study planning begun in August 1979 to the site visit in
January 1981 were about $200,000 (see Figure 1). These costs primar-
ily represent time spent by faculty and staff developing the self-study
and preparing for the site visit - about 12,000 hours spent individual-
ly or in various meetings (see Table 1). These figures represent
actual time reported by Dental School personnel. Estimates of time
spent by non-respondents increase' the direct costs from $200,000 to
$230,000. Other costs include retreat expenses, duplication and
paper, postage, telephone, and similar expenditures.

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

OF THE

DENTAL SCHOOL

ACCREDITATION

PROCESS

AUG. 1979 JAN. 1981

S205, 299
$ 7, 453 Site Visit Costs

$39,007

$ 58, 839

Costs of Preparing
for the Site Visit

SelftStudy Costs

Figure 1. Total direct costs of the Dental School accreditation process.
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Table 1. Time spent during the accreditation process:
January 1981

August, 1979 -

INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL
ADMINISTRATORS 1,828)05 767:55 2,596:00

DEPARTMENT 1,834:40 567:10 2,401:50
CHAIRMEN

NONADMINISTRATIVE 2,531:10 1,917:40 4,448:50
FACULTY

SECRETARIAL 2,715:20 29:55 2,745:15
STAFF

TOTAL 8,909:15 3,282:40 12,191:55

Over 75 percent of the total direct costs to the Dental School
were attributed to the self-study, while less than 4 percent of the
direct costs were incurred during the site visit itself. The remainder
of the costs (19 percent) came from activities in the 5 1/2 months
preceding the site visit.

The highest costs to a single office or department, over $29,000,
were incurred by the Dean's Office, which includes the Dean and his
Associate Dean, an Associate Staff member, the Business Officer and
,six secretaries (see Table 2). The Accelerated Professional Training
Program, with only four full-time faculty and one secretary, had
costs of almost $13,500. Departmental costs ranged from a low of
about $2,500, for a small basic science department that was without a
chairman during most of the self-study to almost $12,500 for a larger
clinical science department. The average cost for th. 18-month period
for the 17 departments. (including Dental Hygiene) was about $6,000.
(Mean costs were $6,103; median, $5,482.)

Over 40 percent of the more than 12,000 hours logged during the
accreditation process were attributed to administrators, department
chairmen and program directors (see Table 1). Nonadministrative
faculty accounted for about 36 percent of the total hours, while the
secretarial staff were responsible for about 23 percent. Time spent
by department ranged from about 180 hours to 786 hours.
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Table 2. Direct Costs of the Dental School Acc7editation

UtYLCE UR
DEPARTMENT I INDIVIDUAL. COMIIITTEE

DUPLICATING
1 t TOTAL

DEAN 20,194.59 6,538.89 2,447.51 29,201.19

ACADLMIC AFFAIRS 8,495.90 2,852.92 242.31 11,391.13

CLINIC AFFAIRS 3,566.62 2,090.80 145.25 7,902.67

ADMISSIONS 1,478.36 1,391.52 46.25 2,916.13

STUDENT AFFAIRS 1,387.51 959.94 20.25 2,367.70

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING ?ROGRAM 1,165.50 531.19 168.94 1,865.73

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 3,940.87 1,747.18 - . 3,588.05

CONTINUING
EDUCATION 1,611.71 603.51 6.25 2,221.47

ANATOMY 5,341.62 2,152.76 44.80 7,539.18

BIOCHEMISTRY 2,754.83 366.71 8.00 3,329.54

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 6,236.04 1,513.76 391.38 8,141.18

MICROBIOLOGY 1,934.63 1,143.60 - 3,078.23

PHARMACOLOGY 4,527.52 1,73192 34.66 6,344.10

PHYSIOLOGY 1,393.98 1,069.90 - 2,463.88

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 5,100.32 2,033.50 - 7,133.82

ENDODONTICS 3,470.36 1,582.38 9.25 5,161.99

FIXED RESTORATIVE 1,475.97 1,851.41 1.33 3,329.93

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 6,371.21 3,335.71 39.37 9,746.29

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 7,822.20 4,356.33 228.50 12,407.53

ORAL PATHOLOGY 2,984.98 1,232.48 27.50 4,245.06

ORAL SURGERY 3,877.36 1,027.56 11.45 4,915.37

omiocioarics 5,344.18 1,735.51 12.03 7,091.72

PEDIATRICS 2,128.67 1,424.99 - 3,553.56

PERIODONTICS 5,405.36 1,936.05 45.77 3,389.18

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 2,253.96 3,221.36 6.90 5,482.22

ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 10,090.37 3,018.56 320.77 13,429.30

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 2,751.94 1,113.36 201.39 4,067.19

DENIAL HYGIENE 6,041.15 2,404.87 35.24 8,331.25

SUBTOTAL 132,249.91 33,289.77 4,596.62 192,136.30

OTHER !,89.43 13,152:11

TOTAL 132,249.91
1 33,239.77 3,08.6.05 205.298.41
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During the 18-month process, an administrator spent on the
average about 200 hours' on accreditation-related activities. Depart-
ment chairmen spent an average of 133 hours. Nonadministrative
faculty spqnt an average of 44 hours, with a range of less than an
hour to almost 300 hours. Secretaries on the average spent about 86
hours.

The self-study, a recent addition to the accreditation process,
accounted for over 80 percent of the time logged by faculty and staff
during the 18-month period. Without the self-study, the Dental
School would probably have spent less than 3,000 hours and $50,000
as opposed to 12,200 hours and $205,000.

Direct costs of accreditation were divided into sections repre-
senting different phases of the process. Three main areas are as
follows:

1. Direct Costs of the Self-Study
2. Preparation Costs for the Site Visit
3. Site Visit Costs

The first section, Direct CoSts of the Self-Study, was further
divided into three components to show the direct costs of:

1. Preparation and planning for the self-study (August
through October)

2. Preparation of the first draft of the self-study report
(November through February)

3. Review and revision (March through July)

Cost breakdowns by month during the year-long study also are pro-
vided. The second major area, Preparation Costs for the Site Visit,
covered the time between the formulation of final recommendations by
the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation to the time of the site visit
itself. During this time the faculty met at a retreat to discuss the
major findings of the self-study, progress reports were written by
department and Task Committee Chairmen, and supplemental materials
were gathered. The final area, Site Visit Costs, measured only those
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costs incurred by the Dental School during the week of the site visit,
January 12 to 16, 1981. Not included in this section are the indirect
costs to the members of the site team and the schools and organiza-
tions they represent, and the direct cost to the Commission on Accredita-
tion and its member schools.

Direct Costs of the Self-Study

The total direct costs of completing the accreditation self-study
at the Dental School were almost $160,000 (see Figure 2). These
costs came from wages of faculty and time spent individually or in
committee meetings and from support costs of duplication, supplies
and equipment. Time costs were computed from monthly logs completed
by faculty and staff and minutes from Task Committee and departmen-
tal meetings. The amount shown in Figure 2 reflects actual time
recorded from the logs and minutes. The total response rate during
the self-study period was 86 percent of full-time faculty, ranging by
month from 75 percent to 91 percent (see Table 3). If costs of indi-
vidual time were projected to include full-time faculty who did not
respond, total costs would come to almost $180,000.
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e. TOTAL
.158, 838.56

59,435.60
OTHER COSTS

536,209.22
COSTS OF COMMITTEE TIME

5113,193.74
COSTS OF INDIVIDUAL TIME

Figure 2. Direct costs of the Dental School self-study.
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Table 3. Return rates of full-time faculty time logs by month
Rate (%)

November 1979 89

December 1979 92

January 1980 89

February 1980 84

March 1980 83

April 1980 75

May 1980 85

June 1980 84

Overall Response Rate 86

Projecting non-respondent costs from respondents has some

validity because of the similarity in profiles of the two groups. While

the respondent group includes more of the highest-salaried faculty
(such as deans), it also had a higher return rate among the lowest
paid faculty and secretarial staff. The non-respondent group includ-
ed ad hoc Committee members, department chairmen, and faculty
active and inactive in the self-study process. Projections were used
only in computing individual time since committee time was computed
from minutes recorded at the meetings. In the following discussion,
ranges between projected and actual figures will be given when appro-
priate. However, the tables describe only actual amounts, as deter-
mined by time recorded in faculty logs or committee minutes.

The major costs came from time spent individually - over 70
percent of the total. If projections are used, that. proportion in-
creases to 75 percent. A breakdown of costs by the three subsec-
tions shows that individual time accounted for 84 percent of the cost
of preparing the first draft of the self-study report, 70 percent of
review and revision, but only 21 percent of the self-study planning
costs (see Table 4). While most of the preparation of the first draft
of the self-study was done individually, many faculty were involved.
During the busiest month, about half of the full-time faculty worked
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at least eight hours on the self-study. The number of faculty involved
in the final review process declined. Only about 20 percent of the
full-time faculty worked at least eight hours, while another 15 to 20
percent worked from one to eight hours.

Table 4. Direct Costs of the Dental School Self-Study by Section*I*

INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE OTHER* TOTAL

PLANNING FOR
THE STUDY $ 4,255.89 $11,348.62 $4,943.82 $20,548.33

PREPARING THE
FIRST
DRAFTS 71,687.08 11,495.94 1,670.86 84,853.88

REVIEW AND
REVISION 37,250.77 13,364.66 2,820.92 53,436.35

TOTAL 113,193.74 36,209.22 9,435.60 158,838.56

*Includes retreat costs, paper, duplicating
**Includes all meetings

DH and ASE

Total costs were also broken out to show direct costs by type of
program (see Figure 3). The DDS costs, including the three-year
Accelerated Professional Training (APT), came to almost $135,000,
about 85 percent of the total spent. The Dental Hygiene study came
to more than $10,800, 7 percent of the total, while the Advanced
Specialty Education (ASE) report costs were about $13,500, 8 percent
of the total. If non-respondent amounts are estimated, costs reach
almost $152,000 for the DDS portion of the self-study, $11,200 for

Dental Hygiene, and slightly less than $15,000 for ASE.
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$107846.05 $13,455.25

DDS

PLANNING

DH

FIRST
DRAFTS

ASE

REVIEW
AND

REVISIONS

Figure 3. Direct cost of the DDS, DH, and ASE self-studies.

The costs by program type have been broken down further by
type of activity (See Table 5). Both the Dental Hygiene and Advanc-
ed Specialty Education programs incurred review costs that almost
equalled costs for preparing the first draft of the self-study. In

both instances, extensive revisions were recommended by Review
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Thole S. Costs of the Accreditation Self-Study for tne DDS, Oental Hygiene, and
ASE Programs of the Dental School

TIME COSTS

DDS1

?REPARATION

FIRST DRAFT

REVIEW & REVISION

TOTAL

INDIVIDUAL I COMITTEE OTHER TOTAL

S 4,118.75 $10,472.08 $4,389.86 S 13,980.69

61,043.97 10,273.01 1.352.14 72,669.12

28,454.05 11,912.74 2,504.91 !,2,871.70

$93,616.77 $32,657.83 58,246.91 $134,521.51

DH

?REPARATION

FIRST DRAFT

REVIEW & REVISION

TOTAL

S. 92.=62 S 284.02 S 392.58 S 769.12

4,498.21 1,019.59 110.36 5,628.16

3,711.62 613.15 124.00 a,448.77

S 3 302.25 S 1,915.75 S 627.04 $ 10,846.05

ASE2

?REPARATION

FIRST DRAFT

REVIEW & REVISION

TOT
TOTAL

$ 44.72 S 592.52 $ 161.23 S 798.52

5.144.90 203.34 192.61 5,540.85

5,085.10 838.77 192.01 6,115.88

$11,274,72 S 1,634.63 $ 545.90 S 13,455.25

lIncludes APT

2Includes CPR

Subcommittees. Revisions were not as extensive in the undergraduate
(DDS) portion of the self-study.

1. Direct Costs of Planning for the Dental School Self-Study

Most of the planning costs of the self-study can be attributed to
time spent by administrators and to a session of the Faculty Retreat
in October 1979 (see Table 6). Most of the preliminary planning was
performed by top administrators, then presented to the entire faculty
at the retreat. A substantial portion of the costs can also be attribu-
ted to the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation (see Appendix X). Total
cost of the 1979 Faculty Retreat was about $11,000, including prepara-
tion costs, faculty time, prorated costs of room and board, and
opportunity costs of patient fees not collected while the clinics were
closed (see Table 7). Preparation costs by month are included in
Appendixes V and W.
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Table 5. Direct Cost of Planning or the Dental School Set= -Study

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT J

DEAN

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

CLINICAFFAIRS

ADMISSIONS

INDIVIDUAL

1,945.93

784.23

269.28

STUDENT AFFAIRS
EXTRAMURAL
TRAM= PROGRAM
BASIC DOTAL
SCIENCE

EDUCATION

ANATOMY

94.05

31.70

BIOCHEMISTRY
EDUCATIONAL,6
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 36.80

MICROBIOLOGY.

PHARMACOLOGY

eHY6IOLOGY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 407.59.

ENDODONTICS

FIMM RESTORATIVE

ORAL DIAGNOSIS
ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY

86.20

101.85

ORAL PATHOLOGY

ORAL SURGERY

ORTHODONTICS

PEDIATRICS

PERIODONTICS
REMOVABLE
PROSTHODCNTICS
ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM
ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

DENTAL HYGIENE

TOTAL TIME COSTS

RETREAT COSTS*

DUPLICATION COSTS

TOTAL

373.34

4.4.72

80.10

54,255.89

C01°.21:1-Tri.z. TOTAL

987.15 52,933.08

559.42 1,343.65

616.08 885.36

375.03 375.03

206.91 300.96

145.55 145.55

304.52 336.22

',too 16 290.16

353.22 353.22

52.36 52.36

286.31 323.11

122.16 122.16

317.15 317.15

90.35 90.55

4.51.89 859.58

32153_ 321.33

4.78.86 478.86

996.66 1,082.86

783.76 885.61

225.48 226.48

277.35 277.35

171.74 171.24

384.74 384.74

387.87 387.37

571.80 571.80

967.83 1,341.17

338.02 382.74

284.02 364.12

311,348.62 515,.604,51

4,576.00

257.32

320 "48.33

*Does not include time & dumlicacion costs
'10
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Table 7. 1979 Retreat Costs

PREPARATION

TIME COSTS $ 270.92

FACULTY 235.62

SUPPORT STAFF 35.30

DUPLICATION COSTS 116.36

$ 387.28

RETREAT

TIME COSTS $ 5,961.00
LODGING AND BREAKFAST1 3,176.00
PATIENT FEES IN CLINIC2 11500.00

$10,637.00

$11,024.28

Prorated2Opportunity Cost

2. Direct Costs of Preparing_ the First Drafts of the Dental School
Self-Study

By looking at the second phase of the self-study, the prepara-
tion of first drafts, a rough estimate of the costs of compiling the
Task Committee reports can be made (see Figure 4). Because exten-
sive revisions were not necessary for most of these reports, these
figures are close to actual costs. (Projected costs were not made
because of the varied membership of the Task Committees.)
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2 3 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. Univ. Relations 8. Patient Care
2. Admissions 9. Extramural
3. Facilities 10. Hosp. Relations
4. Finances 11. Library
5. Faculty 12. Research

6. Curriculum 13. Radiology
7. Behay. Sciences 14. Genera I Practice

Residency
15. APT

Figure 4. Direct costs of preparing the first drafts of the self-study
task reports.

The two most expensive reports were the Curriculum study,
costing more than $10,000, and the Faculty study, about $9,000 (see
Table 8). The least expensive study was in Hospital and Medical
School Relations, costing less than $400. The APT study was includ-
ed in this graph because it was performed separately from the four-year
DDS program. The cost of preparing the APT report was almost
$5,500, the third most expensive in this table.
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Also included in Table 8 are the costs of the ad hoc Committee
on Accreditation from October through March. Much of the cost came
from time spent in meetings. The highest costs for compiling the
Task Committee reports, on the other hand, came from time spent
individually. Much of the initial writing of reports was performed

Table 8. Diredt Costs of Preparing the First Drafts of the Dental School Task Committee Reports

TASK NAME
TIME COSTS DUPLICATING

COSTS TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE
UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 3,590.52 888.87 95.14 4,374.53

ADMISSIONS 1,516.58 433.19 46.25 1,996.02

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
& EQUIPMENT 1,716.11 296.13 54.19 2,066.43

FINANCIAL-OPERATION
& MANAGEMENT 1,125.83 126.90 23.81 1,276.54

FACULTY 7,650.62 1,367.25 80.38 9,098.25

CURRICULUM 8,018.20 1,830.66 251.94 10,100.80

BERAVIORAL SCIENCES 1,447.31 313.13 95.24 1,855.68
A Iii. 1 1 C: :J.

COMPREHENSIVE CARE 2,421.30 332.40 58.91 2,812.61

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS 1,596.52 1,010.15 128.91 2,735.58
HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL.RELATIONSHIPS 371.41

- 1.60 373.01

LIBRARY 2,145.90 93.99 '40.93 2,280.82

RESEARCH 2,880.46 412.14 37.52 3,330.12

RADIOLOGY 831.50 83.15 - 914.65

GPR 584.80 15.75 600.35

SUB TOTAL 35,897.06 7,187.96 930.57 44,015.59

APT 4,880.35 391.85 200.34
.

3,472.74

ASE 6,114.90 203.34 19261 6,340.85

DH 4,498.21 1,019.59 L10.36 5,528.16

AD HOC 3,560.81 3,309.13 275.72 7,645.66

TOTAL -34,981.33 12,611.87 1,709.60 69,303.00
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individually, then reviewed, and if necessary, revised by the full
committee. (For a breakdown of task report cost by month, see

Appendixes X. through CC. )

The costs for preparing the first drafts of departmental reports
ranged-from. approximately $2,600, for Periodontics to $200, for Physio-
logy (see Table 9). The total costs of preparing the first drafts of
the. DDS Task Committee reports, not including APT, were $44,000,
60 percent of the total costs of preparing first drafts . If APT and ad
hoc Committee costs are included, 71 percent of the costs for prepara-
tion of the self-study can be attributed to Task Committees, leaving
less than 30 percent for preparation of the 17 departmental reports.
This is probably why costs of reviewing and revising departmental
reports were greater than review costs for Task Committee reports .
In most cases departments relied more heavily on individual work as
opposed to committee work. (For a breakdown of costs of preparing
the first draft of the self-study report by department, by month, see
Appendixes DD through HH. )

The total cost of preparing the first drafts, including secretarial
time and duplication costs, was almost $85,000 (see Table 9). This

phase of the self-study, which took place primarily November 1979
through February 1980, accounted for about 53 percent of the total
direct cost of the self-study.

3. Direct Costs of the Review Process

During the Review Process of the self-study, four ad hoc subcom-
mittees reviewed the Task Committee, departmental, Advanced Special-
ty Education and dental hygiene reports . Costs included time spent
by faculty individually critiquing reports and in committee meetings
where reports were jointly reviewed for accuracy, completeness and
consistency (see Table 10). Costs during this period came to more
than $53,000, about a third of the total self-study direct cost. (For
a breakdown of review costs by month, see Appendixes II through
MM.)

44
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Table 9. Direct Costs of Preparing the First Drafts of the Dental School Self-Srdy Reports

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTM2NTAL REPORTS TASK REPORTS DUPLICATING

TM:UV-MAL OMMT.TTEE INDIVIDUAL(COMITTSZ DEPARTMENT: 17ASK TOTAL

DEAN 184.52 141.68 5,409.02 846.24 131.69 6,713.15

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 6.00
-

5.133,69 946.54
.

242.31 6.328,54

2,872.47CLINIC AFFAIRS 392.12 42.84 2,509.09 409.35 33.67 85.95

ADMISSIONS
- -

882.84 311.69
-

46.25' 1 240,78

STUDENT' AFFAIRS
. -

.525.85 180.92
-

.81 707.58

EXTRAMMRAL
TRAINING PROGRAM

- -
309.98 211.64 129.32 1,150.94

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE /59_97 36.97 893.81 284.13

-
1,374.90

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

- -
113.86

- -
6.25 120.11

ANATOMY 2,318.04 21.99 1,584.84 423.23 16.65 1.05 4,363.80

1,477.28BIOCEMISTRY 1,181.64 22.74 222.01 46.20 3.86 .83

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 1,294.38 2,807.31 151.321 17.25 40.93 4,311.39

MICROBIOLOGY 525.35 27.90 884.13 336,6d
- -

1,774.18

3,839.33PHARMACOLOGY 1,633.39 144,84 1,771.28 205.1 48.68 35.98

PHYSIOLOGY 165.63 20.19 219.47 23.4
.

428.74

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 702.92 84.35 1,705.00 409.71 2,902.00

ENDODONTICS 495.43 36.88 1,548.04 362.43 9.25 2,452.03

FIXED RESTORATIVE 432.73
,

563.25 170.52 1.55 1,168.05

ORAL DIAGNOSIS L088.67 17.75

347.17

3.029.01

2,121.15

439.15

757.89

.05

103.46

39.32

103.63

4,83395

4,893.42
ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY M 460.12

ORAL PATHOLOGY 480.35 61.60 967,34 315.07 13.45 4.05 1,841.86

ORAL SURGERY 766.31 37.92 1,150.97 62.31
-

2,017.51

ORTHODONTICS L 405.96 76.11 3 382.11 363.20 8 5 227 86

PEDIATRICS 392.92 1,084.28 1.0.17---.-
-

1,487.37

PERIODONTICS 2,358.80 48.36 1,311.77 92.721 39.27 7.30 4,058.92

REMOVABLE
PROSTRODONTICS 485.79 1,056.02 704.94 226.88 6.90

-
2,480.53

ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM

-
22.33 7,212.98 641.371 264.41 8,141.49

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 127.37 1,307.46 162.13 149.81 1,746.97

DENTAL HITC7INE 3,372.39 837.34 - 85.24 4,495.17

TOTAL 18./98.312,268.3453.428.279,227.5j 284.79 t,185.06 '84,352.37
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Table 10. Direct Costs of toe Review Process of the Dental School Self-Study

OFFICE OR'
DEPARTMENT

l TIME COSTS DUPLICATING
TOTALI INDIVIDUAL I COMMITTEE COSTS

DEAN 5,273.84 1,827,77 2,281.75 9,383.36

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 2,093.76 1,011.27 - 3,105.03

CLINIC AFFAIRS ,822.88 597.32 25.63 2,445.83

ADHISSIONS 514.80 509.96 - 1,024.76

STUDENT AFFAIRS 498.46 426.82 925.28

EXTRA:113AL
TRATNING PRCORAM 355.62 174.00 39.62 569.24

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 952.75 I 756.64 - 1,709.39

CONTINUING
EDUCAT70N 619.28 I 126.62 - 745.90

ANATOMY 1,264.26 I 501.98 27.10 1,793.34

BIOCEEISTRY 1.083.98 I - 1.80 1,085.78

EDUCATIONAL &
117STRUCTIONAL RES. 1,722.38 I 638.07 311.60 2,672.55

NMCROBIOLOGY 378.25: 225.12 _ .603.37

7FARMACOLOGY 844.78 415.94 - 1,260.72

.PB7eSIOLOY 432.34 278.16
-

710.70

'BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 1,555.67 656.74 _ 2,212.41

ENDODONTICS 600.50 31.61 - 632.11

"FIXED RESTORATIVE 175.75 .
176.40 - . 352.13

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 1 Ai; 10 770,95 - 2;426.25
ORAL HEALTH CARE
DEL1Vt-RY '3,131.81 1,394.36 21.51 4,547.68

ORAL PATHOLOGY 1,303.87 I - 10.10 1,313.97

ORAL SURGERY 1.380.88 I
30.22 - 1,911.10

RTNODONTICS 468.76 482.57' 11.55 962.38

PEDIATRICS 422.46 122.67 - .545.13

PERIODONTICS 2,136.48 134.01 - ' 2,270.49

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 811.23 250.30 - j 1.062.03

ACCELERATED PROF
RAINING PROGRAM 2,142.93 966.63 42.24 3,151.30

\DVANCED SPECIALTY
rDUCATTON 1,140.65 424.34 48.02 1,613.51

1c3.77AL HYGIENE 1;966.40 433.19 - I 2,399.59

701.7;,1- I537,250.77 313,364,56 92,320.92 553,436.35
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4. Monthly Costs

In comparing accreditation costs by month, the highest expendi-
tures came in February, the month before reports were due to be
submitted to the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation (see Figure 5) .

AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

Figure 5. Direct costs of the Dental School self-study by month.

October's figures reflected the costs of the retreat and thus were
sharply increased from September, but then there was a lull until
January . Almost 35 percent of the total expenditures for the year
occurred in January and February when the first draft of the self-
study report was being completed.

Time Spent During the Self-Study

Figure 6, showing time spent each month by faculty on the
Dental School self- study, is very similar to the preceding graph 5.
The busiest months came in January and February when reports were
being compiled (see Table '11) . While some faculty felt that the four
months allotted for collecting and analyzing data and compiling the
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reports was too limited, there is some indication the work would have
been done in the final weeks no matter how long the time allotment.
However, most committees seemed to be able to complete their task
within the time frame .

2000-

1500

1000

500

AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

Figure 6. Time spent each month on the Dental School self-study .

The busiest month during the review and revision process came
in May, after the Review Committees had completed their review and
returned reports to Task Committees or departments to be revised.
Much of the time consumed in May can be attributed to secretarial
personnel who were making revisions or correcting format errors.

Time spent each month ranged from 30 hours in August, to

almost 2,000 hours in February. The total hours spent ranged from
9,900 actual hours reported by faculty and staff to about 11,500
projected hours .
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Table 11. Time Spent Each Month During the Dental School Self-Study

DEPARTMENT
CHAIRMEN

OTHER
ADMINISTRATORO FACULTY

.SECRETARIAL
STAFF TOTAL

AUGUST - 18:00 - 12:00 30:00

SEPTEMBER 15:00 72:50 9:00' 13:30 110:20

OCTOBER 114:20 174:40 457:15 59:05 805:20

NOVEMBER 216:45 170:40 340:10 132:10 859:45

DECEMBER 199:55 123i15 374:10 150:10 847:30

JANUARY 267:20 218:50. 813:40 385:20 1,685:10

FEBRUARY 375:35 487:55 577:45 527:30 1,968:45

MARCH 242:35 255:00 422:45 141:00 1,061:20

APRIL 129:35 86:30 244:30 52:50 513:25

MAY 189:45 126:45 137:30 446:10 900:10

JUNE 191:05 216:30 98:00 212:30 718:05

JULY 84:15 98:45 46:40 185:00 -414:40

9,914:30TOTAL 2,026:10 2.049i40 3521:25 2.317:15

0 4 9
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Comparisons also were made of the average amount of time spent
each month. by type of personnel (see Figure 7). Line A reveals the
average time spent by department chairmen each month (including
APT and Basic Dental Science directors); Line B indicates time spent
by other administrators, including deans and their associate staff;
nonadministrative faculty time is shown in Line C, and secretarial time
is shown in Line D.

20

18

16

14

12

10

AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL

Figure 7. Average time spent by full-time department chairmen,
other administrators, faculty and secretarial staff on the Dental
School self-study.
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Administrative faculty, including department chairmen, usually
logged the most time each month (see Table 12). Time spent by
chairmen working on accreditation tasks ranged from an hour in
September to 22 hours in February. Other administrators spent from
a hour and a half in August to almost 40 hours in February. During

Table 12. Average Time Spent by Full-Time Department Chairmen, Other Administrators!:,
Faculty, and Secretarial Staff on the Dental School Accreditation. Self -Study

AUGUST

DEPARTENT HEADS OTHER ADMINISTRATORS FACULTY SECRETARIAL STAFF_

- 1:23 - :20

SEPTEMBER :53 5:36 :05 :22

OCTOBER 6:45 13:25 4:23 1:40

NOVEMBER 12:45 13:10 3:21 3:46

DECEMBER 11:45 . 9:30 3:38

_

4:16.

JANUARY 15:45 16:50 7:55 11:00

FEBRUARY 21:55 37:30 5:37 15:05

MARCH 14:27 19:37 4:05 4:15

APRIL 7:37 6:40 2:22 1:40

MAY 11:10 9:45 1:20 13:30

JUNE 11:15 16:40 :45 6:25

JULY 5:15 7:36 :30 6:10
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February, the average administrator was unavailable for routine
activities for three to five work days out of 21.

Secretaries were also involved with accreditation activities during
February, on the average spending more than 15 hours typing and
preparing self-study materials. The secretarial workload flowed with
the activities of other personnel until revisions were made. Because
of extensive changes in many departmental reports and errors in
formats, secretaries spent almost as much time in May as February
typing self-study reports.

The nonadministrative full-time faculty were most involved in
January, spending an average of eight hours on accreditation. The
figures in this category are depressed because of the number of
faculty who spent little or no time on accreditation. Time spent by
month ranged from zero to 50 hours for individual faculty members.

Average time spent by type of employee was computed from time
spent individually and in meetings (see Table 13). Administrative
faculty logged in over 4,000 hours during the year, while nonadmini-
strative faculty spent about 3,500 hours, and secretaries 2,300 hours.
(For a breakdown of time spent during the three phases of the self-study,
see Appendixes NN through PP.)

Table 13: Time spent by admivistrators , department chairmen, faculty
and secretarial staff during the Dental School Self-Study

INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

Administrators 1,493:05 582:45 2,075:50

Department Heads 1,629:00 397:10 2,026:10

Faculty 2,349:05 1,146:10 3,495:15

Secretarial 2,288:35 28:40 2,317:15

TOTAL 7,759:45 2,154:45 9,914:30

52
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Time spent during the accreditation self-study was also broken
down by type of faculty appointment (see Figure 8). The clinical
faculty 1 logged in about 4,300 hours, the biological science faculty2,

2,250 hotirs, and the hygiene faculty, about 600 hours. The total
time spent on accreditation by the average full-time clinical faculty
member was 51 hours; by biological science faculty, 69 hours; and by
dental hygiene faculty, 65 hours. (The average time spent by secre-
taries during the year was 68 hours.)

1lncludes Oral Pathology
2Includes Department of Educational and Instructional Resources

HOURS
4 310

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

2.262

586

Clinical
Faculty

Biological
Science
Faculty

Dental
Hygiene
Faculty

Figure 8. Time spent by clinical, biological and dental hygiene faculty
during the Dental School accreditation self-study.
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The time spent during the entire
faculty ranged from 35 minutes to
eliCe§ faduity, three to 289 hours;
151 hours.

self-study for individual clinical
265 1/2 hours; for biological sci-
for dental hygiene faculty, 21 to

1. Time Spent Planning for the Self -Study

Planning and informing faculty and staff about the accreditation
self-study consumed almost 1,000 hours (seeTable14). Most of the
hours were logged during a Faculty Retreat or during planning meet-
ings of the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation. Almost 75 percent of
the total time was spent in committee meetings or at the retreat. The

remaining time was spent individually by administrators and ad hoc
CoMmittee members developing the foundations- for the study. (For a
breakdown of time spent each month during the self-study planning
stage, see Appendixes QQ and RR.)

The average amount of time spent by full-time faculty during
this planning phase of the self-study was about 6 1/2 hours. The

average for nonadministrative faculty, excluding administrators (deans),
department and program chairmen, was about 4 1/2 hours, while the
average secretary spent about 2 1/2 hours (see Table 15). Depart-
ment chairmen spent about 7 1/2 hours, while administrators logged
the most time, an average of 20 1/2 hours.

Department averages ranged from slightly over an hour, for
Biochemistry, to over 18 hours for APT (see Figure 9 and Table 15).
Departmental averages do not include time spent by department chair-
men or directors of programs. When chairmen are included, the
departmental averages rage from a little less than an hour to over 20
hours (see Appendix SS).
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Table 14: Time Spent Planning for the Dental School Self-Study

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

DEAN 128:35 .
42:00 170:35

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 36:10 25:00 61:10

CLINIC AFFAIRS 11:00 28:00 39:00

ADMISSIONS - 20:15 20:15

STUDENT AFFAIRS 11:00 5:15 16:15

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM 8:15 8:15

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 1:30 17:00 18:30

CONTINUING
EDUCATION - 13:00 13:00

ANATOMY - 25:30 25:30

BIOCHEMISTRY - 3:15 3:15

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 2:00 20:00 22.00

MICROBIOLOGY - 9:00 9:00

PHARMACOLOGY - 22:15 22:15

PHYSIOLOGY - 6:15 6:15

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 16:55

.....,

18:45 35:40

ENDODONTICS - 27:15 27:15

FIXED RESTORATIVE 39:15 39:15

ORAL DIAaNOSIS 4:00 69:10 73:10

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 6:00 58:00 64:00

ORAL PtrHOLOGY 13:15 13:15

ORAL SURGERY 19:10 19:10

ORTHODONTICS 10:10 1.0:10

PEDIATRICS - 25:10 25:10

?ERIODONTICS - 24:00 . 24:00

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS - 40:55 4:55
ACCELERATM PROF
TRAINING PROGRAM 22:45 61:00 83:45

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 4:00 15:35 19:35

DENTAL HYGIENE 8:00 27:05 35:05

TOTAL 251:55 693:45 945:40
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Table 15. Average Time Spent During the Dental School Self-Study by Full -Time Faculty
and Secretarial Staff by Department or Program

PREPARATION 1st DRAFTS REVIEW & REVISION

DEPARTMENT HEADS* 7:36 66:42 47:41

OTHER
ADMINISTRATORS** 20:25

2125

78:44

40:49

60:$2

29:26SECRETARIAL STAFF

DENTAL HYGIENE 3:12 41:26 11:22
APPOINTMENTS,
PROMOTIONS AND TENURES 18:15 89:30 42:05

BASIC DENTAL SCIENCE 3:00 26:30

ANATOMY 3:13 25:35 5:55

BIOCHEMISTRY 1 :10 12:40 -

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 3 :00 44:25 IL28------

5:55MICROBIOLOGY 1:30 19:25

PHARMACOLOGY 6 0 41:09

PHYSIOLOGY 3:08 20:55

_22:15

18:27

ENDODONTICS 3:08 29:08

FIXED RESTORATIVE 2:25 4:41 1:42

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 6:46 17:30 7:54

ORAL HEALTH
CARE DELIVERY 5:00 23:39 15:33

ORAL PATHOLOGY 2:32 10:50 -

ORAL SURGERY 3:00 6:21 J
-

ORTHODONTICS 2:00 52:51:51 13:30

PEDIATRICS 4: 25

4:12

LLA5.-

19:32

6:36

10:12PER ODONTICS

REMOVABLE PROSTHODONTICS 4:40 12:05 1:27

:LEAN FOR ALL
FACULTY 6:30 33:00 18:04

MEAN FOR NONADMINISTRA-
4:20 21:50 8:05

*Not Included In Department Averages

**Includes Deans, Administrative Assistants, Fiscal Officer
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Figure 9. Average time spent planning for the Dental School self-
study by full-time faculty and secretarial staff by department or
program.

2. Time Spent Preparing the First Draft of the Self-Study Report

The amount of time spent during the second phase of the self-
study was almost 5,800 hours (see Table 16). Less than 25 percent
of these hours went into the preparation of the first drafts of the 17
departmental reports. About 10 percent of the time spent on depart-
mental reports occurred during committee meetings, while about 13
Percent of Task Committee time was spent in committee meetings.

As indicated earlier, the first two months of this phase of the
study started slowly, with momentum increasing the final two months
(see Appendixes TT through XX). Almost 70 percent of the time

57
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Table 16. Time Spent Preparing the First Drafts of the Dental School Self-Study Reports

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS TASK REPORTS
TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

DEAN 7_100 5:45 368:00 46:30 427:15

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS :15 436:50 51:40 488:45

CLINIC AFFAIRS 23:15 1:45 145:30 18:30 189:00

ADMISSIONS
- .

66:40 14:00 80:40

STUDENT AFFAIRS -
.; 30:00 10:00 40 :00

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM 91:10 12:45 103:55

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 12:00 1:45 53:55 17:15 84:55

CONTINUING
EDUCATION '

.
18:35 - 18:35

ANATOMY 142;40 1:.00 132:35 33:20 309:35

BIOCHEMISTRY 65:15 1:00 16:45 4:00 87:00

EDUCATIOgAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 109:40 252:50 9:15 371:45

MICROBIOLOGY 46:15 2:00 60:15 23:40 132:30'.

PHARMACOLOGY 105:45 9:00 135:25 12:00 262:10

PHYSIOLOGY 22:30 3:00 14:50 1:30 41:50

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 29:10 3:30 79:15 15:00 126:55

ENDODONTICS 31:00 1:45 99:50 21:10 153:45

FIXED RESTORATIVE 33:40 - 40 :25 14:30 88:35

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 62:00 1:45 186:45 '21:30 272:00

ORAL HEALTH CARE.
DELiiih.AY 91:00 22:45 165:55 48:40 330:20

ORAL PATHOLOGY 24:50 2:45 61:50 16:30 105:55

ORAL SURGERY 3:00 1:45 66:45 4:00 .110:30

ORTHODONTICS 109:00 4:45 184 :35 17:45 316:05

PEDIATRICS z7.i0 - 87:30 :45 115:45

PERIODONTICS 167:45 2:00 50:45 5:15 225:45

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTTCS 29:55 70:15 42:40 10:30 153:20

ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PRCGRAM 1:45 457:55 35:25 495:05

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 10:15

- 74:35 7:15 92:05

DENTAL-HYGIENE - 436:30 95:25 531:55

TOTAL 1 lq0:0 138:15 ...._3_11.51L5.1._ 568:05 1 5,755:55
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from November 1979 through February 1980 was concentrated in the
final two months. About 400 hours were spent after February finish-
ing reports and compiling two additional reports (Radiology and
General Practice Residency), which were requested by the Commission
after the original information was disseminated.

The amount of time spent preparing the first draft by depart-
ment or program ranged from about 43 hours in Physiology to almost
500 hours in APT. Because departments vary greatly in size, aver-
age time spent by full-time faculty in each department (not including
chairmen) is perhaps a better comparison (see Figure 10). Average
time spent by full-time, nonadministrative faculty ranges from about

Average of All
Faculty

Average of Non-
administrative

Faculty

xly go o 40o 0000
%

0 .2. 0 411.4

414:% '4%1' 44 0 r. 0 oS 41( 41`4

etP
tt

includes all Deans. Administrative Assistants to the Dean & Academic Affairs. & the Fiscal °Mr..

Figure 10. Average time spent preparing the first draft of the Dental
School self-study by full-time faculty and secretarial staff by depart-
ment or program.
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five hours in Fixed Restorative to almost 90 hours in APT (see Table
15). If chairmen are included in the averages, the range is from five
hours in Fixed Restorative to over 107 hours in APT (see Appendix
SS).

Department chairmen expended an average of almost 70 hours
during the second phase of the self-study, while other administrators
worked an average of almost 80 hours. Average time spent by secre-
taries was slightly in excess of 40 hours.

The average faculty member devoted 33 hours to accreditation,
with nonadministrative faculty spending almost 22 hours. The aver-
age time spent by all. full -time DDS .faculty on the undergraduate DDS
self-study was more than 29 hours, while the average Dental Hygiene
faculty spent about 45 hours.

Time spent preparing the first drafts of the Task Committee
Reports ranged from over 19 hours for Hospital and Medical School
Relations to 665 hours for Curriculum (see Table 17). Over 3,000
hours were logged by the Task Committees, with an additional 330
hours spent by the Advanced Specialty Education Program faculty and
665 hours by the Dental Hygiene faculty. The APT faculty, which
submitted a separate report from the undergraduate DDS report,
spent over 350 hours. The ad hoc Committee on Accreditation, from
October through February, worked over 400 hours, over half of
which was devoted to committee meetings. (For a breakdown, by
month, of time spent by the Task Committee, see Appendixes YY
through DDD.)

The average time spent by Task Committees was 219 hours, with
a median of 165 hours. The time spent preparing first drafts of the
DDS departmental reports ranged from approximately 26 to 170 hours
(see Table 16). The average time spent on departmental reports was
approximately 79 hours, with a median of about 74 hours.
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Table 17. Time Spent Preparing the First Drafts, of the Dental School Task Committee Reports

TASK NAME INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL
UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 259:35 43:00 302:35

ADMISSIONS 101:00 27:30 128r30
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
& EQUIPMENT 103:30 16:40 120:10

FINANCIAL OPERATION
& MANAGEMENT 73:30 6:45 80:15

FACULTY 549:05 80:30 629:35

CURRICULUM 665:10 118:40 783:50

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 113:15 24:00 137:15

PATIENT MANAGEMENT &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 160.00 16:00 176:00

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS 137:00 59:00 196:00

HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 19:25 - 19:25

LIBRARY 192:25 5:00 197:25

RESEARCH 169:25 22:30 191:55

RADIOLOGY 50:00 5:00 55:00

CPR 55:00 - 55:00

SUB TOTAL 2,648:20 424:35 3,072:55

APT 332:55 24:30 357:25

ASE 322:35 8:10 330:45

DE 551:30 113 :55 665:25

AD HOC 207:35 210:15 417:50

TOTAL 4062:55 781:25 4,845:20
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3. Time Spent During the Review of the Self-Study

Over 3,200 hours were devoted to the third phase of the self-
study, during which the various reports were reviewed and revised,
and the ad hoc Committee completed its final deliberations (see Table
18). Although the review portion of this phase was carried out by
subcommittees of the ad hoc Committee, the bulk of time was spent
individually- -over 75 percent of the total. There are several reasons
for the amount of time spent individually. Although final decisions
about revision recommendations were made during committee meetings,
most members had reviewed reports prior to the meetings. In addition,
many of the revisions, which were extensive for some departments
and Task Committees, were performed individually as opposed to a
group effort. The number of revisions also explains why more time
was spent in May (900 hours) than in March (720 hours), whei
Review Subcommittees completed their assignments. (For a breakdown
of review costs by month, see Appendixes EEE through III.)

The amount of time spent during the self-study review by de-
partment ranged from 30 hours in Endodontics to over 250 hours in
Oral Health Care Delivery. The average time spent by full-time
faculty, by department, ranged from zero in several departments to
42 hours in APT (see Table 18 and Figure 11). If chairmen are included
in the departmental averages, the range is between two hours in
Fixed Restorative Dentistry to 48 hours in Educational and Instruc-
tional Resources.
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Table 18. Time Spent During the Review Process of the Dental School Self-Study

ur r ll.&. UK
Ir.":`.7.1"1"":": 1 INr....r_.-=At. co,:-.7-7. 7: TINT A T

DEAN 306:00 86:45 392:45

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 131:3C 40:45 172:15

CLINIC AFFAIRS 82:15 .-24---1QLI5----`
27:00 74:45ADMISSIONS 47:45

STUDENT AFFAIRS 26:30

31:00

22:15

10:00

48:45

41:00
EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING -PROGRAM
BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 45.00 31:00 80:00

CONTINUING
EDUCATION 28:00 6:30 34:30

ANATOMY 95:30 31:00 126:30

BIOCHEMISTRY 66:30
-

66:30

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES.

.

138:00 49:1_5 187:15

MICROBIOLOGY 22: d 27:30 50 :00

PHARMACOLOGY 66:30 32:45 99:15

PHYSIOLOGY 34:00 21:00 55:00

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANTDEAN 64:15 30:40 94:55

ENDODONTICS 28:30 1:30 30:00

FIXED RESTORATIVE 19:40 14:30 34:10

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 97:30 40:45 138:15

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 188:30 78:45 267:15

ORAL PATHOLOGY 95:30 - 95:30

ORAL SURGERY 123:00 2:00 125:00

ORTHODONTICS 42:00 26:15 68:15

PEDIATRICS 24:00 9:00 33:00

PERIODONTICS 170:00 7:00 177:00

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 57:00 14:30 71:30

ACCELERATED P
TRAINING PROGRAM 132:20 55:30 187:50

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 71:00 19:00 90:00

DENTAL HYGIENE '222:20' .
43:00 263:00

TOTAL 2,456:15 756:40 3,212:55

6 3
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Figure 11. Average time spent during the review process of the
Dental School self-study by full-time faculty and secretarial staff by
department or program.

The average time spent by department chairmen was about 48
hours, with other administrators spending over 60 hours. Secretar-
ies, on the average, worked almost 30 hours during the final phase.
School-wide, all faculty on the average, devoted approximately 18

hours reviewing and revising self-study reports, while nonadministra-
tive faculty spent an average of about 8 hours. The DDS faculty and
staff spent about 2,600 hours during the undergraduate self-study
review process. An additional 270 hours was devoted to the Dental
Hygiene review, while about 330 hours was consumed reviewing and
revising Advanced Specialty Education reports.
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For all three phases of the self-study, faculty members at the
Dental School worked on the average about 57 1/2 hours. Department
chairmen worked an average of about 122 hours, while other administra-
tors worked about 160 hours. Nonadministrative faculty averaged
about 35 hours on the self-study and secretaries averaged about 73
hours. Average time spent by full-time faculty members by depart-
ment (including chairmen, but excluding deans) ranged from 9 1/2
hours in Fixed Restorative to over 127 hours in Educational and
Instructional Resources (see Appendix SS). APT faculty spent an
average of 168 hours or about a month, while Dental Hygiene faculty
worked about 65 1/2 hours. The median time spent on the self-study
by the average full-time DDS faculty, by department (including
chairmen), was about 46 hours, a little over one week.

Administrators and APT faculty members on the average devoted
the equivalent of one month to accreditation during the self-study
period. Department chairmen on the average worked the equivalent
of about three weeks, while secretaries worked a little over two
weeks. Time spent by nonadministrative faculty members ranged from
30 minutes to 296 hours.

Preparation for the Site Visit

The direct costs of preparing for the site visit from August 1980
to January 1981 were about $39,000 (see Table 19). About 80 percent
of these costs can be attributed to faculty and staff time spent attend-
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Table 19. Direct Costs of Preparing for the Site Visit September 1980 to January 1981

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

TIME COSTS
INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

DUPLICATING
COSTS TOTAL

"", 7,066.62 1,442.32 34.17 8,543.11

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 451.51 262.72 714.23

CLINIC AFFAIRS
403.95 208.71 612.66

ADMISSIONS 50.45 169.55 220.00

STUDENT AFFAIRS 269.15 135.13 19.44 423.72

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM 26.30 26.30

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 1,842.40 334.72 2,177.12

CONTINUING
EDUCATION 835.89 144.05 979.94

ANATOMY 42.03 670.33 712:36

BIOCIMMISTRY 239.04 334.69 1.51 575.24

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES.

MICROBIOLOGY

334.71 324.41 21.60 680.72

146.70 363.82 510.52

PHARMACOLOGY 278.07 576.37 854.44

PHYSIOLOGY 476.74 456.66 933.40

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 689.27 218.71 907.98

ENDODONTICS 494.33 792.71 1,287.04

FIXED RESTORATIVE 205.54 984.92 1,190.46

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 214.74 828.28 1.,043.02

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 716.75 721.84. 1,438.59

ORAL PATHOLOGY 221.32 460.21 681.53

ORAL SURGERY 79.20 513.51 11.45 604.16

ORTHODONTICS 34.94 570.81 605.75

PEDIATRICS 155.92 841.84 997.76

PERIODONTICS 83.70 1,110.48 1,194.18

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 216.00 1,007.81

_

1,283.81

ACCELERATED PROF
TRAINING PROGRAM 298.00 388.54 14.12 700.66

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 13L.54 164.50 3.56 299.50

DENTAL HYGIENE 316.62 557.97 874.59

TOTAL 16,295.13 14,671.91 L05.85 J 3,072.89
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ing the October retreat, preparing exhibits, collecting information and
compiling progress reports on self-study recommendations. The
remainder of the costs were for duplication, the retreat, telephone,
postage, binding and similar expenses.

Costs by office or department ranged from about $300 to over
$8,500. The average departmental costs were about $900, ranging
from about $500 to over $1,400. (The median departmental cost was
$875.)

Costs of duplication and paper during this period came to about
$325. Total retreat costs were over $19,000, about 50 percent of all
costs during this 5 1/2 month preparation (see Table 20).

Table 20. 1980 Retreat Costs

PREPARATION

$ 316.01

$ 220.53
95.48

Time Costs

Faculty
Support Staff

Duplication &
Other Costs 338.61

$ 654.62

RETREAT

Time Costs $ 11,314.23

Lodging and Breakfast 5,321.75

Patient Fees in Clinic' 1,800.00

$ 19,090.60

'Opportunity Cost
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Other costs, including postage, telephone and binding, were about
$500 (see Table 21).

Table 21. Other Direct Costs of Preparing for the Site Visit

Postage $ 135 . 00
Telephone 250 . 85
Binding 88 . 74

TOTAL $ 474.59

During this time period, faculty and staff logged about 1,900
hours (see Table 22). About half of these hours were spent in
meetings, such as the retreat and the Dean's open faculty meeting,

where the final site visit details were discussed. Time spent by
department ranged from about 29 hours in Biochemistry to 115 hours

in Removable Prosthodontics.

Administrators and department chairmen logged about 700 hotirs,
while nonadministrative faculty spent about 800 hours, and secretaries

about 400 hours (see Table 23). The average administrator (includ-
ing all deans and their associate staffs) spent about 32 hours during
this time period. Department chairmen spent about 15 hours preparing

for the site visit. The average full-time nonadministrative faculty
member spent about seven hours, while the secretary on the average

spent about 12 1/2 hours.
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Table 22. Time Spent Preparing for the Site Visit September 1980 to January 1981

UZr11.0. UM

DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

57:30

TOTAL

515:45'DEAN 458:15

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 18:45 14:00 32:45

CLINIC AFFAIRS 15:00 7:45 22:45

ADMISSIONS 2:30 12:25
.

14:55

STUDENT AFFAIRS 35:00 6:45 41:45

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM .

1:15 1:15

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 80:00 19:00 99:00

CONTINUING
EDUCATION 39:10 6:45 45:55

ANATOMY 3:00 43:35 46:35

BIOCHMISTRY 11:30 17:45 29:15

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 22:45 21:30 44:15

MICROBIOLOGY 11:00 24:30 35:30

PHARMACOLOGY 20:00 33:15 53:15

PHYSIOLOGY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN

29:30 28:15 51:45

26:00 8:15 54:15

ENDODONTICS 24:30 57:45 82:15

FIXED RESTORATIVE 15:00 62:45 77:45

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 10:00 47:30 57:30

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELI7ERY 34:45 54:30 89:15

ORAL PATHOLOGY 9:.30 24:30 34:00

ORAL SURGERY 11:00 31:15 42:15

ORTHODONTICS 2:00 27:30 29:30

PEDIATRICS 8:00 49:00 57:00

PERIODONTICS 5:00 75:45 80:45

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 30:00 85:00 115:00

ACCELERATED PROF
TRAINING PROGRAM 18:30' 22:30 41:00

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

12:30 6:45 19:15

DENTAL HYGIENE 41:30 64:00 105:30

TOTAL 994:40 1 911:15 1,905:55
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Table 23. Time Spent Preparing for the Site Visit by Type of
Personnel

Individual Committee Total

Administrators 307:00 118:55 425:55

Department
Chairmen 164:00 117:30 281:30

Nonadministrative
Faculty 121:45 673:55 795:20

Secretarial
Staff 401:55 1:15 403:10

TOTAL 994:40 911:15 1,905:55

r':ire spent :7sa conjunction `nth the October Faculty Retreat.
at:counted for almost 800 of the hours spent during this period, about
40 percent of the total. Time spent at the retreat and at the later
Dean's open faculty meeting accounted for about half of the total:
The remaining time was spent compiling selfc,study progress reports,
arranging exhibits, collecting information, and reviewing the self-
study reports.

Site Visit Costs

Direct costs incurred by the Dental School during the week of
the accreditation site visit were about $7,450 (see Table 24). This
does not include direct costs to the Commission on Accreditation for
travel and accommodations or indirect costs to members of the site
visit team and their respective institutions and agencies. The costs
primarily represent time spent by Dental School faculty with the team.
Other costs include lunches provided by the School for the visiting
team.

Departmental costs were determined primarily by the involvement
of faculty in the site visit. Costs ranged from a low of $68 to a high
of $642, for an average of about $250. (The median departmental
cost was $181.)

/0
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Table 24. Direct Costs During the Accreditation Site Visit - January 12 - 16, 198L

urrit...4 tirc.

DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

DEAN 314,76 1,313.73 1,628.49

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 26.71 72.97 99.68

CLINIC AFFAIRS
269.30 148.12 417.42

ADMISSIONS 30.27 25.29 55.56

STL:nENT AFFAIRS 10.16 10.16

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM 42.08 42.08

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 60.24 30.18 90.42

CONTINUING
EDUCATION 42.68 .42.68 85.36

ANATOMY 132.45 182.01 314.46

BIOCHEMISTRY 28.16 110.72 138.88

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 39.76 113.65 153.41

MICROBIOLOGY 68.00 68.00

PHARMACOLOGY
72.46 72.46

PHYSIOLOGY 99.60 200.89 300.49

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 39.77 212:08 251.85

ENDODONTICS 332.06 137.22 469.28

FIXED RESTORATIVE 99.70 40.71 140.41

ORAL DIAGNOSIS
297.29 262.92 560.21

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 290.52 351.81 642.33

ORAL PATHOLOGY 12.10 169.12 181.22

ORAL SURGERY
106.25 106.25

ORTHODONTICS 52.41 71.58 123.99

PEDIAMICS 73.09 65.57 138.66

PERIODONTICS 315.61 162.11 147.72

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 36.00 '48.05 84.05

ACCELERATED PROF
TRAIN/NG PROMM4 63.12 31.56 94.68

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 24.37 24.37

DENTAL HYGIENE
105.44 292.35 397.79

SUBTOTAL 2,761.04 L.,408.64 7,169,68

OTHER 283.34

TOTAL I 2,761.04 4,408.64 7,453.02
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The total hours spent during the site visit came to about 370
(see Table 25) . Almost 60 percent of the time was spent meeting with
the site visit team. Individual time was spent reviewing the self -
study , collecting additional information, and cleaning up work areas .

The Dean's Office, with over 60 hours, logged the most time, while
departmental time ranged from four to 39 hours .

In the area of personnel, administrators and department chairmen
logged the most hours, for a total of 188 (see Table 26 ) . The aver-
age administrator spent about eight hours , with department chairmen
spending about five hours each . The aveFagie nonadministrative
faculty member spent 1 '1/2 hours, a low figure because only about
half of the full-time nonadministrative faculty were scheduled to meet
with the visiting team. The need for secretarial support during the
week was minimal, resulting in an average of 45 minutes for each
secretary.

Table 26. Time Spent During the Accreditation Site Visit By
Type of Personnel

Individual Committee Total
Administrators 28 : 00 66 : 15 94 : 15

Department
Chairmen 41 : 40 52 : 30 94 : 10

Nonadministrative
Faculty 60 : 20 97 : 55 158 : 41

Secretarial
Staff 24:50 50 24 : 50

TOTAL 154 : 50 216 : 40 371:30
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Table 2S. Time Spent Curini Accroditatian Site Visit - January 12-16, 1981

urrit.4. OR

DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL TOTAL

68:20

C TTEE

DEAN 24:20 44:00

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 1:00 2:45 3:45

CLINIC AFFAIRS 10:00 5:30 15:30

ADMISSIONS 1:30 2:00 3:30

STUDENT AFFAIRS
:30 :30

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM

2:00 2:00

BASIC DOTAL
SCIENCE 3:30 1:30 5:00

CONTINUING
EDUCATION 2:00 2:00 4:00

ANATOMY 10:00 13:50
.

23:50

BIOCHEMISTRY 1:30 5:00 6:30

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 2:00 6:00

. ,

8:00

MICROBIOLOGY
4 :30 4:30

PHARMACOLOGY
4:00 4:00

PHYSIOLOGY 5:00 11:30 16:30

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 1:30 8:00 9:30

ENDODONTICS 14:30 6:35 21:05

FIXED RESTORATIVE 7:00 2:25 9:25

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 13:00 12:45 25:45

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 14:55 20:30 35:25

ORAL PATHOLOGY :30 7:30 8:00

ORAL SURGERY 6:15 6:15

ORTHODONTICS
3:00 3:15 6:15

.PEDIATRICS
3:45 3:15 7:00

PERIODONTICS 15:30 9:20 24:50

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 5:00 2:30 7:30

ACCELERATED PROF
/PAINING ?ROGRAM 3:00' 1:30 4:30

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

1:00 1:00

DENTAL HYGIENE
__

12:20 26:45 :39:05 --

TO/AL 154:50 216:40 371:30

7J
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INDIRECT COSTS

Indirect costs are primarily the non-monetary expenses that
cannot be measured with dollar signs, but nevertheless have a signifi-
cant impact on the operation of the School. The effect of accredits-

--
tion on the morale of students, faculty or staff, for example, may
decrease productivity or alter the learning environment. Indirect
costs of accreditation at the Dental School were measured through
faculty, staff and student questionnaires, informal interviews, and
observations made throughout the self-study and site visit.

Non-monetary costs were analyzed by determining the extent to
which resources were diverted as a result of accreditation, and how
shifts of resources affeCted morale and attitudes. Included in the
section is also a brief description of costs resulting from accredita-
tion, but not directly accrued to the Dental School.

COSTS OUTSIDE THE DENTAL SCHOOL

Because the Dental School is part of a larger university system,
input from various parts of the campus was necessary to complete the
self-study and prepare for the site visit. Time spent by personnel
outside the Dental School was aot lacluded in the direct cost because
only costs directly related to the School were measured. The contri-
bution of personnel outside the School, however, .is an indirect cost
that should be considered.

The total time reported by University personnel not assigned to
the Dental School was over 48 hours. This is a conservative estimate
because of the difficulty in differentiating between University assis-
tance directly and indirectly related to accreditation. Most of the
time reported came from Business Office personnel, who prepared
financial data, and Health Sciences Library personnel. In addition,
university personnel outside the Dental School spent about six hours
meeting with the site visit team.

Student time spent on the self-study is another indirect cost
that cannot be measured in dollars and cents. Students spent almost

7 :1
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54 hours attending various self-study meeting's, taking time away from
individual study, laboratory and clinic time. Some student committee
members also spent individual time preparing responses to questions
and reviewing self-study reports. (No students returned time logs,
making estimates of individual time impossible.) During the site visit,
students spent over 16 hours in scheduled meetings with the team.

Costs to the Commission on Accreditation and its member schools
for this Dental School's site visit were not included in the total direct
costs. In addition, members of the site visit team and their institu-
tions and agencies gave a significant portion of time not only during
the. site visit but also in preparing for the visit.

MORALE AND ATTITUDES

The effect of accreditation on morale and attitudes was measured
by the responses of three major groups at the Dental School - stu-
dents, faculty and secretaries. Questionnaires (see Appendixes Q
through T) were used in_an effort to detect shifts in morale and
attitudes of these three groups. Since most of the accreditation
activity took place during the self-study, questionnate results reflect
the period of time from October 1979 through July 1980.

STUDENTS

At the end of the 1979-80 academic year, questionnaires were
distributed to dental students in the four-year program (DDS) and
three-year Accelerated Professional Training (APT) Program and
dental hygiene (DH) students to determine their attitudes toward the
accreditation self-study process. Over 67 percent of the 592 students
enrolled in the three programs responded to the questionnaires which
were administered during lectures or clinic planning (module) meetings.
Response rates by program were: Dental Hygiene 87 percent, APT
Program 70 percent, DDS Program 65 percent, and all students 67
percent.
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1. Characteristics of Questionnaire Respondents

Most students (82.1 percent) knew about the study, but only 34
percent said they had an opportunity to review and respond to depart-
mental reports (see Table 27) . Even fewer (21 percent) of the stu-.
dents indicated they had the opportunity to review Task Committee
reports. Less than 8 percent of those responding to the survey
served on accreditation committees .

Table 27. Characteristics of Student Respondents

Characteristic DDS APT DH TOTAL

Population Size 491 30 54 575

Sample Size 320 21 47 388

Response Rate 65.2% 70.0% 87 .0% 67.0%

Knew about Self-Study 81.1% 100.0% 91.5% 82.1%

Served on Self-Study Committee 7.2% 9.5% 10.6% 7.6%

Reviewed Departmental Reports 26.9% 61.9% 37.2% 34.1%

Reviewed Task Force Reports 19.2% 42.9% NA 20.6%

Differences among student groups were noted in several of the
responses . While only 80 percent of the tour-year DDS students knew
about the self - study, 100 percent of the APT and 90 percent of the
dental hygiene students indicated they were aware of "he study.
Students from the two smaller programs (APT and DH) also said they
had more opportunity to review self-study reports than the four-year
DDS students . For example, almost 70 percent of the APT students
indicated they had a chance to review the APT report compared to
about 25 percent of the DDS studef , who indicated they had a
chance to review any of the departmental reports . This could be a
reflection of student interest or effort, or lack of faculty concern
about encouraging student input. The four-year DDS students' lack
of involvement in both the preparation and review of self-study
reports also could explain their response to the amount of time spent
during the accreditation process . Almost 28 percent felt too little time
had been spent, compared to 14 percent of the APT students and 10
percent of the dental hygiene students .
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2. Student Attitudes

Student attitudes toward the accreditation self-study process were
measured in six areas:

1. Student Involvement - Was it adequate?
2. Departmental Reports - Did the reports reflect student

concerns?
3. Task Force Reports - Did the reports reflect student

concerns?
4. Faculty Accessibility - Were faculty available during the

self-study?
5. Quality of Instruction - Was instruction affected during the

self-study?
6. Expectation of Improvement Will the study result in im-

provement at the Dental School?

Students were asked to rate these different areas on a scale of
zero to three. Their responses are shown graphically in Figures
12-18. The higher the bars, the more positive the attitudes. Bars
below the midpoint are more negative.. (Tables from which the figures
were derived are in Appendixes JJJ through QQQ.) Comparisons also

are made among students in the various Dental School programs
(DDS, APT, and DH) and among classes of students within each
program. The statistics used in both the tables and figures are
weighted to reduce error of unequal sample size and to allow compari-
sons of programs of unequal size.

In the Tables in Appendixes JJJ through QQQ, the midpoint in
each area is 1.5; means below 1.5 indicate more negative attitudes,
while those above the midpoint are more positive. The tables also
indicate the number (N) of students in each category, and the stan-
dard deviation.

a. All Students

The two most positive attitude ratings of all students combined
are in instructional areas (see Figure 12 and Appendix JJJ). As a

77
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whole, students felt that faculty accessibility and quality of instruc-
tion were affected only "some" to "not at all" by the demands of the
accreditation self-study. At the same time, students indicated that
opportunities for student involvement were only somewhat available,
and that they were to some extent pessimistic that the self-study
process would result in improvements at the Dental School.

midpoint

Student Departmental Task Force Faculty Quality of Result in

Involvement Reports Reports Accessibility Instruction Improvement

Figure 12. Student attitudes toward the accreditation self-study:
all students.

Over 80 percent of the students who indicated that they knew
about the study felt that more students should have been involved in
the different stages of the self-study. The four-year DDS students
felt more strongly than the other two groups that a greater number
of students Should have been involved. About 83 percent of the DDS
students who said they knew about the study agreed that more stu-
dents should be involved, compared to 71 percent of the APT students
and 73 percent of the DH students.
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Only students who had the opportunity to review the self-study
reports responded to questions about the responsiveness of the depart-
mental and Task Committee reports to students concerns. These
students indicated that the reports submitted by the Task Committees
(i.e., Research, Faculty, Administration, etc.) were more responsive
to student concerns than the departmental reports. A slight statisti-
cal difference between the means of the two areas was found using
the student's t at a significance level of .05 (t=2.0833) . This result
is not surprising since more students were actively involved in pre-
paring the Task Committee reports.

b. Coin arisons Within and Among_ Student Grou

None of the student groups DDS, APT, or DH, appeared predomi-
nantly negative or positive, although DH students showed more positive
outlooks in three out of six areas measured (see Figure 13 and Appendix
KKK) .

midpoint

Student Departmental Task Force Faculty Quality of Result in
Involvement Reports Reports Accessibility Instruction Improvement

Dental Hygiene APT DOS

Figure 13. Comparison of attitudes of students in DH, APT, and DDS
programs.

( 79
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Statistically significant differences (using analysis of variance)
among the three student groups were found in attitudes toward stu-
dent involvement in the self-study and the prospects that the self-
study would result in improvements at the Dental School. Significant
differences among the groups were also found using the Chi Square
statistic in faculty accessibility and quality of instruction. The two
areas in which both statistics did not detect differences were the
responsiveness of departmental and Task Committee reports to student
concerns (see Table 28).

Dental Hygiene students were more positive than dental students
-

in assessing student involvement and in their expectations of improve-
ments resulting from accreditation. Dental student response indicates
that student involvement should have been much greater. DDS stu-
dents were also skeptical that the self-study would result in improvement.

Table 28. Comparison of DDS, APT and DH Student Attitude Scores

Chi Square Analysis of Variance

Issue X Sig. F Sig.

Student Involvement 35.7037 .01 6.1088 .025

Departmental Responsiveness 6.6797 NS 4.8635 NS

Task Force Responsiveness 1.3768 NS 3.6994 NS

Faculty Accessibility 32.4925 NS 3.7327 NS

Quality of Instruction 25.4564 NS 2.2248 NS

Expectation of Improvements 14.8099 NS 7.5501 .025

Strong discrepancies between APT FA-I.:dents and the other stu-
dents were found in attitudes toward l'Imulty accessibility and quality
of lstruction. APT students felt that accreditation had cut into "a
fay amount" of time faculty' normally spent with students. Hygiene

and DDS students on the other hand felt that only "some" faculty
accessibility had been lost. APT students also felt more strongly
than the other students that accreditation had affected the quality of
instruction. In comparing DDS and APT attitudes in these two areas,
significant student t scores were found at the .01 level.
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Although slight differences. are seen in comparing attitudes of
third- and fourth-year DH students in Figure 14, no statistical dif-
ferences were found between the two classes in any of the scales (see
Table 29 and Appendix LLL). In most cases, however, the fourth-year
DH students were more negative.

midpoint

Student Departmental Task Force Fciculty Quality of Result in

Involvement .Reports Reports Accessibility Instruction Improvement

3rd yr. 4th yr.

Figure 14. Student attitudes toward accreditation: dental hygiene.

Table 29. Com arison of Attitude Scores of Dental Hygiene Classes

Chi Square Analysis of Variance

Issue X Sig. Sig.

Student Inv.)1vement .6450 NS -.0634 NS

Departmental Responsiveness 2.7694 NS .4930 NS

Task Force Responsiveness 2.2397 NS .2653 NS

Faculty Accessibility 2.6564 NS .5493 NS

Quality of Instruction 3.3982 NS 1.2478 NS

Expectation of Improvements 7.1052 NS 1.4701 NS
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No statistical differences among the APT classes were found in
any of the categories (see Table 30). This is due partially to the
small size of the sample and the variance or range of responses.
However, by examining Figure 15, visual differences are seen in
first-year student attitudes towards opportunities for student involve-
ment. A significant student t at .05 was round between first-and
second-year students (see Appendix IAMM).

Table 30. Comparison of Attitude Scores* of APT Classes

Chi Square Analysis of Variance

Issue X Sig. F Sig

Student Involvement 5.1179 NS 1.7501 NS

Faculty Accessibility 1.3999 NS 2.625 NS

Quality of Instruction 4.3466 NS .4468 NS

Expectation of Improvement NA NA .9403 NS

*N for departmental and task reports too small to compute

midpoint

Student Departmental Task Force Faculty Cuality of Result in

Involvement Reports Reports Accessibility Instruction Improvement
451?

1st yr. 2nd yr. 111 3rd yr.

Figure 15. Student 'attitudes toward accreditation: APT.
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Second-year APT students gave-more negative ratings in student
involvement than any other group of students in the School. First-
year APT students, however, were the most positive school-wide.
These differences may be due to sampling error or the lack of repre-
sentation from the second-year class in accreditation activities.

Since too few APT students in each class had a. chance to review
departmental and Task Committee reports, statistical comparisons were
not made. All three APT classe:s felt that the Dental School was only
somewhat likely to improve as a result of the self-study.

The four-year DDS students had positive feelings about the
quality of instruction they received during the accreditation self-
study, but they had only -some" hope that the study would result in
improvements at the Dental School (see Figure 16).

midpoint

Student
Involvement

Departmental Task Force Faculty
Reports AccessibilityReports

Quality of Result in
Instruction Improvement

1st yr. R 2nd yr. 3rd yr. =11 4th yr.

Figure 16. Student attitudes toward accreditation: DDS.
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Statistically significant differences among Z-he four classes were
found in attitudes toward student involvement an the effect of the
self-study in improving the Dental School (see Tat:Le 31 and Appendix
NNN).

Table 31. Comparison of Attitude Scores of DDS Classes

Chi Square Analysis of Variance

Issue X Sig. F Sig.

Student Involvement 19.5963 .025 1.1490 NS

Departmental Responsiveness 11.5085 NS 2.9326 NS

Task Force Responsiveness 10.6647 NS 1.7191 NS

Faculty Accessibility 11.6047 NS .7629 NS

Quality of Instruction 12.0114 NS .3259 NS

Expectation of Improvements 40.3095 .005 .9165 NS

Although significant ;;es were found using Chi Square at the
.025 and .005 levels, signilic.....at analysis of variance (F) scores were
not computed for any of the scales, In both cases where significant
Chi Squares were found, the third-year students were most negative.

Although significant differences were not found among DDS
student classes in most areas, students who were in the clinic during
the self-study (years three and four) were somewhat less positive.
It seems that accreditation demands may have affected instruction on
the clinic floor more than in the lecture hall or laboratory.

c. Comparisons of Students by Levels of Involvement in the Self-
Study

Comparisons also were made between attitudes of students active-
ly involved en self-study committees and those who indicated they
were not formally a part of the study.
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Students actively serving on committees were more positive than
inactive students in their attitudes about accreditation and the self-
study's response to student concerns (see Figure 17). Statiscally

midpoint

Student Departmental Task Force Faculty Quality of Result in

Involvement Reports Reports Accessibility Instruction Improvement

III Active

Weiohted

111,
Not Active

Figure 17. Comparison of attitude: of students active or not active
on accredi'mtion self-study committees.

significant differences using student's t were found in the first three
scales measuring these attitudes (see Table 32 and Appendix 000).
However, no differences were found between active and inactive
student attitudes toward faculty accessibility, quality of instruction
during the study, or-the likelihood the study would result in improve-
ments. Studer,ts involved in the self-study and in making recommen-
dations to improvethe Dental School had only some hope that improve-
ments would result
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Table 32. Comparison of Active and Inactive Student Attitude Scores

Chi Square Student's I
Issue X Sig. t Sig.

Student Involvement 18.129 .005 3.8940 .01.

Departmental Responsiveness 9.889 .025 2.1379 .05

Task Force Responsiveness 8.537 .05 4.5733 .01

Faculty Accessibility 1.232 NS .2294 NS

Quality of Instruction .075 NS .1267 NS

Expectation of Improvements 1.913 NS .5119 NS

Attitudes of dental students apparently are not always shared by
DH students. Dental Hygiene students both active and inactive in
the self-study were more positive about the self-study resulting in
improvements at the Dental School (see Figures 18 and 19).

Negative feelings of APT students about faculty accessibility and
quality of instruction were most distinct in responses of students not
serving on accreditation committees whereas, APT students who were
active seemed to have more positive attitudes in these two areas.
Statistical comparisons of active and inactive APT students could not
be made because the number of active students was too small.

Statistically significant differences were found between APT
inactive students and DDS and DH students not serving on self-study
committees (see Table 33). Differences found in comparisons of

inactive students (see Table 33) may explain much of the differences
found among all DDS, APT and DH students (see Table 28). There
is at least some indication that inactive students in the three programs
account for differences found among student groups in their attitudes
toward student involvement, faculty accessibility, quality of instruc-
tion and expectation of improvements.
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Student Departmental Task Force Faculty Quality of Result in

Involvement Reports Reports Accessibility Instruction Improvement

OH e APT

1 Weighted

N Dos

Figure 18. Comparison of attitudes of students serving on accreditation
self-study committees by type of student.'"
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Figure 19. Comparison of attitudes of stuilents not serving on accreditation
self-study committees by type of student.
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Table 33. Comparison of Attitude Scores of DH, APT, & DDS Students Not
Active on Self-Study Committees

Chi Square Analysis of Variance

Issue X Sig. F Sig.

Student Involvement 40.332 .005 7.045 .025

Departmental Responsiveness 6.989 NS 8.663 .01

Task Force Responsiveness 2.517 NS 4.725 .05

Faculty Accessibility 40.146 .005 3.828 NS

Quality of Instruction 39.238 .005 2.288 NS

Expectation of Improvements 14.839 .025 8.487 .01

Except for differences noted in attittuctes between active and
inactive APT students in faculty-related issues, few differences could
be seen between active and inactive students in the DH or DDS
groups (see Appendixes PPP and QQQ). Statistical comparisons could
only be made betwez:,a active and inactive DDS students; insufficient
numbers of DH and APT students prohibited comparisons for these:
groups (see Table 34). Four-year DDS students active on accredi-
tation committees tended to be more positive about the level of stu-
dent involvement and the responsiveness of departmental reports to
student concerns.

d. Summary

Overall, students indicated that they should have played a more
active role in the Dental School's self-study. Greater involvement
may have led to more positive feelings about the departmental and
Task Committee reports.



Table 34. Comparison of Attitude Scores of Active and Inactive DDS
Students

Issue t score Sig.

Student Involvement 3.8577 .07

Departmental Responsiveness 1.9409 .10

Task Force Responsiveness -.3030 NS

Faculty Accessibility .0520 NS

Quality of Instruction -.2492 NS

Expectation of Improvements .5976 NS

However, most students felt that the demands of the self-study on
faculty time had not affected faculty accessibility or the quality of
instruction in the classroom. (Students in the APT program were the
major exception.) In addition, students had only "some" hope that the
self-study would result in improvements to the Dental School. This

attitude was not affected by the students' level of involvement.

FACULTY

Another possible impact of accreditation is a change of attitudes
or morale of the faculty. If, in the process completing the self-
study, faculty morale sags, all areas of prociaCtivity may decrease.
Even if poor attitudes are caused by perceptions as opposed to reali-
ty, the cost nevertheless must be borne by th.i School. An attempt
to measure these indirect or no monetary costs was made through a
survey of faculty attitudes towards the accreditation self-study and
its 'effect on their work. The measurement of attitudes was limited to
the self-study time period because of the high level of involvement
faculty, staff, and students at this juncture.
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1. Faculty Analysis

Faculty questionnaires were distributed at the Faculty Retreat in
October 1980, the completion of the accreditation self-study
during the 1979-80 academic year (see Appendix R). Response rates
are described in Table 35. In the discussion, only full-time faculty
respondents were considered because of the small sample of part-time
respondents.

Table 35. Faculty questionnaire Response Rates].

Faculty Group Population Sample Size % Responding

DDS Faculty 115 78 67.8

Biological Sciences 31 18 58.1

Clinical Sciences 82 60 73.2

Administrators 26 22 84.6

Deans 9 8 88.9

Department Chairmen 2
18 15 83.3

Non-Administrators 89 56 62.9

Dental Hygiene-Faculty 9 8 88.9

.2 Full -Time Faculty Only
Includes APT and BDS Directors; one department chairman, also a
dean

Questionnaires similar to the students' survey also were distri-
buted to Advanced Specialty Education students who hold faculty
appointments as well (see Appendix S). The sample was too small for
analysis, but generally the ASE student responses were similar to
those of undergraduate DDS students. They felt somewhat negative
about the level of student involqement and their expectations ;or
improvement, but did not feel accreditation activities had encroached
on their education.

t9 I)
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In order to analyze responses by the level of activity of faculty
during the self-study, faculty were asked to indicate their participa-
tion on 1) the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation, 2) a Self-Study
Task Committee, and 3) an ad hoc Review Subcommittee. Percentages
of faculty groups indicating participation in the various phases are
shown in Table 36. Only 28 in the sample (35.9 percent) did not
have responsibilities in addition to departmental self-studies. Several
faculty, especially administrators, were involved in all three phases.

Table 36. Faculty Involvement in Self-Study Committees

Faculty Group
on

ad hoc
% 1, on % on Review

Task Committee Subcommittee

DDS Faculty* 23.0 54.5 42.3

Biological Sciences 27.8 7" 2 50.0

Clinical Sciences 23.3 51.7 41.7

Administrators 59.1 81.8 72.7

Deans 100.0 100.0 100.0

Department Chairmen 40.0 73.3 60.0

Non-Administrators 12.5 46.4 32.1

Dental Hygiene Faculty 12.5 NA 25.0

*Percentages Weighted

The questionnaire addressed two broad issues: 1) the diversion
of faculty resources and 2) the self-study process. The discussion
will first address the issues of diverting faculty resources, using
information from the que;stion.naires, observations of committee meet-
ings, and informal interviews. The second issue will be included in
the discussion of the accreditation process

91
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1. Areas of Responsibility Most Affected by Accreditation

An obvious cost of the
diversion of resources from
accreditation. Time spent on
responsibility in instruction,
was obvious faculty had few
were heavily involved.

self-study to the Dental School was the
the normal 'unctions of the School to
accreditation took faculty from areas of

service and research. In some cases it
self-study responsibilities, while others

Beccuse of the different levels of involvement, faculty were
asked to respond to similar questions from two viewpoints. First,
they were asked to assess an issue based on their perceptions o'! the
impact of accreditation on school-wide areas of responsibilities. For
example: "Did faculty involvement in the self-study limit faculty
accessibility to students?" Second, they were asked to assess the
same issue based on the impact of accreditation on individual areas of
responsibilities. For example: "Did your involvement in the self-study
limit your accessibility to students?" Separating the viewpoints into

school-wide and individual categories reduced discrepancies between
the active and less active faculty.

Overall, faculty indicated that school-wide research had been
most affected by the self-study (see Figure 20 and Appendix RRR).
About 45 percent of the total DDS faculty said research had been
most affected, 18.7 percent indicated instruction, and 9.3 percent,
service. More than 25 percent of the faculty felt accreditation had no
significant impact school-wide.
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Figure 20. Areas of school-wide responsibility most affected by
the accreditation self-study.

A significantly greater number of biological science faculty than
clinical science faculty indicated school-wide research had been more
adversely affected than other' areas . Clinical faculty who usually
spend more time with students were more likely to indicate that in-
struction was most affected.
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Similar differences were found between faculty group ratings of
individual areas of responsibility most affected by accreditation (see
Figure 21 and Appendix SSS). The differences found between clinical
and biological science faci:lty, however, were more pronounced. One

surprising finding in light of the total hours spent was the number of
administrators, deans and department chairmen who indicated the
self-study had no significant impact as individual areas of responsi-
bility. The percentage indicating "none" is slightly greater than that
for nonadministrators, although from the number of hours spent, it is
obvious that administrators were more involved.
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NONE
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Figure 21. Areas of individual responsibility most affected by the
accreditation self-study.
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Comparisons can alco be made between faculty e.ltimates of the
impact of the self-study on hot% school-wide and individual respon-
sibilites. The DDS faculty felt tb..t self-study had intruded on their
individual research time more taan it had affected school-wide re-
search (see Figure 22). Faculty also felt the self-study had affected
their colleagues' instruction and service more than their own.

100%
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8.5 6.9
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NONE

SERVICE

RESEARCH
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Figure 22. DDS faculty: areas most affected by accreditation.
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Administrators .saw a significant difference between the impact of

accreditation on school-wide and individual areas of responsibility (see

Figure 23). Most of the difference was due -o the response of admini-

strators, who felt that their own research had been affected during

the self-study.
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Figure 23. DDS administrators: areas most affected by accreditation.
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Nonadministrators' estimates of affected areas of responsibility
were similar to the total DDS faculty (see' Figure 24). Nonadministra-
tive faculty felt that individual research had been affected more than
school-wide research, but that their own instruction had not suffered
as much as instruction school-wide.

100%
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5,7
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NONE

SERVICE
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School- Individual
wide

Figure 24. DDS nonadministrative faculty: areas most affected by
accreditation.
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The more active faculty felt accreditation had less effect school-
wide than on their individual responsibilities (see Figure 25).

100%

20.0

28.0

6.0

8.0

46.0 66.0

18.0

8.0

NONE

SERVICE

RESEARCH

INSTRUCTION

School. Individual
wide

Figure 25. DDS faculty on committees: areas most affected by
accreditation.

Again, research was felt to be the individual area that was most
adversely affected. However, impact on individual instruction was
almost negligible.



A significant number at not serving on Task or Review
Committees felt that w1152..e the self-szuady harl.not signifi=_-ntly affected
7aeir individual work, it had a negative bnpact on the School (see
I'ligure 26).
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7.7;crrYr-o, 96 DDS faculty not on commitees: areas most affected by
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Figure 27. Ad hoc committee arta.s. neAt efected by accreditation.

School-wide areas that the Der=___-& Itlygiene faculty felt were most
affected were similar to the .tiolor+t-f--ti sciences faculty (see Figure.
28) . Both indicated research had the brunt of their involve-
ment in self-study activities .
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Figure 28. DH faculty areas most affected by accreditation.

In addition, fewer DH faculty than DDS faculty felt that the
self-study had no significant impact on school-wide and individual
areas of responsibilities. This c-,;,14.,',1,` be due to the size of the DH
faculty and the lengthy report they 'fere required to develop. If
data were available, similar finding: ,aight apply to the APT faculty.

2. Attitudes Toward the Im ap:ifthe Self--Study on Faculty Responsi-
bilities

In the questionnaire, faculty also indicated the extent to which
accreditation affected the areas of responsibility. Figures 29 through
36 illustrate faculty attitudes toward the impact of accreditation on
school-wide and individual areas of responsibilities. Faculty attitudes
toward student involvement and faculty expectations of improvements
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. The figures are similar to those used in the
attitudes. The higher the bar, the more positive
midpoint indicates neutral feelings. Means, medi-
deviations used in the figures are in Appendix

Overall, attitudes of .tee DDS faculty tcw.rards the effect of the
self-study on faculty accessibility, quality of instruction, research
and service were positive (see Figure 29). TH-Pir feelings to-ward the
extent of student involvement were neutral, while faculty were slight-
ly negative
self-study.
search was

in their expectations of improvements resulting from the
Not surprising in light of the previous discussion, re-
the least positive area. The response to the area of

service, howecer, seems to be out of step with the number who
indicated service as the area most affected by accreditation (see
Figures 20 and 21). Part of this may be explained by the range of
the responses (see Appendix TTT). More faculty indicated that
service had been affected "a great deal" as compared to "somewhat."
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Figure 29.29. DDS faculty attitudes toward impact of accreditation on
school-wide and individual areas of responsibility.
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Table 37.. Comparison of Mean Scores of DDS Faculty Attitudes Toward the Impact of Accrue
School -wee- and Individual Areas of Responsibility

on

DDS
Faculty

Bio.
Faculty

Clinical
FacE :y

Admi=a-: Nonadmin.
Faculty

Ad Hoc
7:fommittee

Faculty
Serving on
Committee

f:aculty Not
17..-r-rving on
Cammittee

traten

Facalty/IEL'
AccessibilL

df 153 34 .L1L 42 109 38 99 z-7,2

t score 2.4814 -.38E; 2.7" .5781 -2.7913 .6075 .8847 3_.6452
sig. .02 NS NS .01 NS NS .01

Quality of
Allifndiviclual
Instruction

df 136 32 L07 42 88 38 94 45
t sc.:re -2.8739_ 2.001_,.- -3 5583 -.9049 -5.0400 -1.4313 -2.8240 -3.6764

sig. .01 .05 1 NS .01 NS .02 .01

All / Individual
Research

df
t score_

sig.

149
.9428

NS

34
.4.tt-4.7.: 1-

N-

:'14
1.1950

\FS

40
.4509

NS

106
1.0073

NS

38
.8759
NS

96
.3111
NS

50
-1.7814

.10

All /Individual
Service

df 152
t score 1.3080_

sig. NS

34
.3-cr_

/N.-_-i.-

116
1.3037

NS

42
.0891

NS

107
1.5586

NS

*
*
*

98
.1229

NS

49
1.9855

.05

*No Difference
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DDS administrators overall were positive in their attitudes t.-mvard
the impact of accreditation on school-widz and individual arc=s of
responsibility (see Figure 30). In every instance, the avera.- re-
sponse was above the midpoint, or more positive than negativ. In
two areas, the impact on school-wide research and expectatioza for
improvement, the iespouse was almost neutral.
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Figure 30. DDS administrators' attitudes toward the impact of accredi-
tation on school-wide and individual areas of responsibility.

Even though administrators earlier indicated that accreditation had
more of an effect on their own areas of responsibility than on those
of the faculty as a whole, they tended to be more positive about their
individual quality of instruction, research and service than about the
quality found school-wide.
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The average attr:11.c4; of nonadministrators about the impact of
accreditation on schoo:,-, and individual responsibilities was similar
to that of all DDS (see Figure 31). Positive responses were
recorded in instruction_ search and service, with neutral to nega-
tive attitudes toward -7:.-.:zdait involvement and expectations for improve-
ment. Statistically si,---Trif=rsant differences were found between 'atti-
tudes towards the eff&ct of accreditation on school-wide and individual
faculty accessibility :=2: quality of instruction.
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Figure 31. DDS nonadministrators' attitudes toward the impact of accreditation
on school-wide and individual areas of responsibility.
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Overall, positive responses also were found in comparisons of
faculty who served on Accreditation Task Committees and/or Review
Subcommittees with those who were less active in the self-study (see
Figures 32 and 33). The most positive ratings for both groups again
were in instructional areas.
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Figure 32. DDS faculty, serving on committees: attitudes toward the impact
of accreditation on school-wide and individual areas of responsibility.
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Figure 33. DDS faculty, not serving on committees: attitudes toward the
impact of accreditation on school-wide and individual areas of responsi-
bility.

Statistically significant differences were found between attitudes
of the more actively involved faculty toward the quality of their own
instruction and school-wide quality of instruction. Differences seen
between the bars in the other areas could be due to sample error or
are not significant. However, the less active faculty (see Figure 33)
had significantly different attitudes in every area of individual and
school-wide comparison, with more positive attitudes toward the impact
on their own areas of responsibility.

Members of the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation indicated no
difference in their feelings between the impact of accreditation on the
School and individually (see Figure 34). Their responses were more
positive except in their expectations for improvement. Since this
group was most involved in the development of the various reports
and the formulation of the final recommendations, more positive atti-
tudes might have been expected in this area. However, most felt
only "some" change would occur as a result of the self-study.

0 s
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Figure 34. Ad hoc committee members' attitudes toward the impact of
accreditation on school-wide and individual areas of responsibility.

Several differences between the DH faculty and the DDS faculty
were noted, although positive feelings about the instructional areas
were similar in both groups (see Figure 35). Feelings of the Dental
Hygiene faculty toward research and service areas, however, ran
neutral to somewhat negative.
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Figure 35. Dental hygiene faculty attitudes toward the impact of
accreditation on school-wide and individual areas of responsibility.

No significant differences between the impact of accreditation on
school-wide and individual responsibilities were found. The Dental
Hygiene faculty had positive expectations that the self-study would
lead to changes at the Dental School, but felt that more students
should have been involved in the process. (The difference of expec-
tations of improvements between DDS and DH faculty was significant
at .01.)

c. Comparison of Attitudes of Faculty Groups

Some differences also were found between various groups of
faculty (see Appendix IRM). Although biological and clinical science
faculty disagreed about the area of responsibility most affected by the
self-study, their attitudes about the intrusion of accreditation on
school-wide instruction, service and research were similar and pre-
dominantly positive (see Figure 36).
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Figure 36. Comparison of clinical and biological science faculty atti-
tudes toward the impact of accreditation on school-wide areas of
responsibility .

The one exception was in the area r"' faculty accessibility. A sta-
tistical difference (significant t scc ..e at .10) was found between the
two groups, indicating a more positive attitude for the biological
science faculty . Because the clinical faculty spends more time in the
instructional area, especially on the clinic floor, the demands of the
self-study would logically affect the accessibility of clinical faculty
more than biological faculty. However, no statistical differences were
found in comparisons of attitudes of the two faculty groups toward
the impact of accreditation on individual instruction, service and
research (see Figure 37) .
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Figure 3'7. Comparison of clinical and biological science faculty attitudes
toward the impact of accreditation on school-wide, and individual areas of
responsibility.

While clinical faculty may have felt more negative than biological
faculty about faculty accessibility school-wide, the attitudes of most
clinical and biological science faculty members toward individual acces-
sibility were similar.

In comparing faculty attitudes towards the impact of accreditation
on the basis of level of activity in the self-study, discrepancies were
found more often in areas of individual responsibilities than in areas
of school-wide activities. This finding indicates a realistic assess-
ment, on the part of the less involved faculty, of the impact of
accreditation,. Because they did not spend as much time on the
self-study, the less active group predictably exhibited more positive
attitudes in almost every area of individual assessment (see Figure
38). Statistically significant differences (using students' t) were
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toward the impact of accreditation on individual areas of responsibility.
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found between the two groups of faculty in individual accessibility,
research and service. On the otter hand, no statistical differences
were found between the attitudes of faculty with differing levels of
self-study involvement concerning the impact of accreditation school-
wide (see Figure 39), except in the area of school-wide research. (A

significant students' t at .05 was found.)

Further indication that attitudes were affected by level of involve-
ment can be seen in a comparison of attitudes of those faculty who
were highly involved, with the attitudes of all other faculty. Because

the ad hoc Committee on Accreditation was composed primarily of Task
Committee Chairmen, this group was chosen to represent faculty with
the greatest level of involvement. Statistical differences and similari-
ties noted for active and less active faculty in the areas of school-
wide and individual accessibility also were evidenced in the responses
of ad hoc Committee members and non-members. The exceptions were
in school-wide and individual instruction and research, where signifi-
cant differences were found between ad hoc Committee members and
non-members in both instructional areas but not in the research areas
(see Appendix UUU).

1.14
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Figure 39. Comparison of active and less active DDS faculty attitudes
toward the impact of accreditation on school-wide areas of responsibility.

Comparisons of administrative and non-administrative faculty
resulted in only one statistically significant difference. Administrators
were less positive about the impact of accreditation on the quality of
instruction (see Appendix UTTCJ)

Comparisons of the attitudes between DDS, and DH faculty also
were made. While the task of completing the report resulted in total
and sometimes intense participation of all the DH faculty, the small
size of the group may have caused the DH faculty to be more positive
about the usefulness of the self-study. (See earlier discussion of
Figure 35.)

The level of participation and demands of the self-study seemed
to have affected DH faculty negatively in their attitudes toward the
impact of accreditation on school-wide and individual service and
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individual research (see Figures 40 and 41). They were the only
faculty group to register scores below the mid-point in these ratings.
However, the DH faculty were more positive in the area of school-
wide quality of instruction than the DDS faculty.

midpoint ... ,....--
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all Faculty

111111
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Research Service

Figure 40. Comparison of DDS and DH faculty attitudes toward the
impact of accreditation on school-wide areas of Lesponsibility.

2. Observations

Interviews with several faculty members and observations made
during the self-study corresponded to the general attitudes depicted
in the faculty questionnaire. While there were rumblings of discon-
tent among a few faculty, most faculty took the self-study in stride.
Because dissatisfied faculty were often more vocal, occasionally the
mood of the faculty may have seemed darker than it actually was.
Except for one or two months, most faculty were not inundated with
self-study work.

'16
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A departnt chairman in the basic sciences, however, said that
"bench work" for research was definitely short-changed while faculty
completed the r. ieif-study. He felt that time spent in preparing propo-
sals for research had not been affected to any great degree, but that
laboratory work had suffered.
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Figure 41. Comparison of DDS and DH faculty attitudes toward the impact
of accreditation on individual areas of responsiblity.
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This chairman's assessment about research was doctunente6 by
the number of proposals submitted. From July 1, 1979 to June 30,
1980, roughly the time period of the self-study, 37 proposals for a
total of $2,291,673 were submitted by Dental Schocil personnel for
funding. This is comparable to years past. In addition, applications
for in-house faculty research grants were similar if not greater than
in previous years. Any differences in research funding, therefore,
probably should not be attributed to a diversion of faculty resources
during the self-study. There is no way to ascertain if the self-study
affected the quality of the proposals submitted since so many vari-
ables go into funding decisions.

Two major areas of faculty service, continuing education and
committee work, were monitored to assess the impact of thne demands
of the self-study. Almost three-fourths of the DDS faculty agreed
that faculty involvement in continuing education was not affected by
accreditation. (This issue will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.) However, half of the Dental Hygiene faculty felt
continuing education had been affected, especially in the development
of new courses.

Faculty activity in continuing education during the self-study
and the semester following equalled or surpassed activity of the
previous academic year (1978-79) in terms of total courses taught (see
Table 38). During the self-study, Dental School faculty taught 38
courses, compared to s3 for the previous academic year. The number
taught by Dental School faculty the semester following the self-study
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Table 38. Continuing Education Course Breakdown:
1978-December 1980

September

1978 1979 1980
Sept.-Dec. Jan.-June Sept.-Dec Jan.-June Sept.-Dec.

Total # 18 24 19 31 20
Courses
Offered

# of 12 21 12 26 16
Courses
Taught by
DS Faculty

# of NA* 3 12 9
Courses
Previously
Taught by
DS Faculty

# of New NA* 20 9 14 7
Courses
Taught by
DS Faculty

# of 8 10 10 12
Departments
Involved in
Continuing
Education

*Since September 1978

was also higher than similar semesters in .1978 and 1979. However,
the number of repeated courses also was significantly higher, indica-
ting a lack of time for course development. This is especially true
for the Fall 1980 semester; over half of the courses offered were
repeats from previous years. A decline in course development for
continuing education could be related to time restraints caused by the
self-study.
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The second major area of service to be affected by accreditation
demands was faculty committee work. Most faculty (over 70 percent)
agreed that standing committees also working on accreditation tasks
were able to complete normal workloads. (This issue will be discus-
sed in more detail in the next section.) The chairman of one dual
committee noted that the self-study tasks had forced members to put
much of their on-going committee work aside. However, the self-
study questions proved useful in helping committees look at tasks in
more perspective.

During the busiest months of the Self-study, accreditation seem-
ed to preoccupy everyone and to intrude in every area of responsibil-
ity. However, adjustments in schedules and duties apparently kept
accreditation from significantly diverting the Dental School from its
objectives. There is some evidence that two areas, basic research
bench work and development of continuing education courses, were
affected to some extent. At the same time, the important function of
the School, the instruction of students, seemed to be affected least of
all.

Secretarial Staff

Another area of indirect costs can be traced to the secretarial
staff of the Dental School. Real or direct costs in terms of time for
this group were discussed earlier. Indirect costs are the changes in
morale or attitudes that occurred because of those time demands.

Secretarial attitudes were measured through a questionnaire (see
Appendix T) and interviews. Out of 30 questionnaires distributed, 19
were returned, for a response rate of 63.3 percent. Ten respondents
were departmental secretaries, while nine were from other offices.
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As in the faculty questionnaire, secretaries were asked which
areas of their regular responsibilities were most affected by accred-
itation. Secretaries indicated instructional support work was most
affected by accreditation demands (see Figure 42), including the
preparation of tests and other teaching materials. About a fourth of
the secretaries felt that 'accreditation had not significantly affected
any area of their work. Because much of faculty research does not
require secretarial support, the low response rate for research (10.7)
is not surprising, even though most faculty felt it was the area of
responsibilty most affected.

100%

24,0

2,7
5,3

10,7

17,3

40.0

044, V lig,

/vAt 4
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Figure 42. Areas of secretarial responsibility most affected by accreditation.
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Secretarial attitudes overall were neutral towards the effect of
accreditation on their work (see Figure 43). As in earlier figures,
the higher the bar, the more positive the attitude. The midpoint
repreents neutral feelings. Neutral attitudes were expressed toward
the worth of the self-study, the sympathy of the school as a whole
for secretarial workloads, and time made available for the extra work.
Two exceptions were registered in strongly negative attitudes towards
interference of accreditation with routine tasks and more positive
attitudes towards sympathy of faculty concern the increased require-
ments.

Interference with Worth Extra
Routine Work *
1111 ALL-SECRETARIES

Facu ty
Sympathetic

Schoo
Sympathetic

DEPARTMENTAL
SECRETARIES

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE FOUND

Time Made
Available

Figu.,..e 43. Secretarial attitudes towards accreditation.

OTHER
SECRETARIES
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Comparisons also were made between departmental and other sec-
retaries (see Appendix XXX). In four out of the five scales, depart-
mental secretaries tended to be more negative. Differences between.
the two,groups of secretaries, however, were statistically significant
only in attitudes about the worth of the self-study (see Appendix
YYY). Attitudes of the secretarial staff overall were somewhat more
negative than those of faculty.

Comparison of Faculty, Staff and Student Attitudes

In order to get a general picture of every sector involved in the
Dental School self-study, comparisons were made among faculty, staff
( secretarial and associate) and student groups. Although the small
number of associate staff did not allow for statistical comparisons with
the other groups, their responses are included when appropriate.

Responses to the question, "Do you think too little time was
spent by the Dental School on the accreditation self-study?" are
shown in Table 39. Although a majority of DDS students did not feel
that too little time was spent on the self-study, a significant group
responded rffirmatively to the question. This could be related direct -
ly to the small number of DDS students who were actively involved in
the self-study. Many of those who indicated the study time was too
limited might not have known how much time was spent. The per-
centage of associate staff that indicated "yes" qualified the answer to
a time period within the self-study.

Table 39. Response to Survey Question About Too Little Time Spent
on Self-Study

Yes (%) No (%)
DDS Faculty 4.3 95.7

DH Faculty 0 100.0

DDS Students 26.7 73.3

DH Students 9.8 90.2

Secretarial Staff 11.1 88.9

Associate Staff 20.0 80.0
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Attitudes of different faculty, student and staff groups were
also compared in four areas, faculty accessibility to students, quality
of instruction, student involvement, and expectations of improve-
ments. The responses of the DDS faculty also have been broken out
to show differences of biological and clinical science faculty (see
Appendixes VVV and WWW).

Except for associate staff, attitudes towards faculty accessibility
(see Figure 44) are predominantly positive (see Appendixes ZZZ and
TTT). While the secretarial response closely corresponded to faculty
and student answers, associate staff were much more negative.
Earlier findings indicated that all instructional areas, including accessi-
bility, were affected "some" to "not at all." Statistical differences in
faculty accessibility were found between students and faculty, with
students being more positive, and between clinical and biological
faculty (see Appendix AAAA).

midpoint

DOS Bio ogical Clinical Dental Associate Secretarial Students

Faculty Sciences Sciences Hygiene Staff Staff
Faculty Faculty Faculty

Figure 44. Faculty, staff and student attitudes toward the effect of
accreditation on faculty accessibility to students.

Only students and faculty were asked to assess the effect of
accreditation on the quality of instruction (see Figure 45)'. The only
statistically signifiCant difference was found between DDS and DH
faculty. Both faculty and students were positive about the quality of
instruction during the self-study.
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Figure 45. Faculty and student attitudes toward the effect of accredita-
tion on the quality of instruction.

Feelings about student involvement ranged from neutral to slight-
ly negative (see Figure 46). Associate staff, dental hygiene faculty
and students were somewhat negative about the level of involvement.
A statistically significant difference was found between DDS students
and faculty, with students being more negative.
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Figure 46. Faculty, staff and student attitudes toward student involve-
ment in the self-study.
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Figure 47. Faculty, staff and student attitudes toward accreditation
resulting in improvements at the Dental School.

Negative attitudes were also indicated in responses about expec-
tations of improvements resulting from the accreditation self-study
(see Figure 47). The only group with positive expectations for
improvement was the DH faculty. Statistical differences were found
between DH and the total DDS faculty. Differences between students
and DDS faculty also were significant at the .01 level. The secre-
taries' estimate of student involvement closely parralleled the stu-
dents'.

Summary

During the self-study morale of the faculty, staff and students
changed only slightly, or was not affected at all. The major excep-
tions to this finding were in the attitudes of faculty and students in
the small, specialized programs (such as APT), and departmental
secretaries, who may have been responsible for more than one self-
study report.

Problems in the two areas where morale did seem to decline might
have been eased with structural changes in the SchooPs self-study
organization. Faculty in smaller programs should not have had dual
responsibilities for the self-study. Fewer demands on their time
would have decreased their frustration and that of their students,
since accessibility would have been better. Larger departments and
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programs were able to absorb better the demands of the self-study,
although individual members of those departments sometimes were
overburdened because of their involvement with different accreditation
committees. Adding to the responsibilities of faculty in smaller depart-
ments or programs where self-study demands were significant should
have been carefully weighed.

In addition, more direct communication with the secretarial staff
might have eliminated retyping and made the staff feel more a part of
the self-study effort. The School might consider regular meetings of
support staff personnel to encourage a feeling of unity.

Not all changes in morale were negative. Some faculty have
been encouraged by changes in the School that already have occurred
as a result of self-study findings. Several students who actively
participated in the study were surprised to learn how much care and
concern went into their education. And finally, several secretaries
enjoyed their participation and viewed it as a learning experience.

Like changes in morale, shifts in priorities due to self-study
demands were only slight. For the most part, 'instruction was affect-
ed minimally, except for faculty accessibility to students in small pro-
grams. Some bench time in research and routine committee work were
suspended for a brief period, but not enough to keep the Dental
School from meeting its primary goals. Because there was only slight
disruption in the development of new research proposals, long-term
effects of the self-study on future research should be only minimal.
In addition, any lack of course development for continuing education
during the self-study should be only short-term.

At this point, negative impacts of accreditation were minimal.
Additional requirements of future accreditation studies or a decrease
in time between visits could result in more negative attitudes. One of
the factors that seemed to keep faculty appeased was the knowledge
that another accreditation self-study would not occur for seven years.

,12 7
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Effectiveness of the
Accreditation Self-Study Process

In discussing the effectiveness of the accreditation self-study
process, the following areas will be addressed:

1. Effectiveness of the self-study structure
2. Effective use of personnel and students
3. Mechanism for change

Effectiveness of the Self-Study Structure

Several different methods were used in analyzing the effective-
ness of the self-study organization. Faculty impressions were solicit-
ed by means of questionnaires and through interviews; observations
were made thrciughout the study; data requirements were analyzed;
and the usefulness of the Self-Study Manual was probed.

1. Faculty Impressions

An aspect of the questionnaire was designed to measure faculty
attitudes concerning issues related to the organization of the self-study,
the level of faculty and student involvement in the self-study, and
the likelihood that the accreditation process would bring about improve-
ments in the dental program. Faculty were asked to indicate their
level of agreement or disagreement with statements on these issues.
The response of neutral was not provided in order to force definitive
response.

Statements about the adequacy of the committee structure and
length of time spent were combined to ascertain general faculty impres-
sions of the self-study organization. The faculty generally expressed
neutral feelings about the effectiveness of the self-study organization
(see Figure 48). The neutral ratings resulted from a cancelling out
effect between certain issues. While faculty felt the committee struc-
ture was adequate, they also felt the time and importance assigned to
the self-study was too- great. The only groups with statistically
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lifiCdra differences in their attitudes toward the self-study organi-
zation Were administrators and nonadministrators. The more heavily
involved administrators were more positive about the organization than
noriadsninistrative faculty (see Appendixes BBBB and CCCC).
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Figure 48. Faculty attitudes toward the organization of the self-
study,

IRdidual rankings of issues are provided in Figures 49 through
Ss. N.ext to the issue statement is the percentage of agreement or
disagreement with the statement. The next column reveals the strength
of the agreement/disagreement. For example in Figure 49, while a
large Majority agreed with the first statement, there was not a strong
sentiment of agreement. Often responses at the extremes cancelled
each other out.

A cioser look at the issues that relate to the self-study organ-
iZatiOri will clarify attitudes shown in Figure 48. In the first two
statements almost three-fourths of the DDS faculty agreed, although
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1. Standing Committees also work-
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able. to complete normal work-
loads.

Z. Faculty involvement in con -
tinuing education was not af-
fected by accreditation.
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structure was adequate for
completing the self-study.

4. Release time for key partici-
pants should. have been made
available.

5. Opportunities for students to
affect the educational process
were increased during. the self-
study.

6. Completing the self-study
tuxes.* faculty pride in
the School's. overall quality.

7. Too much time and importance
were given to the self-study.

8. As a result of the self-study,
substantial changes will be
made in the curriculum.

9. The administration learned
more about the shortcomings
and needs of the School.

10. Communication among faculty
and between faculty and:ad-
ministrators was increased as
a result of the self-study.

11. A11 faculty had ample opportu-
nity to be involved in the
self-study.

12. Faculty had adequate opportu-
nity to review and respond
to self-study reports.
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not strongly, that the self-study did not hamper the functioning of
standing committees or continuing education programs. While most (93
percent) felt that the committee structure was adequate (see Statement
3), almost 60 percent felt that too much time and importance were
given to the self-study (see Statement 7). Most faculty also felt that
the demands on time should have been eased by release time for key
participants (see Statement 4).

The reaction of the biological science (see Figure 50) and clinical
science faculty (see Figure. 51) was not too different from the DDS
faculty as a whole. The biological faculty felt more strongly than the
clinical faculty that the self-study had little effect on the functioning
of standing committees and continuing education. (A statistically
significant difference between strengths of agreement was found; see
Appendix DDDD.) The clinical faculty also felt more strongly about
the need for release time for key participants. A greater percentage
of biological faculty agreed that too much time and importance were
given to the study, but the strength of that agreement was almost
eqUal to that for the clinical faculty even though 20 percent fewer
clinicians agreed with the statement. This is due to the number of
clinicians who strongly disagreed with the statement.
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An interesting difference between administrators and nonadmin-
istrators is found in comparing their responses to Statement 3 (see
Figures 52 and 53). While the raw percentage of those agreeing or
disagreeing with the issue is very similar, statistically significant
differences are found in comparing the strength of agreement/dis-
agreement. Administrators were much more likely to strongly agree
that the committee structure was adequate. Most of this difference
between the two groups can be explained by responses of the deans,
who developed the committee structure, rather than all the administrators.
(A statistically significant difference was found between deans and
department and program heads; see Appendix EEEE.) A statistical
difference between the strength of agreement was also found between
administrators and nonadministrators concerning the need for release
time. Although time records revealed that deans and department
chairmen were much more involved in the self-study, they felt less
strongly that release time should have been made available. No

difference between the two types of administrators was found on this
issue. While no statistical differences were noted between administra-
tive and nonadminisfrative faculty in the amount of time and impor-
tance given to the seii-study, differences were detected between the
two types of administrators. Deans were more likely to "strongly
disagree" to Statement 7 than department and program chairmen.
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Figure 53. Nonadministrative DDS faculty agreement/disagreement with
accreditation issues .
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Responses to questionnaire statements by ad hoc Committee
members were similar to those of administrators (see Figure 54). The
only difference between members of the ad hoc Committee and other
faculty was in evaluating the adequacy of the committee structure for
completing the self-study. Ad hoc members, including the chairmen
of Task Committees, felt more strongly than other faculty members
that the committee structure was adequate. While statistically signifi-
cant differences were not found in the strength of agreement/disagre-
ement in other areas, there were obvious differences in the percen-
tage that agreed or disagreed with a statement. For example, while
35 percent of the ad hoc Committee disagreed that continuing educa-
tion had not been affected, less than 25 percent of nonmembers
disagreed. In addition, while only 57 percent of the heavily-involved
ad hoc Committee members agreed that release time for key partici-
pants should have been available, almost 80 percent of nonmembers
agreed. Perhaps the less active nonmembers felt that release time
would have distributed the burden more equitably. (Over 70 percent
of faculty not active on any self-study committee agreed that release
time should have been available for key participants.)

The DH faculty responded differently than the DDS faculty in
several areas (see Figure 55). Two statistically significant differ-
ences were found in the strength of agreement/disagreement concern-
ing release time availability and time and importan.ce given to the
self-study (see Appendix DDDD)'. The .DH faculty felt much more
strongly than DDS faculty that release time should have been avail-
able. Every DH faculty member agreed with the need for release
time, compared to less than 75 percent of DDS faculty. The DH
faculty disagreed with the statement that too much time and impor-
tance were given to the self-study, while the DDS faculty concurred
with the statement. Only 12 percent of the. DH faculty agreed that
too much time and importance were given to accreditation, compared
to almost 60 percent of DDS faculty who agreed. While differences in
the strength of agreement were not found, dental hygiene felt more
strongly that continuing education had been affected. Half of the DH
faculty disagreed that continuing education was not affected, compar-
ed to 27 percent of the DDS fabulty.
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Figure 54. Ad hoc committee on accreditation agreement/disagreement
with accreditation issues.
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Figure 55. Dental hygiene faculty agreement/disagreement with accredi-
tation issues.
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2. Observations

The effectiveness of the self-study structure was evaluated not
only through questionnaire results, but also through observations
made at formal and informal meetings and conversations with various
faculty members.

The procedure used by the Dental School varied from the proce-
dures suggested by the Commission oii'Accreditation. The time frame
was shortened from the suggested 72 weeks to about 40 weeks. In an
analysis of time periods, it appears that the three month period for
editing and typing was lengthy in comparison to the four months
provided for compiling the first draft. However, according to actual
time spent by month, much of the work was actually compressed into
two months, the last two months before reports were due. While some

committees and departments, especially those with more extensive
reports, might have used a longer time span, perhaps much of the
work would have been delayed to the last two months anyway.

In addition, the length of the review period was due in part to
the poor quality of some of the reports. Several departmental reports
had to be almost totally rewritten. The volume of reports also re-
quired a great deal of reading time before revisions could be discus-
sed.

The major work of the self-study was accomplished through the
committee structure. Usually the primary work was performed by
individuals outside of committee meetings and later was reviewed by
the full membership. This format often led group discussion from
substance to trivia, such as punctuation and wording.

Makeup of the Committees was also important. The actual infor-
mation requested in the Self - Study, Manual generally could have been

provided by a few administrators. However, having a representative
group of faculty and administrators evaluating the information some-

times created healthy controversies. The mix of committee viewpoints

was a definite strength in most cases. A greater understanding of
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problems and issues seemed to emerge from the combined effort of
both administrators and faculty.

Other problems arose which are not uncommon to the committee
system. Often committee time was spent reading or listening to indi-
vidual reports which were not available prior to the meeting, as

opposed to discussing issues raised by the reports.

Committees often fell into the trap of forgetting the real purpose
of the self-study. For example, one department spent a great deal of
time describing goals for the accrediting team instead of concentrating
on its own goals.

Several problems arose in the functioning of the ad hoc Commit-
tee. First of all, the Manual recommends that a small ad hoc Commit-
tee oversee the self-study and develop the school-wide recommenda-
tions. It is also suggested that the ad hoc Committee members have
only limited involvement in the actual self - study. In order to expe-
dite communication, the Dental School chose an ad hoc Committee
composed of the Chairmen of the Task Committees, all deans, other
junior and senior faculty, and students. The membership totalled 20
faculty and 2 students. A secretary also attended all meetings as
recorder.

At the initial ad hoc Committee meetings, time was spent develop-
ing the format of the repOrt, including appropriate margins and
headings. Discussion of inconsequential revisions in format later
obstructed progress at many of the meetings. Because the ad hoc
Committee Chairman was also a Task Committee Chairman and did not
want to dictate decisions to the group, debate on these issues was
tolerated.

On the other hand, the organization of the self - study, including
the committee structure and use of Review Subcommittees, facilitated
the accomplishment of its primary goal, the involvement of a wide
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range of faculty. From the survey, almost three-fourths of the
faculty indicated that they participated in at least one of these groups
during the year. Only in the preparation of some departmental re-
ports was there a lack of group discussion. From time sheets and
self-study methodologies, it is obvious that some departmental reports
represented the work of only one or two people and an absence of
any real evaluation. This problem, however, was isolated. In most
cases, there was a real effort to examine the strengths and weaknes-
ses of the School.

a. Self-Study Manual of the Commission on Accreditation

Many committees had difficulties interpreting questions in the
Self-Study Manual. Because the Dental School's organi7ational struc-
ture is complex - with DDS, graduate, Advanced Specialty Education
and dental hygiene programs - it was difficult to view questions from
all of these vantage points.

The Manual offered few clues or advice about appropriate metho-
dology. In addition, most Task Committee members were unaware of
requirements in other sections, thus unnecessary duplication or even
omissions resulted. Many questions were unnecessarily ambiguous and
far-reaching. Often Committee members had to interpret a question
before it could be answered. If every question in the first section,
for example, were viewed in the broadest context, there would have
been no need for the remaining sections. The Self-Study Manual
seemed to be a compilation of individual effort with little comprehen-
sive focus or editing. A conscientious attempt to provide throrough
answers to all the questions was made more difficult with this confu-
sion. Although the questions should be comprehensive enough to
assist a school in its self-study and the site visit team in its assess-
ment, eliminating repetitious questions would keep committees from
duplicating effort and vital information from being lost.

The methodology outlined by the ad hoc Committee for answering
the questions might have contributed to some of the confusion. To _
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ensure that the entire question was answered and to expedite the
review process, each question was divided and answered point by
poi.Ut Long questions, with multiple components, sometimes lost
focUs by the time the last part was answered.

b. ,v iling the Final Report

The final report was composed of a compilation of the the various
sett-Ottglies. Style and quality varied within each self-study. The

review process did generate a minimum level of quality and eliminate
individual reports that were unacceptable. Hiring someone from
outside the Dental School to edit the document for repetition, style
PLacl proper flow was discussed, but not implemented.

Style changes occurred throughout the reports. Some writers
tended to be informal, while others were very formal. Some answers
Were brief and concise, while others were long and wordy. Since

style and readability were not the primary objectives in writing the
self -OtUclY, perhaps the differences are not too important. The report
does reflect the Dental School's examination of each of its components.

C. Data Collection

Most of the data used in the self-studies came from surveys
desigAecl specifically for accreditation or was compiled to satisfy
requiveraents of specific tables in the Self-Study Manual. Occasionally,
data collected for other purposes was utilized in the study of accredi-
tatioa issues. For example, the campus-wide Faculty Activity Survey
and a Dental School study of time allocations were used to analyze
gacilitY contributions in instruction, research and service.

1. Available Data

Accreditation also became the impetus to satisfy prior requests
for iPtorkation.. The ad hoc Committee, for example, required all
deParttnents to update or complete departmental unit plans in the

I 43
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appropriate format. In so doing, not only were accreditation require-
ments met, but also educational instruments developed for the long-
range benefit of students and faculty.

Some data requirements were difficult to meet because record
keeping procedures did not correspond to the type of information re-
quested. For example, the format for financial data required in the
Finance Section necessitated in adjustments in some budget areas. A

relatively straight-forward requirement in the Research Section re-
sulted in a time consuming project. In order to determine the amount
of grant money requested by Dental School faculty and the dollar
amount awarded by year, a committee member had to work with the
University budget personnel and each department chairman. Further,
the Admissions Committee was unable to utilize available data compar-
ing admission standards with student success because of the difficulty
of having the data analyzed.

2. Survey Data

Surveys were used to collect data and attitudinal information
from faculty and students. A total of 13 questionnaires were distrib-
uted by seven Task Committees: 2 were sent to students; 2 to

department chairmen; 1 to chairmen of standing committees; 5 to all
faculty; 1 to administrators; 1 to students, faculty and administrators;
and 1 to department chairmen, program directors and conjoint sciences
coordinators. Response rates ranged from 47 to 100 percent. Usually
the questionnaires solicited for opinions or evaluations of programs.
Many committees also used informal surveys to obtain specific informa-
tion from a resource person.

The use of surveys and interviews varied among the committees.
Often the questionnaires used ambiguous language or simply lifted
wording from the Self-Study Manual. For example, faculty were
asked to evaluate on one scale, administration "in terms of function
and performance." Factual and attitudinal data was, for the most
part available, however it was not always, used effectively in evalua-
tions.

J 14
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Involvement in the Self-Study

Attitudes about student involvement from faculty and student
viewpoints were discussed earlier. In this section, faculty assessment
of their involvement in the self-study will be discussed, along with
observations about the level of involvement of personnel throughout
the Dental School.

I. Faculty Impressions

Faculty tended to be positive about the opportunity for their
involvement in the self-study (see Figure 56).. In every instance,
the attitude ratings of faculty groups were above the midpoint.
Those with greater involvement seemed to be the most positive. A

statistical difference between administrative faculty, who were heavily
involved, and nonadministrators was found to be significant at .10.

Statistically significant differences also were found' between clinical
and biological science faculty. Perhaps the smaller size of most basic
science departments increased the basic science faculty's sense of
involvement.

Faculty were asked to assess involvement both in the develop-
ment of the self-study reports and in the review phase (see Figures
49 to 55). Slightly more faculty agreed than disagreed that faculty
had adequate opportunity to review reports. Statistical differences
were not found in the strength of agreement between faculty groups
on either issue except in one case, although percentage of agreement
/disagreement varied.
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Figure 56. Faculty attitudes toward opportunity for faculty involve-
ment in the self-study.

Statistical differences in the strength of agreement were found
between the DDS and DH faculty concerning the extent of faculty
involvement in the self-study. Every dental hygiene faculty member
polled agreed that the faculty had ample opportunity for involvement,
compared to 71 percent of the DDS faculty (see Figures 55 and 49).
Respon'ses of the two groups to adequacy of review opportunities were
very similar. As noted earlier, faculty were neutral overall to the
extent of student involvement (see Figure. 29).

Faculty were also asked if they agreed or disagreed that oppor-
tunities for students to affect the educational process were increased
during the self-study (see Statement 5, Figures 49 to 55). Slightly

more than 60 percent of the DDS faculty agreed. No statistically
significant differences were found between any of the faculty groups,
including DDS and DH faculty.
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2. Observations

Membership on the various Task Committees usually included ad-
ministrators, junior and senior faculty and students. Each of these
groups added its own insights to the group. As described earlier,
about 70 percent of the faculty indicated that they had served on one
of these committees or a Review Subcommittee. In addition, most
faculty were involved in compiling departmental self-study reports.
If the department chairmen utilized their faculty well, every full-time
faculty member would have assisted in at least one area of the self-
study, not including time spent responding to questionnaires.

Over 40 percent of the DDS faculty also indicated that they were
members of one of the four Review Subcommittees. While this broaden
ed participation, it also increased direct costs. On the other hand,
the inclusion of more faculty in the review process may have lowered
the hidden costs of faculty dissatisfaction and loss of morale.

In most cases, there seemed to be little student involvement in
the accreditation study. About seven percent of the DDS students
indicated that they were actively involved. Students were informed
that both Task Committee and departmental reports were available for
review, and copies of all first drafts were sent to class presidents.

Student members of some of the Task Committees provided signif-
icant input, not only participating in committee discussions, but also
carrying part of the individual workload. Student input seemed most
valuable on the Task Committees representing standing committees of
the Faculty Council. Little student involvement, however, was solicit-
ed in the preparation of departmental reports.

Students also had access to the accrediting team twice during
the site visit. In addition, students were Informed that they could
author a separate report for the team if they felt that critical student
concerns had been omitted.
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Mechanism for Chan Kt

The benefits. of a successful self-study should reach far beyond
a positive accreditation rating. If a school has seriously studied its
operation, changes should occur to reenforce strengths and eliminate
major weaknesses. In the following section, faculty impressions about
the likelihood of those changes occurring will be discussed, along
with observations of the effects of the self-study.

1. Faculty Impressions

Overall, faculty groups felt neutral about the likelihood of change
resulting from the self-study (see Figure 57), with DH faculty being
somewhat more positive than DDS faculty. (A statistically significant
difference was found between' the two groups at .01.) This difference
in attitude probably relates to the sizes of the groups. The smaller
DH faculty, which had a high level of participation, is more likely to
implement recommendations that were developed in the course of the
self-study.
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Figure 57. Faculty attitudes toward, the likelihood of change resulting
from the self-study. 14 S
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In the discussion of faculty attitudes earlier, neutral to slightly
negative feelings were recorded for the DDS faculty's expectation of
improvement from the self-study (see Figure 29). Again, DH faculty
attitudes were significantly more positive than DDS faculty.

The statements that were combined to obtain the attitude score
for likelihood of change included issues on faculty pride in the School,
curriculum changes, administrative responsiveness, and increased
communication. Over three-quarters of the DDS faculty agreed that
administrators. learned more about the shortcomings and needs of the
School and that communication within the School had increased as a
result of the self-study (see Figure 49). However, only about half
agreed that 'the self-study increased faculty pride in the School's
quality, and less than half (45 percent) agreed that changes in the
curriculum would result from the self-study.

Several statistically significant differences among faculty groups
were noted in the four areas (see Appendix DDDD). Dental Hygiene
faculty felt much more strongly than DDS faculty that faculty pride
had increased during the self-study. There also was a notable dis-
crepancy between the biologicai and clinical faculty toward expected
changes in the curriculum. The biological faculty felt much more
strongly that changes would occur.

Administrators felt more strongly than nonadministrators that the
administration had learned more about the shortcomings and needs of
the School. Dental Hygiene faculty also were in stronger agreement
than DDS faculty about the increase of administrators' awareness.
Agreement about the effect of the self-study on communication did not
vary significantly among faculty groups. (For illustrations of these
issues, see Figures 49 to 55).
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2. Observations

Ilefnee the eite team arrived at the Dental School, an effort was
underway to deal with recommendations from the Task Committee and
departmental reports. Chairmen were asked to provide progress
reports on action taken; administrators spent one morning discussing
implementation mechanisms for the school-wide recommendations.

Although the faculty felt neutral about the likelihood of change
or improvements resulting from the self-study, changes have indeed
beeh made. Whether or not those changes will lead to an improved
program remains to be seen. The self-study, however, can be an
impetus for change if institutions allow it to be and can direct a
School's attention to its major responsibilities.
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DISCUSSION
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The $200,000 price tag for the 1981 accreditation site visit may
seem exorbitant or not, depending on a person's perspective. Many

students felt it was a high price to pay, especially since expectations
of improvements resulting from accreditation were so low. Most

faculty, however, before hearing the results of the self-study, esti-
mated much higher costs. The range of direct costs for the self-
study--$160,000 to $180,000--were only 2 1/2 to 3 percent of the total
Dental School budget of $6 million for Fiscal Year 1980, when the
self-study took place.

Indirect costs also varied according to different perspectives.
Overall, the morale of faculty, staff and students was adversely
affected only slightly or not at all by the added demands of accredi-
tation. Some students, however, such as those associated with the
smaller Accelerated Professional Training Program, felt that the demands
of accreditation reduced faculty accessibility and the quality of

instruction. Several faculty also indicated that accreditation intruded
into their normal responsibilities, especially research time. In addition,
departmental secretaries felt that the School and/or the departmental
faculty made unrealistic demands on their time. Balancing the nega-
tive attitudes, however, were positive reactions resulting from the
involvement of students, faculty and staff in the self-study.

Preparing for Future Site Visits

In analyzing both the direct and indirect costs of accreditation
at the Dental School, several factors should be considered in prepar-
ing for future self-studies and site visits, most notably the involve-
ment of faculty and students in the accreditation process, and the
design of the self-study.

1. Use of Manpower

The average faculty member at the Dental School worked the
equivalent of 1 1/2 to 2 weeks during the entire accreditation period
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from the beginning of the self-study in 1979 to the site visit in 1981.
However, average figures can be misleading. Time spent by individ-
ual faculty during the self-study alone ranged from 30 minutes to
about 300 hours. Administrators and department chairmen were likely
to spend three to four times more hours than nonadministrative faculty.

In, setting up a self-study plan of organization, it may be ob-
vious that some faculty have significantly more responsibilities than
others. Alterations of the overall guidelines or granting of release
time should be considered for these individuals. About three-fourths
of the faculty agreed that release time should have been available for
key participants.

Careful attention also should be paid to the accreditation assign-
ments of faculty from smaller programs or departments. The small
size of the core APT faculty left too little manpower to satisfy both
normal and accreditation responsibilities, resulting in student resent-
ment and faculty fatigue. The temporary, part-time assignment of
faculty from other areas or the reduction of APT faculty involvement
in accreditation might have averted these negative feelings.

The flow of work also should be considered in the plan of organi-
zation. Since the last month before reports are due is always likely
to be the 'busiest, it would be best to have it coincide with a less
active period in School. For example, the high activity accreditation
month should not be the same month that budgets are due. Some

consideration should also be given to support staff workloads.

2. Student Involvement

Most students felt a need for greater involvement in accreditation
activities, although few availed themselves of broad invitations to

participate. Except for student members of the ad hoc Committee on
Accreditation and of standing committees serving as Task Committees,

1
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student involvement was only peripheral. Only seven percent of the
student body actively participated on a committee.

During the development of the self-study reports, student mem-
bers of Task Committees often contributed important insight. How-

ever, for the most part, student viewpoints in departmental reports
were lacking, although most departments issued a general invitation
for students to comment on departmental activities. If student input
is important, the key to greater involvement appears to be structure.
Students are not likely to take the initiative to respond individually
to broad invitations, but may accept more clearly -defined responsi-
bilities. The student survey also showed that students who were
actively involved in the self-study were much more likely to have
positive attitudes about accreditation and its impact on the School.

3. Plan of Organization

Basically, the Dental School followed the suggested plan for the
pre-site visit activities recommended in the Self-Study Manual, with
two major exceptions. First, the overall time frame for the self-study
was shortened, with less time for the compilation of the reports, but
with more time for review. Second, membership on the ad hoc Com-
mittee on Accreditation was expanded from a suggested small group to
include 20 faculty and two students.

The shorter time frame used by the Dental School did not seem
to affect the final self-study report and resulting recommendations.
The time totals by month indicate that much of the work would have
been done in the final weeks no matter how long the time allotted.

The size of the ad hoc Committee was somewhat unwieldly to
manage, resulting in occasional trivial discussions and waning of
interest toward the final days of the self-study. A smaller group
probably would have been more efficient, although there would have
been a trade-off in decreased communication. In addition, the high
cost of ad hoc Committee meetings .and activities should not be over
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looked. A faculty membership of six to eight instead of 20 would
have resulted in significant savings.

The Self-Study Manual also recommends "an appropriate staff
person assigned to process factual and statistical information," and
editor(s) to be "responsible for preparing and editing the final self-
study report." The Dental School chose not to designate any specific
staff or faculty member to collect data or serve as editor. The

inefficient use of faculty to collect data might have balanced out any
salary costs for a statistician.

The editing function was the responsibility of the ad hoc Com-
mittee, presided over by the chairman. The use of an editor from
the outset of the self-study might have alleviated the need for exten-
sive revisions in many of the departmental reports. It might have
been possible to combine the roles of statistician and editor into one
position. The individual charged with this responsibility could have
advised committee members about data needs and availability while
helping them compile well-documented and substantiated reports.

Membership of the Task Committees for the most part included
junior and senior faculty and students. Only one committee was
limited to administrators. While that committee proved to be efficient,
the lack of faculty and student representation probably narrowed its
scope and reduced the side benefit of greater faculty and student
awareness. Many departments also approached the self-study from an
individual standpoint as opposed to using group dynamics. Reports
were written by one or more individuals, then circulated to depart-
ment members for comments.

One area not addressed in the Self-Study Manual is the communi-
cation with and use of secretarial support. A meeting of all secretar-
ies with the chairman of the ad hoc Committee prior to the initial
typing might have reduced the confusion and increased morale of the
secretaries. A more equitable assignment of the typing workload
among all secretaries also might have led to less resentment.
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Information Requirements for Accreditation

To meet the information requirements of the Commission on
Accreditation, the Dental School spent over 12,000 hours evaluating
programs, collecting data, and compiling course outlines. The cost of
that information collection was over $200,000. Although the study
was beneficial, the costs, both direct and indi-rect, have implications
for the accrediting process as it matures.

Because the self-study. is a relatively new part of the accrediting
process, changes are to be expected. There will be pressure from
additional sectors looking for increased credibility. However, each
increase has costs, both in time and in morale. The addition of two
new sections at the end of the self-study increased direct costs by
over $1,500. At some point, increased requirements may shift the
morale of the faculty from its relatively high level to feelings of
discouragement and frustration. The value of each additional require-
ment to the site visit team must be weighed against the costs.

Another factor to be considered is the clarity and usefulness of
the Self-Study Manual. Many faculty were confused and frustrated
with the repetitious nature of the Manual. The interpretation of
questions was a problem, with little guidance from the Accreditation
Association to assist faculty. Questions were occasionPlly ambiguous,
and in several cases did not seem to make sense. Too much time was
spent arriving at consensus on interpretation. Several faculty also
felt that many of the questions in the Self-Study Manual lacked pur-
pose.

Usefulness of Accreditation to the Dental School

Although this research study did not attempt to measure the
benefits of accreditation, it would be remiss not to mention some of
the positive aspects of the process. For example, the self-study,
especially the major recommendations, were the focus of a faculty
retreat where priorities and goals for the future were discussed.
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Several recommendations have already been accomplished while
work on others is underway. Where the operation or value of pro-
grams were questioned, extensive reviews were undertaken. A plan
for studying, the total curriculum has also been developed. Several
departments have held special retreats to deal with problems identified
in the self-study. A Director for Conjoint Science was appointed in
response to' criticism of that program.

Finally; the completion of the self-study and preparation for the
site visit resulted in a well informed faculty and student body. The
level of involvement of both groups ra The functioning of the Dental
School has rarely been higher.

Conclusion

Because of the difficulty of putting dollar signs on benefits of
accreditation, it is difficult to ascertain if the $200,000 price tag was
justified. The role accreditation plays in maintaining quality and
professional standards cannot be overlooked. Both the public and the
profession rely on outside agencies such as the Commission on Accred-
itation to establish and affirm minimum standards.

The accrediting process also provides a good mechanism for
reevaluation, planning, and goal setting. Although quality programs
and schools do not depend solely on outside reviews every seven
years, the mechanism can be a useful part of on-going evaluation
efforts.

The question still to be answered is: when do the costs exceed
the benefits? Is the $200,000 direct cost, plus those indirect costs
identified, too excessive? If not, what is an excessive cost? These
questions, among others, should be considered when changes or
additions to the present process are contemplated. The costs, both
indirect and direct, to the University of Maryland Dental School seem
to be in balance with the benefits. However, a decrease in the time
between site visits or an increase in requirements may tip the scales
disproportionately, especially in the area of non-monetary costs.
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This research study hopefully has shown to dental schools facing
accreditation and the Commission responsible for carrying it out, that
costs are real and should be carefully considered in the planning
stages. Because accreditation does draw resources away from other
areas of operation, the process should be efficient' in its continuing
effort to maintain professional standards and foster excellence.
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Return to: Dorothy Linthicum, CAP Director, Room 5 -A -28, x6486



ACCREDITATION COST ,$,SSESSMT PROGRAM

DUPT.ICATION REPORT

DATE'

SAME:

OF
?AGES TT27-2 cF OCIIMENT

CF
COP'!!

FRONT

RACE
T1Z1E
SPENT

rim
OF

COPIER

RETURN TO: DORCEEr Li3T31CUM, C. orawroa, Roo= 5-A-28, x6486
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First Dental College In tha %bold

btrict atIN Dean
:()I.S.a474ii0

MEMORANDM1

APPENDIX C

Baltimore College of Dental Surgery
Dental School
University of Maryland at Baltimore
666 W. Baltimore Street. Baltimore..Maryland 21201

TO: All Faculty

FROM: Errol L. Reese

DATE: November 7, 1979

RE: Cost Assessment Program Time Records

/

During the accreditation process, the Cost Assessment Program (CAP)

will be collecting information about the costs of accreditation to

faculty, students and tile institution. Much has been said about the

burdens of increased paperwork and the resulting shift of emphasis from

teaching to administrative tasks. By knowing the.true costs of different

phases of the accreditation process, the benefits may be better understood.

It is possible that the costs of certain requirements may be greater than

the benefits or much less than anticipated.

Cooperation from faculty and staff will be critical for the cost

analysis. From now until April all faculty will receive monthly reports

to record time spent on accreditation activities other than committee

meetings.

The time report has a line for each day of the month. The amount

of time spent should be indicated in the proper category. Time spent

in committee meetings will be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

Be sure to include time spent completing surveys and questionnaires,

doing, outside committee work, covering assignments for colleagues, etc.

The reports should be returned to Dorothy Linthicum, CAP Director, at

the end of each month. (A sample time record is attached.)

If you have any questions about CAP, please call Ms. Linthicum's

office at x6486. Thank you for your assistance in collecting this data.

ET-A/mgr../



SAMPLE. TIME RECORD

Dr. Don Dentist is a member of an accreditation task committee and
a clinical departMental chairman. On Nov..1 ha attended a meeting
of the task committee (2 hrs.) and prepared material on accreditation
to present to his department (1-1/2 hrs.). On Nov. 1 he completed a

. survey for the faculty accreditation task committee (30 min.) and
covered one hour of clinic for a colleague who attended an ad hoc
committee meeting. His. time sheet would look like this:
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ACCREDITATION INDIVIDUAL TIME REPORT
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DATE

DENTAL HYGIENE

ACCREDITATION INDIVIDUAL TIME REPORT

TIME
SPENT

(CHECK ONE)
CaMMITTEE niDITZDUAL
MEETING WORK

APPENDIX D

DECEMBER

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

Return to: Dorothy Linthicum, CAP Director, Room 5-A-28, x6486
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APPENDIX E

BALTIMORECOLLEGEof0ENTALSURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM'

TO: Members of Ad Hoc Subcommittees on Accreditation

FROM: Dorothy Linthicum:)1,,

DATE: March 3, 1980

RE: CAP TIIIME REPORTS

The attached form 1.3 for recording time spent reviewing drafts of the
Accreditation SelfStudy. Please indicate the date the work was done, how
long it took, and whether the time was spent at a committee meeting or
individually. The form should be returned to me at the end of March.

Thank you for your assistance.

DL /mgw

666 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528-6486



SETT-SIL:Oz

ACCZEDITATION INDITTIMULT. T. PMCFC

DEPARTMENT:

(OZCX CUE)
=ME C0:20::= =D=11:1AL.

DA= SMIT` zes=s.c. 47a TYPE CF 4CTIV17."?

IMENNINso

Rem= co: Darachr Liachic=a, G1F Dizeczor, Roan 5-A-28, m6486
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APPENDIX F

BALTIMORE COLLEGE of DENTAL SURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TO: All Faculty.

FROM: Dorothy Linthicurn, CAP Director

DATE: October 13, 1980

RE: CAP Time Reports

Attached is a time report for you to record time spent on accreditation activities
through December. At the. Faculty Retreat, several faculty indicated that significant

. time was being spent gathering materials and preparing displays for the January site
visit. It is important that these costs be included.

Please return this report in January. Thank you for your continuing support of
the CAP project.

866 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528-6486
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PRE-SITE'VISIT ACTIVITIES

ACCREDITATION INDIVIDUAL TDIE REPORT

NAME:

DATE
ILIdE

SPENT

(=CLONE)
CaDlITZEE INDIVIDUAL
YZETMW WORK TYPE OF ACTIVITy

Return to: Dorothy Liathitum, CAP Director, Room 5-A-28, m6486
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APPENDIX G

BALTIMORE COLLEGE DENTAL SURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TO: All Secretaries

FROM: Dorothy Lirrthicum, CAP Directcr

DATE: October 13, 1980

RE: CAP Time Reports

Attached is a time report for you to record time spent on accreditation activities
through December. This includes time you spend gathering materials and preparing
displays for the January site visit. Also, please record any duplicating done during
this time on the back of the time report.

The results of the CAP questionnaire you answered recently have been tailed
and are being compared to faculty and student responses. If you would like to ask
any questions about the questionnaire and the results, please call.

Please return this report in January. Thank you for your continuing support of
the CAP Proffict

868 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301-528-6486



NAM:

DATE

PRE-S/TE VISIT ACTIVITIES

ACMEDITATION INDIVIDUAL ILME REPORT

IDLE
SPENT

(cmcz ONE)
Cc; Tr INDIVIDUAL
MEETING WORK TYPE OF ACTIVITY

Rec=n to: Doroth7 lint!licum, CAP Director, Room 5-A28, :c6486



nme:

ACCREDITATION COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

DUPLICATION REPORT

RETURN T DOROTHY LINTRICUM, CAP DIRECTOR, Room 5-A-28, x6486



BALTIMORE COLLEGE of DENTAL SURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
.45.ma,

APPENDIX H

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TO: All Faculty

/

FROM: Dorothy Linthiamn&c w.k.

DATE: January 5, 1981

RE: CAP TIME REPORTS

Attached is a time report for you to record time spent on accreditation
activities during January. Please include time spent with the site team
at formal or informal meetings. Any time you spent from October to December
preparing for the site visit should be recorded on the farm discributp.3
October 13 and returned to the CAP office.

Please return this report at the end of January to enable us to
finalize the cost estimates. Thank you for your continued support.

666 West Baltimore Si, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528-6486



NAME:

DATE

ACCREDITATION INDIVIDUAL TLME REPORT

SPENT

(CHECK ONE)
COMMITTEE INDIVIDUAL
:FETING WORK

-JANUARY 1981

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

:
Return to: Dorothy Liathicum, CAP Director, Room 5-A-28, x6486
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APPENDIX I

BALTIMORE COLLEGE cf DENTAL SURGERY
DENVAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TO: All SecLvtaries

FROM: Dorothy LinthicumiN.J.L.

DATE: January 5, 1981

RE: CAP TIME REPORTS

Attached is a time report for you to record time spent on accreditation
activities during January. Any time you spent'from October to December
preparing for the site visit should be recorded on the form distributed
October 13 and returned co the CAP office.

Please return this report at the end of January to enable us to
finalize the cost estimates. Thank you for your continued support.

666 West Baltimore Si, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301-528-6486



NAME:

DATE

ACCREDITATION INDIVIDUAL TME-REPORT

7114
SPENT

(CHECK ONE)
CCMITTEM LIDIVIDUAL
METING WORK

JANUARY 1981

E OF ACTIVITY

Recurn co: Dorothy Linthicum, OAF Director, Room 5-A-28, x6486



DATE

ACCREDITATION COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

DUPLICATION REPORT

NA107.:

# OIt
PAGES

FRONT LOCATION
# OF & TLME OF
COPIES BACK SPENT COPIER TITLE OF DOCUMENT

RETURN TO: DOROTHY LINTEICUM, CAP DIRECTOR, Room 5 -A -28, x6486
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DENTAL SCHOOL ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

7,:,3:.7f1 of

APPENDIX J

TASX:

Met4ing
Date: TIME: TO

calkiRakx:

MEMBERS PRESENT:

SUPPORT STAFF:

RETURN TO: DOROTHY uarnicam, CAP DIRECTOR, Room 5-A-28, x6486



APPENDIX K

BALTIMORE COU.EGE of DENTAL SURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

, ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TO Department Chairmen

FROM: Dorothy LinthiomniYkd

DATE: January 27, 1981

RE: CAP Time Records

Please remind your faculty to =turn tll eime records for the
Accreditation Cost Assessment Prog17.m. Final costs will be tabulated
in the next few weeks, and it is important that time costs of the site
visit be included.

Thank you for your continued support.

668 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528-6486



APPENDIX L

3Al TIMORE COLLEGE of DENTAL SURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVE.RS1TY OF MARYLAND

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

TO:

FROM: Dorothy Linthimma

RE: Cost Assessment Program Time Reports

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Our records indicate you have not submitted a time report for the
Accreditation Cost Assessment Program for To measure the
impact of accreditation activities at The Dental School, we need a
reasonable estimate of the amount of time spent by each individual. If
you need another time keeping form cr have any questions, please call
x6486.

Thank you for taking time to give us this information.

DL /mgr

686 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301-528.6486
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BALTIMORECOLLEGEofDENTALSURGERY
DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

APPENDIX M

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TC: Dr.

FROM: Dorothy LinthicumD4'

DATE: February 25, 1980

RE: TIME REPORTS

We have noc received time reports from the following full-time faculty
for the months indicated:

November, December and January January

I would appreciate your help in getting time estimates from these
faculty.

0/./mged

666 West Baltimore Si, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301-526-6486



- APPENDIX N

BALTIMORE COLLEGE of DENTAL SURGERY

DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
0110.111111.,

MEMORAN.DUM

TO:

FROM: Dorothy Linthicuta/C.L.

DATE: July 16, 1980

RE: Cap Time Reports

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Our records indicate you were actively involved tn the review process
of the accreditation self mt. reports. ifowever, we have not received
time reports for March and April, although you attended meetings during
that time. It would be helpful if you could estimate the amount of time
you spent outside of committee meetings during them months reviewing
the self study reports.

Thank you for your assistance.

DL/mw

666 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528.6488



APPENDIX 0

BALTIMORE COLLEGE of DENTAL SURGERY

DENTAL SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

MEMORANDUM

TO

FROM: Dorothy Linthicum
CAP Director

DATE: December 10, 1979

RE: Accreditation Cost Assessment Program

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

During this next year, the Dental School will be assessing the costs,
both quantitative and qualitative, of the accreditation process. A major
consideration will be contributions made from University personnel outside
the Dental School.

It mould be helpful if you could provide an estimate,of the amount of
time you and your staff spend collecting data and answering questicus for
the Dental School Self Study. I will have a -record of the meetings you
attend from the minutes. I have attached several forms for November and
December for you and anyone who has assisted you, including support staff.
Please indicate how much time was spent next CQ the dente, and check the
appropriate block to the right. I woad appreciate a ',mush estimate of
time you spent in November and December.

Please do not spend an inordinate amount of time filling oat the
forms; then final total will only be an estimate, but as close to reality
as we can make it. If you have any questions, please call me. Thanks for
your help.

DL/tasyg

676 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528-6486



DATE

ACCREDITATION INDIVIDUAL TIME REPORT

TIME SPENT

(CHECK ONE)
DENTAL DENTAL SPECIALTY

EDUCATION HYGIENE EDUCATION

sor

I.M.Asomv.

Return to Dorothy Linthicum, Dental School, Room 5 A-28, 16486



8ALTIMORECOU.E-G5o4DENTALSURGET:'
DENTAL ':-.1-1001.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND11...1:

APPENDIX P

ACCREDITATION
COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

MEMORANDUM

TO: Student Committee Members

AodAxa-,a0-4,64:.
FROM: Dorothy LAthicum

DATE: November 26, 1979

RE: Cost Assessment Program Time Records

During the accreditation process, the Cost Assessment Program-(CAP)
will be collecting information about the costs of accreditation to faculty,
students and the institution. Much has been said about the burdens of
increased paperwork and the resulting shift of emphasis from teaching to
adinistrative tasks. By knowing the true costs of different phases of the
accreditation process, the benefits.may be better understood. It is possible
that the costs of certain requirements may be greater than the benefits cr
much less than anticipated.

One of the costs is student time. With your cooperation we will be
estimating the amount of time students contributed to the self study process.
From now until March student_committee members will receive monthly calendars
to record time spent on accreditation activities other than committee
meetings. Time spent in meetings will be recorded in the minutes. Time
spent in subncmlittee meetings or other outside work should be recorded

in the proper block. Calenders whould be returned to Dorothy Linthicum,
CAP Director, at the end of each month.

If you have any question,: about CAP, please call Ms. Linthicumis office

at x6486. ThAnk you for your assistance im collecting this data.

DLicapa

666 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Maryland 21201 301.528-6466

x. 8 6



NAME :

IONTH : NOVEMBER

Ai; CREDITATION COST AS SMENT PROGnAM

C CO24ITTEE :

8 1-7



ACCREDITAIION COST ASSESS ENT PROGRAM

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Please check the appropriate category:

DENTAL STUDENTS

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4

APT

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

APPENDIX Q

DENTAL HYGIENE STUDENTS

Year 3
Year 4

2. Did you know the Dental School has been involved in a self study
in preparation for the 1981 accreditation visit by the American
Dental Association Commission on Accreditation?

Yes
No If no, do not continue. Thank you for taking time

to fill out this questionnaire.

3. Did you serve on a task committee or ad hoc subcommittee for the
accreditation self study?

Yes
No

4. Did students have opportunities to be involved in the accreditation
self study during the formation of the report (November-February)?

(Circle one)
0 1 2 3

Not at all Some A Fair Amount A Great Deal

3. Should more students have been involved in the different stages of
the self study?

Yes
No

6. Did you have an opportunity to review and respond to departmental
reports?

Yes
No If no, go to 07.

If yes, how responsive were departmental reports to student
concerns?

(Circle one)
0

Not at all
1 2 3

Some A Fair Amount A Great Deal

188
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7. Did you have an opportunity to review and respond to task force reports

(i.e. curriculum, admissions, research, etc.)?

Yes
- No If no, go to 08.

If yes, how responsive were task force reports to student
concerns?

(Circle one)
0 1 2 3

Not at all Some A Fair Amount A Great Deal

8. Did faculty involvement in the self study limit faculty accessibility
to students?

(Circle one)
0 1 2 3

Not at all Some A Fair Amount A Great Deal

9. Was the quality of instruction in the classroom, laboratory, or clinic

affected by the self study?

(Circle CIAO,)
0

------t 3

Not at all Some A Fair Amount A Great Deal

10. Do you think too little time was spent on the accreditation self study?

Yes
No

11. Do you think the self study will result in improvements in the overall

operation of the Dental School?

(Circle one)
0

Not at all

12. Additional Comments:

1

Some
2 3

A Fair Amount A Great Deal



APPENDIX R

ACCREDITATION COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

I. Please check the appropriate category trader each heading.

Department Assignment EmoIoyment Status

Clinical Sciences Full-time
Biological Sciences Part-time
Dental Hygiene

Classification

Dean (Including Associate and Assistant)
Department Chairman (Including BDS, APT Directors)
Non-adn,in4strative Faculty
Associate Staff

1. Ware you a member of the ad hoc Commit lee on Accreditation?

Yes
No

2. Were you a member of an accreditation self study committee outside
your department?

Yes
No

3. Were you a member of one of the ad hoc subcommittees to aw

accreditation self study reports?

Yes
No

II. 1. Do you th4Tlit too little time was spent on the accreditation self
study?

Yes
No

2. Did faculty involvement in the self study limit faculty accessibility
to students?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

190
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3. Did involvement is the self study limit your accessibility

to students?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

4. Was the overall quality of instruction in the classroom, laboratory

or clinic affected by the self study?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

5. Was the quality of mar instruction in the classroom, laboratory

or clinic affected by the self study?

Not at all
Some
A Fair AMount
A Greet Deal

6. Did accreditation affect the amount of time available for research

activities?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

7. Did accreditation affect the amount of time vau had available for

research activities?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

S. Did faculty have less time for service activities?

Not at all
Some
A Fair.Amount
A Great Deal

9. Did ma have less time for service activities?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal



3

10. Of the three ate.as of fact responsibility -- instruction, research

and service - -which area was most affected during the accreditation

self study?

Instruction
Research
Saxvice
None were affected significantly

11. Of your areas of responsibility in instruction, research and service,

which area was most affected during the accreditation self study?

Instruction
Research
.Service
None were affected significantly.

12. Did students have opportunities to be involved in each phase of the

accreditation self study'

Not at all
Some
J. Fair Amount

----A Great Deal

13. Do you think the self study will result in improvements in the overall

operation of the Dental School?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
X Great Deal

III. Please check the response that most closely describes your feelings about

the following statements:

1. Standing Committees also
working an accreditation
tasks were-able to complete
normal workloadJ.

2. Faculty involvement in contin-
uing education was not affec-
ted by accreditation.

3. The accreditation committle
structure was adequate for
completing the self study.

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

-192
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4. Release time for key partici-
pmats should have been made
available.

5. Opportunities far students
to affect the educational
process was increased during
the self study.

6. Completing the self study
increased faculty pride in the
School's overall quality.

7. Too much time and importance
were given to the self study.

As a result of the self study,
substantial changes will be
made in the curriculum

9. The administration learned
sore aboat the shortcomings
and needs of the School.

10. Communication among faculty
and between faculty and
admialstrators was increased
as a result of the self study.

11. All faculty had ample opportu-
nity co be involved in the
self study.

12. Faculty had adequate opportu-
nity to review and respond to
self study reports.

Additional Comments:

THANK TOO!

4

Strongly Strongly
Arras ima Disagree Disagree,

10



ACCREDITATION COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
POSTGRADUATE

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Please check the appropriate category:

APPENDIX S

Endodontics Periodontics
Oral and Ma;6.11ofacial Surgery _Periodontics
Cral Pathclor Proschodontico
Orthodontics

2. Did you know the Dental School has been involved in 2 self study
in preparation for the 1PS1 accreditation visit by the American
Dental Association Commission on Accreditation?

yes
No If no, do not continue. Thank you for taking time

to fill out this questionnaire.

3. Did yam serve on a task committee or ad hoc subcommittee for the
accreditation self study?

Yes
No

4. Did students have opportunities to be involved in the accreditation
self study during the formation of the report (lavember-Fehruary)?

(Circle one) L
?

0 I 2 -, 3
Not at all Some A Fair Amount A Greet Deal

5. Should more students have been involved in the different stages of
the self study?

Yes
No

6. Did you have an opportunity to review and respana co departmental
reports?

Yes
No If no, go to #7.

If yes,_how responsive were departmental rroorts to student
concerns?

(Circle one) t
i

0 _2 2 3
Not at all Some A Fair Amman: A Great Deal



Did you have an opportunfty =TAmir and reszond CO task _Ir.: reports

(i.e. curriculum, admissionm_ 7eser---1,

Yes
No. If no, go tr_

!CC.

If yes, haw rasponsiv, ,morue .7.7es farm' reports to st-ammt

concerns?

(Circle one)
0

Not at all 3tx., Fair inielMerr. A :re= 3ssel

Dim fantity_involvenent it 7r,o
to rtnderbts?

====T l=== =acuity semmonihilie-

0 1

Not at all Sow, Fait A 'sec-Deal

ass t.tt 1.ity of in.1C7.:
3=' ad`"- the self stud"

0
..mt at all

--abors===, or c _ni-

3

Fair Amara= ; Lai= Deal

ttic tao little emir Alm 4i:mpu.= on =nib at:tredimattt= 'elf stz.dv?

:es
So

vex tht:lic the self stndt -_smolt in :_tproveme=m .1.m the overall

.:aimr-won of the Dental Schc.:L'

-..f.rcle one)

0
Not at all SAE ... Fair Amount A Great2Caa:

et:Local COMMOnCs:



T

BALTIMORE COLLEM of DENIAL
Deinsta. 50100.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAN.r"

MZMO 7AN17:-M

TO: Secretarial Sts;

FROM: Dorothy Linthicull";:

DATE: October 1, 1980

RE: Ca

ACC REI3MATION

COST ASSESSAT PROGRAN

Attached is a questiounacamtcti out mre temlings ame==the
accreditation study tie Scheel umersset leer 70mmr. : wool= estmiciAtm
your answering the questions andhentmming tam raimis trate as sewn as
possible. Answers will be conttmen=.1: assevzossculcoz=es ere mot
preceded in any way, and it is-=-7:memesary ttestifyyouseeaf on the
form. Students answered siszibr =mmmSmmm lime:=1117, and the 1.y will
be given questionnaires at the -ewer this mesa- :he zrom al:
three groups will be used to belx us necemo4mm the indirect vs honmonetztv
costs of accreditation.

I appreciate your help =rougnancr the pawn year in keernmEtrack of
time spent on accredi tation. A .(110-4,-*4660mit .0-t1Per==t of tne natal time

spent came from the IIIICZIairitsi =et It sw.L.1.1 be helpful fE :mu would

also let ma know of any time 'on sommt in tbs Text gsn, mouths oe accreci-
titian.

Thanks again for your coopers:an= slazng :intermits the

costs of accreditation.

668 West Baltimore Si, Baltimore. Marraill."C- 301-5M-6486



ACCREDITATION COST ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

SECRETARIAL STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Please check the appropriate category:

Deoer-ant Assignment

Clinical Sciences
3iological Sciences
Other (Dean's Office, Dental Hygiene, etc.)

2., Do you -think too little time was spent by the Dental School on the
accreditation self study?

Yes
Yo

Did faculty involvement it the self study limit faculty accessibilityJ.

to students?

Not at all
'Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

4. Do you think the self study will result in improvements in the overall
uperation of the Dental School'

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

5. :lid accreditation interfere with your regular responsibilities?

Not at all
Some
A Fair Amount
A Great Deal

6. Below are listed general areas of reS, J.bility. If you feel the self
study affected your ability to comnlet asks in two or mare areas,
please indicate so by ranking taa affecued areas. (l -most affected,

2-somewhat affected, etc.) If your work was affected is only one area
or not affected at all, check the appropriate answer.

Typing and preparing instruction-related materials
(lesson plans, tests, etc.)

Typing and preparing research-related materials
Typing and preparing service-related materials (standing committee

work, etc.)
other (Please specify:
No area was affected significantly

(over)



II. Please check the response that moot closely describes your feelings

about the foLlowing statements:

1. The accreditation self study
was worth the extra work.

2. The faculty in my department
(or program or office) had
Little sympathy for my
increased workload.

3. The school in general bad
little sympathy for my
increased workload.

4. Adjustments in my routine
work were made to alloy time
for preparing accreditation-
related materials.

Additional Comments:

Strongly Strongly

Appree Nimes nitta

?lease Return to Dorothy Il.rwmcznt, CAP Director, Room 5-A-28, EER, x6486



APPENDIX T.:

3ALTIMCRE COLLEGE
DENTAL 5C.-:7L'L

UNIVERSITY OF ..----77:=RYL;.-.),Z2

AC CRTATION
COST ASSESS.tENT PROGRAM

D U M

TO: Dr. Y.1.J

FROM: n_OtOthy

DATE: May t9, 330

RE: Univ:er3it7 Program Administration Questionnaire

In the the Accreditation Self Study,

reference -.7es:=B-.-..1e tr. go stc-^fey se= out by your committee or department.

In neasuring aecci...on, it would be helot-J. to

what kind of s needed and tome it was collected. Could you send

me a copy of sway you distazted and indicate how many were
sent. and rret-z--tee7

DTI

Thank =c-- --r- assistance.

666 West Salt:mom St., Baltimore. Maryland 21201 201.528-6486

_90



APPENDIX V

.a77 cm OR
13:SFARTMENT

ZEZN

Dire= Costs of Plancmcg_for the Dental School
Sad. -.-3 culdie La Augoom as oectember

I:M=1AL
$1;

comer=
$418.32

TOTAL

$1,602.45

-CADMIC AFFAIRS - 194.24 194.24

=RIC AFFAIRS 195.84 195.84

MMISSIONS - 33.16 148.16

olamexik-AFFAIRS - - -

77:MCCIAMORAL

-.MLCEWENG PROGRAM - -

3ASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE -

UDNITNUING
EDUCATION - _ L78.56 178.56

ANATOMY

=CIMEMISTAY- _ - -

=IICATIONAL &
MRSTROCTIONAL RES, - - -

MiCMOBIOLOGY - -

PHARMACOLOGY - - -

PHYSIOLOGY - -

RIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN - 192.80 192.80

ENDODONTICS - - -

.D RESTORATIVE - - -

LEAL DIAGNOSIS - -

URAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY - - -

ORAL PATHOLOGY - -

ORAL SURGERY - - -

ORTHODONTICS -

PEDIATRICS - - -

PERIODONTICS - -

REMOVABLEPROS - - -

Ar'vT7RATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 191.20 155.70 346.90
ADW.NCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION - - -

-49.80 - 49.80DENTAL rtz[.-j

TOTAL 81,425.13 51,483.62 S2,908.75



APPENDIX :

Direct Costs of Pretoria for the Dental School
v in ctooer

OFFICE-OR
DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

DEAN 761.80 568.83 1,330.63

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 784,23 365.18 1,149.41

CLINIC AFFAIRS 169 /R 420.24 689.52

ADMISSIONS - 226.87 2Z6.87

STUDENT-AFFAIRS 94.05 206.91 200-96

EXTRAMMAL
TRAINING PROGRAM - 145.55 145.55

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE_ 11 _70 304.52 336.22

CONTINUING
EDUCATION , - ____ 111.60 111.60

ANATOMY - 353.22 353.22

BIOCBEMISTRY- - 52.36 52.3E

EDUCATIONAL &
/NSTRUCTIONAL RES. 16.80 286.31 323.1

MICROBIOLOGY - 122;16 122.1:

PEARMACOLOGY 317.15 317.13

- 90_,55 90.f5rurbLOLOGY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 407-69 259.09 666.73

MIDODONTICS
-

321.53 321;53

FIXED RESTORATIVE
- 478.86 478.86

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 86.20 996.66 1,082.86

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 101.85 783.76 885.61

ORAL PATHOLOGY 226.48 226.48

ORAL SURGERY - 277.35 277.35

ORTHODONTICS - 171.24 171.24

PM3IATXICS. - 384.74 384.74

PERIODONTICS - 387.87 387.87
REMOVABLE
PROSTBCDCNTICS

.

- 571.80 571.80
ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 132_14 812.13 994.27
ADTANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 44.72 338.02 382.74

DENTAL lATIsic.Nt 3030 -284.02

fr

314.32

TOTAL TIME COSTS $2,830.76 S9,865.00 I
S12,695.76

RETREAT COSTS* I
4,676.00

DUPLICATION COSTS 1 267.32

TOTAL S17,639.58

*Does not include time & duplication costs



APPENDIX X

Dirf=....ii=Of Preparing-the First_
Drafts cm:l.mme JEM:ii b4=001 Task Reports in October

TASK NAME
TIME COSTS DUPLICATING

COSTS TOTALII .L COMMITTEE
UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION -,.. 0

- - 12.05

ADMISSIONS - - -

MUSICAL FACILITIES
&EQUIPMENT 39.81 - 89.81

FINANCIAL OPERATION
& MANAGEMENT - - - -

FACULTY 81-23 211.30 1.50 294.03

CURRICULUM :6.50 - - 16.50

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES - -
,

- -

PATIENT MANAGEMENT &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE - 86,20 - 86.20

Exrumuut PROGRAMS - -
.

- -

HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS - - - -

LIBRARY - - - -

60.25 - - 60.25CH

RADIOLOGY - - - -

GPR - - -

SUB TOTAL 259.84 297.50 1.50 558.84

APT 80.30 330.33 7.50 418.13

ASE 54.82 122.61 30,00 207.43

DH 30.30 80.55 25.12 135.97

AD HOC1 [ 1,812.90 2,725.56 258.82 4,797.28

TOTAL 2,238.16 3,556.55 322.94 _6,117.63

1
Includes ?reparation for
Self-Study Costs



APPENDIX Y

Direct Costs of_Preparing the First
DiiitS-dt-the-Dental school Task
Repo ,...75 in November

TASK NAME
TIME COSTS DUPLICATING

TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE COSTS

UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION! 328.82 175.38 4.32 508.52

ADMISSIONS 119.52 61.02 5.89 186.43

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
6< BOUIPMENT 406.23 195.69 25.34 627.26

FINANCIAL OPERATION
& mANAcEmErrr 59.84 37.15 96.99

FACULTY 1,649.75 260.54 8.26 1,918.55

CURRICULUM 847.88 116.25 39.93 1,004.06

3EHAVIORAL SCIENCES 174.36 168.86 34.30 377.52

PATIENT MANAGEMENT
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 454.66 228.80 11.56 695.02

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS 176.08 406.84 15.10 598.02

HOSPITAL a MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 4.17 - - 4.17

LIBRARY 133.24 93.99 - 227.23

RESEARCH 408.27 116.42 - 524.69

RADIOLOGY - - - -

GPR - -
-

SUB TOTAL 4,762.82 1,860.94 144.70 6,768.46

APT 416.46 30.92 2.43 449.81

ASE 823.55 41.58 1.08 866.21

DR 250.72 6.83 - 257.55

AD HOC 545.47 287.48 5.64 838.59

TOTAL 6,799.02 2,227.75 153.85 9,180.62



APPENDIX Z

Direct Coste_of Frecaring_the First
Drafts of the Dental School. Task
Reports in December

TASK NAME
-T -COSTS DUPLICATING

TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE COSTS

UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 1,081.04 160.54 7.05 1,248.63

ADMI;SIONS 154.37 - - 154.37

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
&E0e-e- ov 411.51 7.44 418.95

FINANCIAL OPERATION
& MANAGEMENT 95.40 15.45 .81 111.66

FACULTY 1,405.61 81.13 29.16 1,515.90-
CURRICULUM 506.61 270_35 4.41 781.37

BEHAVIORAL -SCI ENCES 496.42
.

- 29.38 525.80

PATIENT WAGEILIT &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 355.84 - 10.56 366.40

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS 307.06 48.66 48.39 404.11

HOSPITAL -& MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 32.35 - - 32.35

=MR! 98.38 - 7.93 106.31

RESEARCH 546.53 - 4.46 550.99

RADIOLOGY - - - -

GPR -
- - -

SUB TOTAL 5,491.12 576.13 149.59 6,216.84

APT 68':61 - 686.61

ASE 1,419.13 - .48 1,419.61

DH 367.08 - - 367.08

AD ROC 5.99 - 7.96 13.95

TOTAL 7,969.93 576.13 158.03 8,704.09

0 4



Direct Costs of Preparing the First
5czoci risk

N557i3-71

TASX NAME

TIME COSTS DUPLICATING
TOTALrmurrout COMMIT= CCSTS

=MRS= RELATIONSHIPkmaN
ADMISSIONS

875.80 361.89 21.61 1.251.:0

202.01 - - 202.01

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
& ED-TIPMENT 742.96 100.44 21.31 864.71

FINANCIAL OPMATION
6 MANNZLVEIrt 185.98 - - 185.98

FACULTY 2;459:37 247.68 0:45 2,713.70

3.082.59 210.66 65.02 3.358.27.c...V314

336.97 82.26 17.28 436.51BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
PATIENT musamema. &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 1.042.10 - 12.29 1,054.39

EXTRAMURAL FlOGRAFS 206.43 135.66 12.50 354.59

HOSFITAL IA MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 39.20 - - 39.20

=BART 227.48 - - 127.48

122D=CM 1.122.90 202.35 .30 1,325.55

RADIOLOGY - - -

4T8 -
- -

SO rout 10,423.99 1,340.94 148.76 111,913.69

8.05 756.20717.35 30.60.

ASE 890.81 - 4.10 894.91

.., 1.839.75 674.53 27.24 2,561.52

732.87AD ROC 506.98 225.49 .40

14.399.08 2.271.56 388.55 16.859.19



APPENDIX BB

Direct Costs of ftettarint the First Drafts
of the Dental 5cno01 Tasic Renorcs sn Feet-ler*

TA= NAME
Tr4E COSTS DUPLICATING

COS= TOTALINDI=IIILL COMMMEE
IINIVERSIIT RELATIONSUP
& picaum areastsrimmas 1;292.81 191.06 70.16 1,554.03

ADMISSIONS 949.22 372.17 31.38 1,352.77

PHTSICAL FACILITIES
-&-E0OTPMENT-- 65.60 - .10 65.0
FINANCIAL OPERATION
& mama= 768.99 74.30 23.00 866.29

VAC= 2,054.46 566.60 17.41 2,638.47

CORRICUUCK 3,555.62 1,233.40 142.58 .931.60

SERAVIONAL-SCIOCES 439.56 62.01 14.28 515.85

PATIENT MINAGMENT &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 568.70 17.40 24.50 610.60

899.76 418.99 51.74 1,370.49
=IMMORAL PROGRAMS
HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS -68.25 - 68.25

r

LIBRARY 1,199.98 - 1,199.98
,

RESEARCH 742.51 93.37 32.76 868.64

RADIOLOGY - " -

CPR
- -

5U3 TOTAL 12,605.46 3,029.30 407.91 16,042.67

1,403.72APT 1,360.12 - 43.60

ASE 2,371.79 39.15 152.36 2,563.30

INC
854.65 84.82 939.47

AD ROC 689.47 570.60 2.90 1,262.97

22.212.13TOTAL 17,881.49 3,723.87 606.77



APPENDIX CC

DireCt_CdStS-Cif_Psehariag the First Drafts__
of the Dental. -StaooT Task RetiOrts A:ter Feoruarr

TASK_ $A?

TIME COSTS DUPLICATING
TOMTNDITLICIAL CO:14I=E COSTS

UNIVERS= RIELATIOSHEIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION., = . -

ADMISSIONS 91.46 8.98 100.44

PHYSICAL sitcrrrEs

FINAISTUUL OPERATICS
& MANAGEMENT 15.62 15.62

FACULTT - 17.60 J
17.60

CURRICTUM 9.00 - 9.00

BEEMAFICIMLL=TEMCES . -

PATIENT MUM= _&
_COMPINEMERFLTE CARE - . .

7.19 - 1.18 8.37
EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS
ROSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 227.44 - 1.60 229.04

LINURY 586.82 - 33.00 619.82

RESEARCH - .

RADIOLOGY
831.50 83.15 - 914.65

CPR 584.80
. 15.75 600.55

SUS TOTAL 2.353.83 83.15 78.11 2.515.09

-APT
1,619.51 . 138.76 1,758.27

ASE - - 4.59 4.59

DH 1.135.71 172.86 58.00 1,308.57

AD HOC - -
. +

TOTAL 5.109.05
-...

256.01 279.46 5.644.52



APPENDIX LT

Direct Costs -of ?martin-die Ftnm0ireitt
di tat Dittal sonooi xis -=Ahralamar13 is glove: Der

OFFICE OR InstAratta mon= -max REPOT= DUPLICATING

DEPART MT leo. %41.., . T E viornatzu cmer...2EpArresr TiSX TOTAL

DWI 43.12 823.59 233.81 9.96 1,110.48

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
-

380.52 168.35 33:33 582.40

CLINIC AFFAIRS 236.42 42.84 446.72 212.09 33.67 33.89 1,002.63

ArtifISSTONS
43.48 69.45 5.89 118.82

STUDENT MFAT3S
- .

47.03 70.54 117.57

EXIRAMIRAL
TRAINING FROMLU4

- .
80.37 95.70 15.10 191.17

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE

-
36.97 63.39 47.

-
147.90

CONTINUING
Erumrros

_ 12_22 - - 12 22
%.

ANDZIONT 726.77 21.99 124.19 82. 10.31 .85

_

966.51

ETOCREMSTRY 737.41 22.74 71.74 - 1.84 - 833.73

EDOCATIONAL b.
27.60

1,--

111.59 41.00
-

180.19
In-Aui.itOKAL RES.

MICROBIOLOGY 247.77 127.10 56.91 -
- 431.80

PRARPOLCOI.= 55.05 391.88 61. 4.16 512.77

ISYSTOLOGT 77- 20.19 83.45
- 181.04

BIOLOGICAL SCIENC:S
Assrstm DEAN 241.00 24.10 325.35 78.35i 668.80

- 36.88 246.64 31.64 - - 315.13
ENDODONTICS

Tr= =Ton= 27.26 - 33.64 41.861 .05 - 102.79

ORAL auctions 97.91 37.75 391.70 147.82 .051 2.53 677.75

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 112.32 52.81 369.08 201.17 1.66 43.50 780.54

ORAL PATHOLOGY 342.73 61.60 158.93 55.72 6.05 - 625.03

ORAL SURGERY' 43.32 37.92 303.69 48.76 - - 433.69

ORTHODONTICS 151.37 28.47 700.36 122.57 - .48 1.003.75

PEDIATRICS - 144.73 - - - 144.73

PENTODCOTICS 86.61 - 210.24 64.39 - .81 362.05

REZINABLE
7ROSITIODONTICZ 166.39 496.12 234.65 93.53 6. . 1,047.59

ACC:M.101=ED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 22.53 655.46 126.4 - 9.23 813.63

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

-
- 126.35 39.15T - 1.08 166.58

PerrAt-lnCTM
- - 238.99 20.641 - - 259.63

TOTAL 3,377.33 986.03 6.997.58 k211.441 44.69 153.85113.790.92

2 1).Q



APPENDIX

Direct Costs of Pretarini the First Drafts
of. the Dentai-Sdhoo..

Revorts in amoteftoiet

OFFICE Gm OmemammuL-topolas =LAMM= L mnqac..tralc___

DEPARIDLwIT Incornmhat. tom= ppm= Az, ICOM1=7. [DV UMW': TA= 7.

DEAN 1 - - 995.28 106.95 - 14.56 111,6.79

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS - - 429.351 56.57 - 1.18 487.10

CLINIC AFFAIRS 57.78 -
i

402.711 - 18.00 478.49

ADMISSIONS - - 4.631 57.04 - - 61.67

STCDENT AFFAIRS - - 138.851 18.81 - .81 158.47

EXMANTRAL
TRAINING PROGRAM - 134.071 17.40 - 49.20 200.67

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 21.13 - 58.54 34.83 - - 114.50

comma=
EDUCATION - - 1 - -

ANATOMY
834.92 - 141.301 38.84 3.29 .20 J,018.55

3IOCEEKTETET 229.48 - 113.231 11-55 .27. .53 355.11

EDUCATIONAL 6:
- - 184.24 - - 7.93 192.17

sibirtut..LIONAL RES.

MICROBIOLOGY 108,75 27.90, 114.06 35.'14 - - 285.85

pRARNACOLOGT 261.17 - 404.59 4.64 .22 3.22 676.84

PM-IMAGE - 10.52

,-

- - 10.52

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 172.72 12.051_ - - - 190.80

hAuuvuLICS - - 201.37 50.32 - - 251.59

FIXED RESTORATIVE 57.59 - 100.10 36.88 - - 194.57

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 78.61 - 233.57 - - 312.18

ORAL REALM CARE
DELIVERY 391.55 - 560.84, 35.81 - 28.57 1.016.77

ORAL PATHOLOGY 25.38 - 58.981 - - - 84.36

ORAL =En 219.37 - 342.29 13.551 - - 575.21

ORTHODONTICS 462.90 - 1 856.57 35.171 - 1,554.64

PEDIATRICS 257.95 - 169.17i - - - 427.12

YOMEMI=CS 109.54 - _ 705.74 - 1.29 4.19 820.75

RENO7A3LE
PROSTROUCNTICS 104.91

,

559.. 140.1 5.24 - 810.18

ACCZURATEN PROF.
Tway= PROGRAM - - 930.441 63.80 - 29.16 1.023.40

ADVANCZO SPECIALTY
EDUCATION - - 70 451 - - .48 71.34

DENTAL RTCTENE _ - - - 367.08
367_081

TorAT, 13,393.75 599.8518,068.521 628,60 8.07 158.03 12,856.32



APPENDIX FF

Direct-Costs-of Preprina-the-First Drafts
or the Dental. School Slat-btuav Resorts

J=WM",

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

DEPAMMENTAL MO= ZASZIEPORTS DUPLICAV2C
MarareAL =tea= ZDIVT81114. =MT= DVARMant usic TOTAL

DEAN 52.29 98.56 1,227.50 201.06 = 14.01 1,593.42

1.454.80ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 6.00 - ,,1.269.82 113.96 - 65.02

CLINIC AFFAIRS - - 781.104 93.22, - 21.31 895.63

ADMISSIONS - - 111.12 - - 111.12

=nen AFFAIRS - - 112. 11.62 I - 124.48
=AMORAL
IRA Z17C PROGRAM - - 75. 59.39

656.46f 29.90

12.50 147.73

804.07
BASIC LBTAL
SCIENCE 117.71
CONTIN1733G
EDUC ATION

- - -1 5.25 5.25

Am[1mirr 32.36 - 881.78 86.88 3.05 - 1,002.07

primuncm7rmr 83.90 - 8,41 - - .30, 92.61
EDUCATIONAL&
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 315.00 241.28 48.10 3.75 - 608.13

MICROBIOLOGY 127.65 "; 228.53 58.76 = - 414.94

PHARMACOLOGY 1,145.30 127.88 459.671 104.94 - - 1,837.79

PRYSIOLOGY 88.23 - .

I

17.1..614 23.45 - - . 233.29
=Loci= SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 216.901. 43.20 843.50 204.85-4,313.45

=moan= 84.21 - 429.4 97.14 = - 611.21

FIXED RESTORATIVE 108.76 - 200.12, 23.90 1.50 - 334.23

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 318.52] - 600.95, 111.94' 12.29 1,043.70
ORAL REAL= CARE
DELIVERY 354.65 294.36 691.93 226.51 29.20 17.28 1,613.93

ORAL PATROL= 39.23 - 410,281 41...f5' 5.90 - 497.06

ORAL suRcar 243.70 - 193.I51 - - 436;35

ORTRODONTICS 444.25 47.61, 803.= 63.08 - - 1.358.19

PEDIATRICS 39.57 = 429.681 - - - 469.25

PERTUD-ONTICS 1.219.53 - 246.76 - 12.60 2.50 1,481.39
REMOVABLE
PROTTRODCNTICS 174.11 - 219.06 30.77 - - 423.94
ACCELERATED PROF.
=AIN= PRWOJO! - - 1,566.051 128.151 - 9.25 1,703.49
ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION -. - 186.0$ - f - 1.60 187.65

DENTAL HYGIENE - - 1,859.7, 674.53; - 27.24 2,561.52

TOTAL 5.211.94I 616.64 14 856.342.431.8J 56.00 188.55 L3,361.24



APPENDIX GG

DirotlCostt-nf Ptenariax the First Drafts
of the Dental School Seit-Sttithrleeorts

In February

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

1. -. Ammo= mamas -TX= REPORTS DOPLICATLNG

..pwaski . 80. VP MtOIVIDLIAL cotearzsz DEPAMEIT TASK LO fAL

DEAN - 2 22.27 304.42 . 93.16 2 852.08

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS - 1 00 6.766 - NM 24

CLINIC AFFAIRS 97.92 = 195.84 104.04 - - 397.80

ADMISSIONS

STUDENT_AFFAIRS
EXTRAMAL
TRAfl PROGRAM
BASIC DENIAL
SCIENCE-
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

- - 669.77 185.20 - 31.38 ::.

- - 227.11 79.95 - = 307.06

-

IffeallIBMI
-

519.70 39.15

MI
64.68 -

-

-

-

51.34 610.19

- 308.43

1.00 65.68

- 1,138.72

195.83

ANATOMY 723.99, - 197.62 217.11

BIOCRMISTRI 130.85 - 28.58 34.65 1.75 1.75

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 790.26_ - 1,741.68 62.22 1.00 - 2,595.16

M/CROBLOGT

FRARMACOLOGT

41.38 - 401.40 185.77 - 628.55

171;17 - 332. 33.90 41.30 32.76 611.97

?RESTA= - - 3.89 - - - 3.89
.

72.30 - - 1

.

- 728.95BIOLOGIC= CES
ASSISTANT DEAN

ENDOUONTICS 411.15 - 670. 183.36 - 9.25 1 274.00

FIXED RESTORATIVE 239.12 - 67.90 523.41

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 485.88 = 631.6 96.25 - 24.50 1,238.26

ORAL REALTR CARE
DELIVERY 601.60 - 499.3 294;40 72.60 14.28 1,482.18

ORAL PATROL= 73.01 - 339. 217.70 1.50 _ 631.36

ORAL =GMT 259.9 - 11111191111111 -
- 571.76

ORTRODONTICS

PEDIATRICS-

..70* a : e CS

REMOVABLE
PROSTRODOSTI
ACCELERATED PROF.
17AINIW_PROGRAM
ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

347.44 Mr 142.38 1 311.28

95.40 1111,1P 10.17 - - 378.12

1,143.12 48.86 28.33 25.38 1 394.73

40.38 = 61.13 97.31 - - 198.82

- - 2 447.43 323.21 60.41 2 831.05

83.82 - '924.20 122.98 - 146.11 1,277.11

- - 854.6 112.44 - - -67.09
..A .. L HYGIENE

TOTAL 5_962_.77 4S 86 L3,SOo= 26.842.38 143.53 606.77 9,205:07.
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APPENDIX HH

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMEW

Direct Casts-of Pre the- First Drafts
or the Dental School elt-Study XaFFEF

After Feoruary

DEPAIMMOTAL REPO= USX ZEPOICS DUPIZCAT13C
INOTITTDTJAL_ =kw 114L-"EZ nrcarrouAL 00214ITT. OFI'ARV1MIT i TASK

DEAN AID AID 40.38

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
AID AID

CLINIC AFFAIRS

ADMISSIONS

AID
AID

9.00 AID

_ AIM 72

53;84

AID 15;75

AID AID

STUDENT-AFFAIRS
EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM
BASIGMBIAL
scum=
commum
EDUCATION

AID

AID

AID AID

AID

AM.
8.98

TOTAL

40.38

9.00

698.47

62.82

AID

1;18 1.18

AID
AID

AID
AID

AID 36 . 96 AID AID 36.96

ANATOWT

BICGFEEMISTRY
EDUCATIONAL &
/NSTRUCTIONAL RES .

MICROBIOLOGY

AID AID

161.52 AID

239.95 - AID 239.95

528.72

13;04

AID

AID 12.50 1 33.00

PHARMACOLOGY 16.96 1.83.00 AID AID

735.74

13.04

199.96

PHYSIOLOGY
BIOLOGICAL SCWC:ES
ASSISTANT DEAN

AID AID

AID AID

AID

AID

MRDODONTICS AID AID AID AID AID

C n= RESTCRATT7- AID 13.00

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 107.75 AID 1 171.16 83.1.5 AID

ORAL HEALTH CARE

ORAL PATHOLOGY AID AID AID AID

13.00

1,362.06

4.051 4.05

ORAL SIIRGERY AID

ORTHODONTICS

AID 8 AID

PERIODONTICS
RIZOVAISLE
PROSTERIDCMTICS
ACCELERATED PROF
TRAINDIG PROGRAM AID 1;613 AID 156.36 1,769.92

AID AID

68.15

AID AID AID AID

ADVANCED _SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 43;75 AS. AID

DENIAL etult.rie. AID 252. 29.73

TOTAL 313.02 16.96

.54 44.29

281.85

4906.14 112.88 12.50 277.8615.639.36
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OFFICE OR
DEPARMILNT

DEAN

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

APPENDIX II

OirecT-Cditi-o=-the-Relte14-Process
=.9. the Dental Schooi eir-Stuay is March

TIME COSTS- DUPISCATING
7NDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE COSTS

1;973;58 443;52 489.64

CLINIC AFFAIRS

AINfISSIONS

1,068.32

416.16

218.52 4..

146.88

37;04

61.uut.81 -AF'FAMIS

=MAMMAL
TRAINING PROGRAM
BASIC DECALSCE
CCACINUING
EDUCATION

206.91 54.05

225.20 174.00

338.08 211.30 4E1

2,906.74

1,286.84

563.04

37.04

300.96

400.20

549.38

ANATOMY'

BIOME:11=T
EDUCATIONAL &
MISTRUCTIONAL

MICROBIOLOGY

PRARMACOLCGT

--

631.14 323.28

181.92

247.42 117..58 OD.

39.M

204.82

225.11 4E1

120.44

PHYSIOLOGY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENC=
ASSISTANT DEAN

FIXED Er...LuttATT7E

4E1

385.60

91.. 76

60.25

90.37

ORAL DIAMTOSIS 274.42 223.42

ORAL BEAL= CARE
DELIVERY 984.59 456.70

ORAL PATROIXGY 53;94

ORAL SUMMIT 30;22

ORTHODONTICS

PEDL=R:MS

121-95 16260

95-41

PERIODONTICS
REMOVABLE
PROSTREMENTICS
ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING-PROGRAM
ADVANCED _SPECIAL=
EDUCATION

514.38

165.10 198.12

645.94

368.94

329.76 4E1

100.62

4E1

954.42

181.92

359.00

314.56

325.25

445.85

316.06

182.13

497.84

1,441.29

63.94

30.22

284.55

95.41

648.39

363.22

975.79

469.56

28.99

TOTAL

REST

9.485.06 4,047.81 489.64 14,022.51
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APPENDIX JJ

Direct-Costs-of-the_Review_Process
of the Dental School Se?.t-otudv In April

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

TIME COSTS DUPLICATING
TOTALINDEVLDMAL COMMITTEE COSTS

DUN 353.42 138.81 21.61 513.84

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 67.36 315.64 383.00

CLINIC AFFAIRS 394.85 67.32 10.30 472.47

Artassices 111.12 162.02 - 273.14

mannurr AFFAIRS - 37.62 37.62

=AMORAL
TRAIMMCPRCGRAM

- -

BA= DENTAL
SCIENCE 126.78 121.49 - 248.27

CONTINUMG
EDUCXEION - - - _

Amine 120.68 146.27 - 266.95

arnammaarrn - -

EDUCATIONAL&
97.15 63.76 - 160.91Let6EituurIONAL RES.

MICROBIOLOGY - - -

PHAEMACOLCGT 106.40 - - 106.40

PHITIOLCGT .
,

- .

mama= SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 131-39 60.25 - 391.64

ENDODONTICS 105.35 - 105.35

=ED RESTORATT.VE 28.68 86.03 - 114.71

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 491.81 130.74 - 62Z..55

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 665.12 264.75 6.08 935.95

ORAL PATROL= 156.80 - - 156.80

ORAL SURGERY 753.69 - - 753.69

atreaponIcs 170.51 208.57 - 379.08

PEDIATRICS 181.70 - - 181-70

PERIODONTICS 948.87 - 948.87
REMITTABLE
pRosmortagrics 84.28 10.54 - 94.82

ACE= RATED PROF.
IRAINING PROGRAM 425.89 75.61 13.66 515.15

ADVANCED SFECIALTY
EDUCATION 259.64 100.62 48.02 408.28

409.12 101.93 511.05DENTAL mxt,Icst

TOTAL 6 390 61,......-- 2.091-97 99.67 8,582.25
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APPENDIX KK

Direct-Costs -df-the-ReirieW-PrOdeSS
of tae Dental achool Selm-Stunv La Niav

OFFICE oil
DEPARTMENT

TIME COST5 1 zupLicailmi
i COSTS TOTALINDIVTDUAL DOKIIrTEE

DEAN- L.16 X44 1.$5_,A3 1.206.44 2.326 71

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 555.56 30.34 - 585.90

CLINIC AFFAIRS 322.52 . 15.33 337.85

ADMISSIONS 237.04 23.14 - 260.18

man= AFFAIRS 131.67 23.51 - 155,18

EXTRAMURAL
TRATMLIG PROGRAM 107.85 - 21.95 129.80

-BASIC DENTAL
SCTLVCE - 26.41 - 26.41

CONILNUING
EDUCATION - - -

ANATOMY 280.41 - 24.55 304.96

BIOCHEMISTRY 402.53 - 1.80 404.33

EDUCATIONAL&
MVSTRUCTIONAL RES. 652.02 23.00 311.00

,
986.02

XECROBIOLOGY 267.24 - - 267.24

PHARMACOLOGY 307.44 91.38 - - F 398.82

PrintakaGT 432.54 251.76 684.30

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN. 337.40 I _18.09 - 355.49

t

ENDODONTICS 168.56 . -

.

168.56

FT= RESTORATIVE .95 - - .95

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 200.15 20.24 220.39

ORAL HEAL= CARE
DELIVERY 949.70 197.78 15.43 1,162.9/

ORAL PATHOLOGY 542.12 - 1.50 543.62

ORAL smmErr 870.19 870.19

ORTHODONTICS 135.92
,

111.40 - 247.32

PEDIATRICS - - -

PERIODONTICS 249.24 -. - 249.24

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 179.38 - 179.38

ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 554.44 116.88 28.58 699.90

'ADVAIWED SPECIALTY
=LICATION 181.27 44.72 - 225.99-

DENTAL HYGIENE 943.25 156.75 - 1,100.00

TOTAL 1(,,172183 1,292.23 1,626.58 13,091.64

2j5



APPENDIX LL

Direct-Costs of -the Review Process
ot the Dental School belt-Studv in June-

OFFICE=
prankrawarr

-TIME COSTS DUPLICATING
TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE COSTS

DEAN 1,047.99 599.83 516.11 2,163.93

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 322.39 206.38 - 528.77

CLINIC-AFFAIRS 587,52 275.40 - 862.92

Amass-row 166.64 166.68 - 333.32

159.88 159.88 - 319.76hlume.al AFFA/RS
EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM 21.57 - 17.67 39.24

BASIC DENIAL
SCIENCE 464.86

.,
190.17 - 655.03

CONIINUL1G
EDUCAITON- 580.32 - - 580.32

ANATOMY 232.03 32.43 2.55 267.01

BIOCHEMISTRY 499.53 - - 499.53

EDUCATIONAL is
/NSTRUCTICIVAL RES. 567.25 193.20 .60 761.05

MICROBIOLOGY 21.57 - - 21.57

?HAMM:CLOG! 226.12 204.12 - 430.24

PHYSIOLOGY - - - -

BIOLMICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 421.75 253.05 - 674;80

ENDODONTICS 42.14 - - 42.14

FIRED RESTORATIVE - - -

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 461.65 171.18 - 632.83
ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 509.22 254.92 - 764.14

ORAL PATHOLOGY 47.11 - 8.60 55.71

ORAL SURGERY '134.60 - - 134.60

ORTHODONTICS 40.38 - 11.55 51.93

liTIATT2:044 199.87 - = 199.87

?MIODONTICS 423.99 - _ 423.99
RE:MOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS 382.47 42.14 - 424.61
ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 411.46 276.06 - 687.52
ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 152.18 178.88 - 331.06

255.20 68.87 - 324.07DENTAL Ku,Itat

TOTAL 8,379.69 3,273.19 1 557.08 12,209.96



APPENDIX MM

Direct_Cests of the Revi,74_Process
of tte Dental SctooI Seri-ttuay in July

oFFIcE OR
DEPARTMENT

TIME COSTS DUPLICATING
COSTS TOTALr INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

MEAN 735.41 488.78 47.95 1,272.14

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 80.13 240.39 - 320.52

CLINIC AFFAIRS 101.83 107.72 - 209;55

ADMISSIONS - 121.08 - 121.08

=DENT AFFAIRS - 111.76 - 111.76

EXTRAVITRAL
TRAisal. PRCGRAM - - - -

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 23.03 207.27 - 230.30

coNrromm
=CATION 38.96 126.62 - 165.58

ANATOMY - - - -

BICg7m7Srq17 -
-

=EICATIONAL Si
ENSTRUCliONAL. RES. 159.04 246.53 - 405.57

21.rcao3TaLosy - - -

7..:MACOLCGT - - - -

7SYSIOLCGT - 26.40 - 26.40

smonca. SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 79.53 265.10 -

.

344.63

ENDODONTICS - - - -

FIXED RESTORATIVE 54.36 - - 54.36

ORAL. DIAGNOSIS 227.27 225.37 - 452.64
ORAL REALM CARE
DELIVERY 23.18 220.21 - 243.39

OR PATHOLOGY 493.90 - 493.90

OW- =CERT -122.40 - - 122.40

:MT7ODONTICS - - - -

PEDIATRICS - - - -

PERIODONTICS - -

2EgGVABLE-
PROSTRODONTICS

.

- - - -

CCEL=ATED PROF.
7RAINING PROGRAM 105.20 168.32 - 273.52
;DVANCED SPECIALTY
MUCATTON

.

178.62 - - 178.62

lEFTAL INGIENE 76.65-- - 435.48358-.83

'OTAL 1 2.781.69 2.632.20 47.95 5.461.84
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APPENDIX NN

Time Spent by_AdtilhistTatorei
Devartment-Heedt,

FadtltY ana-Sectetaries Piamm1ht tbr the
Dental Sdhomi Selz -btudy

individual Committee Total

Administrators 108:50 156:40 265:30

DepirtMent Sends 26:30 102:50 129:20
Faculty 32:40 433:35 466:15

Secretarial 83:55 :40 84:35
Total 251:55 . 693:45 945:40



APPENDIX 00

Tim. Sont by D.vartmeat

todividual Committee TotaI

Adminiatrators 843:45 179:40 1,023:25

Department Howls 1,019:45 114:05 1,133:50

Faculty 1,843:10 405:35 2,242:45

Secretarial 1,342:55 7:00 1,349:55

Total 5,049:35 706:20 5,755:55



APPENDIX PP

Time S e" '""s" -14."5

Facul t -t"-"v1" """or t wtta ac oo be L-btll V

Individual Committee Total

Administrators 540:30 246:25 786:55

DePertment Seeds 582:45 180:15 763:00

TacnitY 473:13 307:00 780:15

Secretarial 861:45 21:00 . 882:45

Total 2.458:15 754:40 3.212:55



APPENDIX QQ

Time_Spenr_Lft_Autest and_Seeteeber_Plannihq
ter the Dentir School Self-Study

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

DEAN 60:20 16:00 76:20

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 8:00 8:00

CLINIC AFFAIRS
-

,

8:00 8:00

ADMISSIONS ,
8:00 8:00

STUDENT AFFAIRS - - -

EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM . - -

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE .

courramsc
EDUCATION 8:00 8:00

ANATOMY
- - .

- -
BIOCHEMISTRY
EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. -

MICROBIOLOGY - -

PHARMACOLOGY ,

- -

MEEISTaff
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN

- -

. 8:00 3:0O -

ENDODONTICS - - -

FIXED RESTORATIVE -

_

.

ORAL DIAGNOSIS . -

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY - -

ORAL PATHOLOGY
-

ORAL =CERT - -

ORTHODONTICS
- .

PEDIATRICS
-

PERIODONTICS
- - -

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTICS

-

ACCELERATED PROF.
THAN- NG PROGRAM 10:00 10:00 20:00

ADVANCED SPEC/ALIT
EDUCATION - -

DENTAL WYCIENE 4_1ZO__ 4:00

TOTAL 74:20 1 66:00 140:20



APPENDIX RR

TL ee-Seent in October-ft-a/trip OT
the Dental -School Self-Stu v

OFFICE OR .

DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

DEAN 6k15 26:00 94:15

ACADEM/C AFFAIRS 36:10 17:00 53:10

CLINIC AFFAIRS 11 :00 17:00 28:00

ADMISSIONS -.
12:15 12:15

STUDENT- AFFAIRS 1I:00 5:1.5 16:15

EXTRAMURAL
TUINV1G PROM?!

8:15 8:15

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE 1:30 17:00 1830

CONTINUING
EDUCTION-

5:00
_ __

500

ANATOMT
- 25:30 25:30

BIOCHEMISZRY - 3:15 3:15

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 2:0C 20:00

.

22:00

MICROBIOLOGY - 9:00 9:00

PRARMACULOGY - 22:15 22 :13

PHYSIOLOGY - 6:15 6:15

BIOLOGICAL_ SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 16:55 10:45 27:40

ENTODONTICS
- 27:11 27:15

FLTED RESTORATIVE
- 39:15 39:L5

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 4:TO 72:10 - 76:I0
ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 6:00 58:00 64:00

ORAL PATHOLOGY - 13:15 13:15

ORAL SURGERY - 19:10 19:10

ORTRODONTTCS - 10:10 10:10

PEDIATRICS - 25:10 25:1.0

PERIODONTICS - 24:00 24:00

REMOVABLE
PROSTRODORTICS - 40:55 40:55

ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM- 12:45 51:00 63:45

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATICN

4:00 15:35 19:35

27:03 31:05DENTAL 7J.t.t4t. &.-TOO

TOTAL 177:35 1
627:45 805:20



Average Time -Spent during -the Dental School
beIf-Study by FL:Jr-Fume Faculty
by Department or_Program IncIudinq

Chairmen1

Study
Preparation

Preparing
Is: Drafts

Review &
Revision

Entire
Self-Study

Anatomy 3:11 32:53 10:12 46:16

Biochemistry. :49 19:20 9:56 30:05

Educational & 7:20 71:31 48:20 127:11
Instructional Ras.

Microbiology 6:23 39:06 18:38 64:07

Pharmacology 5:34 47:10 19:56 72:40

Physiology 3:08 20:55 18:30 42:33

Endodontics 3:08 40:15 10:00 53:23

Fixed Restorative 2:27 4:57 2:05 9:29

Oral Diagnosis 8:08 23:17 L5:22 46:47

Oral_Health Care 5:49 26:36 30:32 62:57
Delivery

Oral Pathology 2:39 12:08 12:23 27:10

Oral Surgery 3:12 17:05 , 12:00 32:17

Orthodontics 2:32 66:30 13:34 82:36

Pediatrics 4:12 12:29 5:30 22:11

Periodontics 4:00 3C:17 12:10 46:27

Removable 4:34 15:52 5:17 25:43
Prosthodontics

Accelerated Prof. 20:22 I07:35 39:38 167:35
Training Program

Basic Dental Science 6:17 26:09 2F:+0 59:06

Dental Hygiene 3:54 45:26 16:04 65:24

Does not include Administrators
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APPENDIX TT

Time Soont-in-Noiember_PreoarirTte Flr_sz
Dratts or the Dental, Scnool selt-ntudy Reports

OFFICE OR
DEPART IT

117A:22ELs. REPORTS
INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

TASK REPORTS
TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

DEAN 1 :45 78:10 12:15 92:10

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS -
-

25:30 7:45 33:15

CLINIC AFFAIRS 17:15 1:45 31:40 11:00 61:40

ADMISSIONS
. -

3:50 3:45 7:35

E1'Li921O71W---.
EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING PROGRAM

-
- 2:30 3:45 6:15

- -
6:55 5:30 12:25

BASIC DENrAL
;cum_ _

1:45 3:00 2:15 7:00

cawmuLIG
EDUCATION 2:05

-
2 :052:

ANATOMY 40:30 1100 10:45 6:15 58:30

BIOCHEMISTRY 39:30 1:00 4:30 45:00

EDUCATIOAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 1:30 - 11:35 3:00 16:05

MICROBIOLOGY 19:00 -
7:30 4:00 30:30 .

PHARMACOLOGY 6130
-

12:25 3:45 32:40

PHYSIOLOGY 11:30 3:00 5:30
- 20:00

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 10:00 1:00 13:30 3:15 27:45

ENDODONTICS 1:45 15:10 1:30 18.25

FIXED RESTORATIVE 2:05 - 2:30 3:30 8:05

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 5:00 1:45 23:30' 8:00 38:15

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY 8:35 2:45 28:20 16:00 55:40

ORAL PATHOLOGY 16:00 2:45 9:00 3:00 30:45

ORAL SURGERY 2:00 1:45 16:15 3:00 23:00

=mom= 13:60 1;45 38 :30 6:00 59:15

PEDIATRICS
- -

8:30
-

3:30

PERIODONTICS 6:45
-

6:30 3:30 16:45

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODCNTICS 9:15 33:45 14:45 3:00 60:45

ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAINS PROGRAM 1:45 42:15 7:00 51:00

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION

- - 6:00 1:45 7:45

- 25:45 1:55 28:40DENTAL Bxu4r.Ar.

TOTAL 208:25 59:15 467:25 124:40 I 859:45

2



APPENDIX LIU

_Time Soent-in-December-Preparing the
First Drafts of the Dental School Self-Study

Reports

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS TASK REPO
TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

DEAN 72:45 4:15 77:00

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
. .

43:45 2:20 46:05

CLINIC AFFAIRS 2:00 14:45 16:45

ADMISSIONS 8:00 :15 8:15

STUDENT-AFFAIRS - 8:00 1:00 9:00
EXTRAMURAL
TRAINING _PROGRAM 15:20 1:00 16:20

BASIC DENIAL
SLitaut 1:00

.
,

2:55 2:20 6:15

comma=
EDUCATION __

- - -

NATamir 56:40 11:45 3:35 72:00

AtoommIsrmr 13:00 = 8:40 1:00 22:40

EDUCATIONAL &
MaRt.R.I.LONAL RES. 2:45 - 14:40 17:25

MICROBIOLOGY 9:30 2:00 8:20 2:20 22:10

pRARMACOLOGY 15:15 23:30 :15 39:00

2E glag. .

.
:45 :45

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
ASSISTANT DEAN 7:10 :30'

i

8:30 :15 16:25

ENDODONTICS - - 11:55 3:20 15:15

5:15 - 6:40 2:45 14:40FIXED-RESTORATIVE

ORAL DIAGNOSIS-- 4:45 21:00 2:2C 28:05

ORAL REALM CARE
DELIVERY 27:40

.
40:25 - 68:05

ORAL PATHOLOGY 1:50
.

4:05 5:55

ORAL SURGERY 12:00 17_145 _._ 1100 30:45

95:35amramonrcs 34:00 59:35 2:00

PEDIATRICS 11:00 .
_9:45

-
20:45

PERIODONTICS 6:00 36:15 42:15
REMOVABLE
PROSTEODONTICS 7:10 36:30 9:05 :15 53:00
ACCELERATED PROF.
TRAMEIG PROGRAM

-
56:55 3:35 60:30

ADVANCVD SPECIALTY
EDUCATION - - 4:20 -

4:20

DENTA-L-MME . - 38l30 .
38:30

TOTAL 217:00 39:00 557:55 33:50 847:45

225



APPENDIX VV

Time Soent-in-January Preparint the
First hafts of the /rental School Self-Study

Reports,

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENTAL REFoRTS TASK REPORTN
TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

DEAN 2:00 4:00 70:05 11:00 87:05

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS :15 - 115:25 6:00 121:40

CLINIC AFFAIRS - - 32:05 3:15 35:20

ADMISSIONS - - 600 - 6:00

srmerr AFFAIRS - . 6:00 I.00 7:00

=MAMA!.
TRAINING PROGRAM - - 8:25 4:00 12:25

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE- I0:00 - 42:00 2:00 54:00

CONTINUING
EDUCATION -

- - - -

ANATOMY 4:30 - 75:15 5:30 85:15

BIOCHEMiETRY 5:00 - 1:15 - 6:15

EDUCATIONAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES. 27:25 - 25:10 3:00 55:35

MICROBIOLOGY 14:15 , 10:p 4:00 28:30

PHARMACOLOGY 6330 8:00 60:00 6:00 137:30

PHYSIOLOGY 1100 . - 8:20 1:30 20:50

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 9:00 2:00 35:00 1:30 52:30

ENDODONTIOS 4:00 . 23:15 5:30 32:45

FIXED RESTORATIVE 11:45 12:15 2:00 26:00

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 19!30 - 73:15. 5:55 98:40
ORAL HEALTH CARE.
DELIVERY 21:55 20:00 49:40 13:20 104:55

ORAL PATHOLOGY 3:30 - 25:30 2:30 31:30

ORAL SURGERY 12:00 - 9:45 - 21:45

ORTHODONTICS 20:00 3:00 44 :00 3:00 70:00

PEDIATRICS 9:30 - 49:15 - 58:45

PERIODONTICS 78:30 - 8:00 - 86:30

REMOVABLE
PROSTHODONTIOS 7:30 - 15:40 2:00 25:10

ACCEIZRATED PROF.
TRAIN= PROGRAM- . - 96:45 7:15 104:00

ADVANCED SPECIALTY ,

EDUCATION . - - 9:15 - 9:15

- 228:00 78:00 306:00DENTAL hvuLtat. -

TOTAL 335:05 37:00 1 1,139:50 173:15 _I 1,685:10



APPENDIX WW

-Time Scent in Fe r±apt ep rin e theF3a-stETrnaSc 00 -Study
Reports

OFFICE OR
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS TASK REPORTS_
TOTALINDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE INDIVIDUAL CO) mrrnm

DEAN 5;00 = 142:45 19 :00 166:45

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 250:10 35:35 285:45

CLINIC AFFAIRS 4:00 - 8:00 4:15 16:15

ADMISSIOEZ - - 40:50 10:00 50:50

STUDENT AFFAIRS - 13:30 4:15 17:45

EXCRAM0RAL
TRAINING-PROGRAM - - 59:30 2:15 61:45

BASIC DENTAL
Sc----aucE 1:00 - 6:00 10:40 17:40

CONTINUING
EDUCATION - 10:30 - 10:30

ANATOMY 41:00 15:20 18:00 75:20

BIOCHEMISTRY 7:45 .-. 2:20 3:00 13:05

=CATION:a 4
PISTRUCTIONAL RES. 54:00 - 148:25 3:15 205:40

MICROBIOLOGY 3:30 33:30 13:20 50:20 .

PHARMACOLOGY 20:30 - 19:30 2:00 42:00

PHYSIOLCGT - . - :15 - :15

BIOLCGICALSCMCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 3:00

'-

-
_._

22:15 5:00 30:15

ENDOWNTICS 27:00 - 49:30 10:50 87:20

14:35 - 18200 6:15 38:50
fl-sr.J.) RESTORATIVE

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 27:45 - 15200- 5:t5 68:00

ORAL_HEALIR CARE.
DELIVERY

.

34:50 - 47:30 19:20 101:40

ORAL PATHOLOGY 3:30 - 22:15 11:00 36:45

ORAL SURGERY 12:00 - 23:00 - 35:00

ORTHODONTICS 42:00 - 42:30 6:45 91215

PEDIATRICS 7:00 - 15:00 :45 22 :45

PERIODONTICS; 76:30 2:_00
.. 1:45 80:15

REMOMLE
pRogramanrcs 6 :00 - 3:10 5:15 14:25

ACC:MATED PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM - - 1 148:30 17:35 166:05

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION . 3:45 - I 55:00 5:30 64:15

DENTAL illtstzilt. - - 107:00 12:30_ 119'30

TOTAL -494 411 2:00 1 1.340:15 233:20 1 970:/5
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APPENDIX XX

OFFICE OR_
DEPARTMENT

Time Spent After_ February PreoarinR__the

TOTAL

%rat Dratts or tfte__Oentai SCnool seir-Study

DEPARTMENTAL

Reports

REPORTS USX-REPORTS
INDIVIDUAL CORCITEE INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE

DEAN 4:15 4:15

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 2:00 2:00

CLINIC AFFAIRS 59:00 i9:00

ADICSSIONS 8:.00 8:00

STUDENT AFFAIMS
EXTRAMURAL
TRADTINGPROGRAM 1700 1:00
BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE
CALCINE=
EDUCATION 6:00 6:00

ANATOMY 18:30 18:30

BIOCHEMXSTRY-
EDEMATIONAL &

24:00 53:00 77:00uvsiituLLLONAL RES .

MICROBIOLOGY 1:00 1:00

PHARMACOLOGY 1:00 '10 :00 11:00

POLY
BIOLOGICAL SCIEN lw
ASSISTANT DEAN .41

WDODONT.1

TLICED RESTORATIVE 1:00 1:00

ORAL DIAGNOSIS 5:00 34:00 39:00
ORAL HF-ALTEL CARE
DELIVERY

ORAL PATHOLOGY 1:00 1:00

ORAL SURGERY

ORTHODONTICS

PEDIATRICS 5:00 5:00

;JECEODOLVITCS
REM:FABLE
mansonarrics
ACCELERATED PROF.
TRA.t= PROGRAM 113:30 113:30
ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 6 :39 6:30

DENTAL HYGTENE 36:15 3:00 39:15

TOTAL 35:30 1:00 353:30 3:00 393:00



APPENDIX YY

Time Soent in October Preparing the
First Drafts of the Dental School Task Reoorts

TAME -NAME INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL
UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AO - :30

ADMISSIONS . - -
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
-&-EQUIPMEWT 3:45 - 3:45
FINANCIAL OPERATION
& MANAGEMENT - - -

FACULTY 7:00 12:15 19:15

CURRICULUM 3:40 - 3:40

munimua.sawas - 4:00 4:00

RATIEW24ANAGEMENT &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE - - -

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS - - -

HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS -

LIBRARY
. -

RESEARCH 2-10 - 2:3b

RADIOLOGY - - -

GPR . -

SUB TOTAL 17:25 1 16:15 33:40

APT 6:00 2n :00 27:00

ASE 3:30 4:10 7:40

DH 4:30 7:35 12:05

AD HOC 105:10 142:30 247:40

TOTAL 736:35 191:30 -, 328:05

22



APPENDIX ZZ

Time-Hoe:a
of theD-ita.1. Scaow. as Reports In Novel:floor

TASK INDIVIDUAL COl4fIrrEE TOTALNAIL
MIMS= RELATIONSELP

*z . slLDI " ON 18_:50 8:00 26:50

AEMSIONS 8:20 4:30 12:50

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
it EQUIPMENT 28:50 11:15 40:05

FINANCIAL OFMATION
& MANAZEMENT 6:00 2:00 8:00

FACOLTI 119:05 17:00 136:05

CMERICULUM 55:20 7:30 62:50

BEHAVIORAI,SCILICES 12:50 13:30 26:20
PATIENT MANAGEMENT Es
CCMPREHENSIVE CARE 23:30 II:00 34:30

EXTRAMURAL PROGRAYS 12:00 23:00 35:00

HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL MATIONS-an :15 .. :15

LIBRARY 12:00 5:00 17:00

RESEARCH 27:25 6:30 33:55

RADIOLOGY - -

GPR - -

SUB TOr= 324:25 109:15 433:40

APT 24t.55 1:30 26:25

ASE 44:30 2:00 46:30

DR 27:15 :50 28:05

AD HOC 43:45 13:45 57:30

TOTAL 464:50 127:20 592:10



APPS1DIX AAA

TilLePreoarin_the__First Drafts
of the Dental School Task Revorts-TE-UWEalber

TASK NAME INDIVIDUAL COMMITTEE TOTAL
UNIVERSITY liFIATIONSHIP
& PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 61:40 8:00 73:40

ADMISSIONS 12:20 - 12:20

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
-AS' mm= 21:20 - 21:20

FINANCIAL OPERATION
& MANAGEMENT 11:30 :45 12:15

FACULTY 85:25 6:45 92:10

CURRICULUM 66:35 16:20 82:55

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 33:25 - 33:25

PATIENT_ MANAGEMENT a
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 21:15 - 21:15

=MURAL ERCCEAKS 24:30 4:60 28:30

HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 1:40 - .5:10

=RARE 8:00 - 8:00

RESEARCH 33:35 - 33:35

RADIOLOGY - - .

GPR - . -

SUB TOTAL 385:15 35:50 421:05

APT 43:00 - 43: 00

ASE 79:30 - 79:30

DE 38:30 - 38:30

AD HOC 1:00 - 1:00

TOTAL 547:15 35:50 583:05



APPENDIX BBB

Time Soent_Prevaring the First- Drafts
of the Dental School Talk RebeterTE-71Riary

TASX-NAME INDALEDUAL COb1MITTEE TOTAL

UNIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP
b PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 59:30 16:00 75:30

ADMISSIONS- 9:30 . 9:30

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
-$5 EQUIPMENT 46:35 5:25 52:00

FINANCIAL OPERATION
&MANAGEMEIT 18:35 18:35

FACULTY 163:00 11:30 174:30

CURRICULUM 253:25 14:00 267:25

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 25:30 6:00 31130

PAT= MANAGEMENT &
COMPREHENSIVE CARE 88:45

.

88:45

=MAMMAL PROGRAMS 15:55 9:00 24:55

HOSPITAL & MEDICAL
SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS 2:15 s 2:15

=BURY 10:50 10:50

RESEARCH 64:10 11:00 75:10'

RADIOLOGY - -.

GPR
-

SUB TOTAL 758:00 72:55 830:55

APT 50:30 2:00 52:30

ASE 49:50 . 49:50

DR 228:00 78:00 306:00

AD HOC 12:40 24:00 36:40

TOTAL 1_099:00 1.70..;5 1,275:55

32



-ng:J*41211kttqWat-ipliillELEJVEEE1--of the at 400 Task 010OrtS is reoruary

CARICETTEE TELunrinsar Rrunceisza
...f FROMM Areansmar 115:05- 11:00 126:05

62:03 I 23:00 85:50agaBC221;
Pantos. funaxacs
& -. /a 6:4 3:00
MAW= OFERAIMU21,,
5 = I 4:00 39:25

namtr 174:35 33:00 207:35

!1221tIttl!" 254:10 80:50 '365:00

BERAVECIPAZ-St==
Res= !!fib
cxsammocomme CARE

41:30 4:30 46:00

26:30 1:00 27:30

83:33 I 23:00 106:15MZEROMIRM; PRCGRAZ43
RIXPrrii_ts =LC=
SCROOL marrassms 3 :15 - 3:15

mamma 104:35 104:35

41:65 5:00 46:65

- .
...

.

ql. - - -

975130 185:20 :50

ATT 95:30 - 94:30

.., 2:00 147:15

107:00 10:30 117:30

45:00 30:00 75:00

TOTAL 1,367:13 227:50, 1,595:05

233



APPENDIX DDD

11.3ei-Stiezit After _Februrf_ Pretfartati_Firsi7frifts or the Dental staisor -1torts
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APPENDIX FFF

Time 4pent_DuriacLthe Review Process-.
of the DentiL School Solt-Study is Aoril

OFFICE Olt
DEPARTMENT TODIVTDOAL COMMITTEE TOTAL

DEAN 18:30 6:45 25:15

#CADEXCC AFFAIRS 8:00 13:00 21:00

CLINIC AFFAIRS 21:15 2:45 24:00

6:00 8:45 14:45
-AEKESSICIMS

- 2:00 2:00STUDENT AFFAIRS
=12111URAL
TRA33=-PIORMLUI - -

BASIC DENTAL
SCIENCE-- 6:00 5:45 11:45

CONTINUING
EDUCATION - -

AWOKE' 9:30 10:30 20:00

BIOCREKISTRY - - -
ElKENVEDIRAL &
INSTRUCTIONAL RES, 12:30 8:00 20:30

MICROBIOLOGY - -

PNARMACOLCGY 6:30 - 6:30

FS31=051 13:45 2:30 16:15

BIOLOGIOAI-SCIENCESI
ASSISTANT DEAN - - -

mtaxtrrrcs 5:00 - 5:00

FIRED RESTORATIVE 2:30 7:30 10:00

ORAL DIAGNOSIS-- 29.00 6:30 35:30

ORAL HEALTH CARE
DEL1VE2Y 41:50 13:00 56:50

ORAL PATHOLOGY 7:00 - 7:00

ORAL SORCERY 41:00 - 41:00

arnroDoerrzcs 17AD_ 11110 28:30

MIMICS 13:00 2:00 15:00

PERIODONTICS 49:90 - 49:00
REMOVABLE
Ilmrsommics__ 4:00 :30 4:30

mummucuro PROF.
TRAINING PROGRAM 26:50 4:15 31:05

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 20:00 4:30 24:30

DENTAL swrma 39:30 9:00 48:30

TOTAL 397:40 125:10 522:50
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APPENDIX HRH

Time Spent During the Review-Process
of the Dental School Self-Study in June

OFFICE ORDEPARODENT DQAL t Ca-METIER TOTAL

DEAN 55:30 30:45 86:15

ACADEMIC_AFFAIRS 14:30 8:30 23:00

=RIC AFINCERS 24:00 11:45 35:45

Ammer= 22:00 9:00 31:00

simmum AFFAIRS 8:30 8:30 _ 17:00

ERMODRAL
TRAXFOICAMXDRAM 3:00 - 3:00

BASIC DENTAL
son amme 22:00 9:00 31:00

COMOMOMIENG
=MAIM 26:00 - 26:00

ANATOW 15:00 2:30 17:30

wrocemsTwr 36:45 -
.

36:45

EDEKUOLDRICL &
INSOMPOICCOUL RES. 33:00 10:30

./
43:30

MICROBIOLOGY 3:00 - 3:00

pRAMOLCOLXY 16:00 14400 30:00

PRYSTOLOGY- - - -
BIOLOOlgALSCIENCES
ASIONFLUBFAOUN 17:30 10:30 28:00

ENTIODCBTICS 2:_00 - 2:00

TIMED RESTORAIT7E - - -

ORAL DTAMOSIS 27:00 9:30 36:30

OUT. REALTE CARE
=r em 26:20 13:15 39:35

ORAL MUM= 7:00 -,
4

7:00

ORAL SURGERY 20:00 - 20:00

ORTRODOKrZCS 6:00 - 6:00

PEDIATRICS 1I:00 - II:00

212CD,DONTICS 63:00 - 63:00

1132101740LE

PEOPIRODONTICS 27:00 2:00 29:00

ACCEr-EL ITED PROF.
muumwm PROGRAM 22:30 15:45 38:15

ADVANCED SPECIALTY
EDOCATION 11:00 8:00 19:00

DENIAL EIGIENE 28:00 7:00 35:00

/VIAL_ 547: 170:30 718:05



APPENDIX III

Time 52ent During_the-Reviewlrecess_
ot the Dental. School Self -Study La July

GETICE OK_

DEAN 60:00

.

24:00 84:00

ACADEM/C AFFAIRS 3:00 9:00 12:00

CLINIC AFFAIRS 4:00 4:00 8:00

ADMISSIONS - 6:00 6:00

- 5:30 5:30
S cu utsv L AFFAIRS

=MAMMAL
TRALTING-PROGRAM

- - -

3ASIC DENTAL
scumm---

.

1:00 9:00 10:00

tommum
EDUCATION 2:00 6:30 8:30

ANATOMY
. - -

sioamemern
-

EDUCATIONAL &
Tameacrromms.

.

8:00 15:30 .,
23:30

MICROBIOLOGY - -- -

PBARHACOLOGY
- 2:00 2:00

ISTOLOGY
2:30 - 2:30

3IOLOOICAL SCIENCES
ASSISTANT DEAN 3:00 10:00 73:00

ENDODONTIOS --
_ _

FIXED RiesrommE 9:00 .-. 9:00

ORAL DIAGNOSIS_ 11:00 11:30 22:30

ORAL REALIB CARE
plimamimm 1:00 9:30 10:30

ORAL PATROL= 45:00 - 45:00

ORAL SURGERY 17:00 ; 17:00

ORTHODONTICS - - -

PEDIATRICS - -

FERIODONTICS
- . -

REMOVABLE
PROSTRODONTICS -

-

ACCELOWDED PROF.
TRAIN= PROGRAM 5:00. 8:00 13:00

ADVANCED_SPECIALTY
EDUCATION 10:30 - 10:30

DENTAVATIVVEE- 38:30 *--5-t.-00 43:30

TOTAL 218:00 128:00 346:00

23:



APPENDIX JJJ

Means & Standard Deviations of Attitude Scores
of All Students (Weighted)

Issue Mean N sd

Student 1.30 300 .9118
Involvement

Departmental 1.49 95 .863
Responsiveness

Task Force 1.76 63 .7343
ResponsivenesS

Faculty 2.22 280 .8867
Accessibility-

Quality of 2.47 281 .7835
InStruction

brpectatian of 1.12 297 .8625
L#Oravement



APPENDIX KKK

Mean* & Standerd-WeViitions-of-Attitude-Stores of
Dental Hygienik. Accelerated__ Professional Training and

Regular DOS Students

Unit DR
Mean
-Apr DDS DR

sd
Alf DDS DR APT DDS

Student 1.95 1.47 1.22 .9989 1.1459 .8356 43 20 237
Involvement

Departmental 1.89 2.00 1.42 .6686 .8165 .8340 12 10 73
Responsiveness

Tesk_Force 1.62 1.67 1.78 .6505 .6901 .7733 13 7 43
Responsiveness

Faculty 2.38 1.24 2.26 .9264 .8136 .8270 43 21 216
Accessibility

Quality of 2.48 1.57 2.52 .8958 .9643 .6900 41 19 221
Instruction

Expectation of 1.69 1.03 1.06 .7940 .8646 .8501 41 21 235
Improvement



APPENDIX LLL

14eans_& Standard Deviations of Attitude Scores
of Year 3 & Year 4 Dental Hygiene Students

_Mean
Yr 3--Yr 4 Yr 3

td
Yr 4 Yr 3 Yr 4

Student 1.94 1.96 1.029 .9992 17 26
Involvement

Departmental 2.00' 1.80 .8165 .4472 7 5

Responsiveness

Task Force 1.67 1.57 .8165 .5345 6 7

Responsiveness

Faculty_ 2.47 2.31 .7174 1.0495 17 26
Accessibility

Quality of 2.67 2.31 .7237 .9703 15 26
InttrUction

Eicpedtation of 1.93 1.52 .9611 .6481 15 26
Improvement



APPENDIX WI

Means & Standard_Deviations_of Attitude Scores
of APT Student Classes

Isstui 'Cr 1.

Mean
Yrr Yr 3 Yr 1

sd
YE 2 Yr 3 Yr 1 Yr -2 Yr 3

Student 2.00 .67 1.75 1.0541 .8165 1.2583 10 6 4

Involvement

Departmental_ 2.00 2.00 2.00 .6325 1.4142 1.4142 6 2

Responsiveness

Task Force 2.00 1.00 2.00 .0000 .0000 1.4142 4

Responsiveness

Faculty 1.00 1.33 1.40 .8165 .8165 .8944 10 6

Accessi'aility

Quality of 1.12 1.67 2.00 1.1260 .8165 .7071 8 6

Instruction

Expectation of 1.10 1.00 1.00 .9944 .6325 1.000 10 5

Improvement

24j



APPENDIX NNN

Means 3 Standard-Oevisdoms-ae-Arstrude Scores
or Dos stem= tutees.

Igen
Student
Zavelvemmem

Depercueuiria
8ftepomeLvemess

Task Porte
Imegmemiememme

Nr4zT. _
v---memeemesurp

Quality of
Immortal

Sepectatiom of
Improvement

Tr 1
gem

Yr 2---^rr 5 Tr 4 Tr./
ad

Ttrz Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr t Tr r Yr 3 Yr 4

1.24

1.64

1.44

2.40

2:48

1.34

1.37

2.36

2.04

2.33

2.77

1.00

.98

1.10

1.60

2.17

2.41

.67

1.36

1.50

1.80

2.09

2.40

.97

.8302

.7209

.3424

.6376

.6445

.8073

.7873

.9512

.8770

.8770

.4867

.7463

.7335

.7378

.5477

.9862

.7424

.7213

.8981

.8367

1.3038

.8427

.8117

.9276

79

29

19

75

75

76

79

28

14

68

70

SO

43

10

3

40

41

42

34

6

3

33

33

37



APPENDIX 000

Means & Standard Deviations of Attitude Scores
of Students Active or Not Active on Accreditation

Self-Study Committees

ISSUe

Mean

Active

sd
Not

Active

N

Active
Not

Active.Active
Not

Active

Student 1.96 1.24 .9199 .8873 27 273
Involvement

Departmental 1.97 1.39 .9608 .7844 14 81

Responsiveness

Task Force 2.27 1.30 .7500 .6773 16 47

Responsiveness

Faculty 2.25 2.21 .8590 .8912 27 253
Accessibility

Quality of 2.50 2.48 .7348 .7583 27 254
Instruction

Expectation of 1.04 1.13 .7830 .8819 27 270
Improvement

245



APPENDIX PPP

Mean & Standard DeMations of Attitude Scores
at Stu ervin on Accre itatxon e tu ommittees

by Type of Stu ent

DH
Mean
APT-- DDS

'sd
DM DR

N
APT DDS

Student 2.20 2.50 1.90 .968 5 2 20

Involvement

Departmental 2.33 2.00 1.93 1.054 3 2 9

Responsiveness

Task Force 2.00 2.00 2.32 .651 2 2 12

Responsiveness

Faculty 2.40 2.00 2.25 .910 5 2 20

Accessibility

Quality of 2.20 2.50 2.54 .761 5 2 20

Instruction

Expectation of 1.60 1.00 .98 .686 5 2 20

Improvement

*DH and APT numbers too small to compute sd.

lo



APPENDIX QQQ

Mans -6- Standard Deviations of_Attitude_Scoras of
Students Not Serving-on-Accreditation Silt-Study Committees

by Type of Student

Issue DH
Mean
-70r DOS DR

sd
DDS DH APT DDS

Student 1.92 1.44 1.15 1.024 1.149 .817 38 18 217

Involvement

Departmental 1.78 2.00 1.31 .666 .756 .817 9 8 64

Responsiveness

Tisk Force 1.55 1.80 1.24 .688 .447 .752 11 5 31

Responsiveness

Faculty 2.37 1.11 2.26 .942 .809 .809 38 19 196

Accessibility

Quality of 2.53 1.41 2.54 .964 .939 .678 36 17 201

Instruction

Expectation of 1.69 1.05 1.07 .828 .848 .870 36 19 215

Improvement

247



APPENDIX RRR

Areas of Faculty_ResRonsibility_Most_Affected
by the Accreditation Self-Study

% Indicating Greatest Impact In:

Group Instruction Research Service None

DDS FACUlty 18.7 45.3 9.3 26.7

Clinical 21.1 36.8 12.3 29.8

Biological 11.1 72.2 0 16.7

Administrators 18.2 27.3 18.2 36.4

Nonadministra-
tive Faculty

18.9 52.8 5.7 22.6

Dental Hygiene 12.5 62.5 12.5 12.5



APPENDIX SSS

Areas of Individual Responsibility Most Affected
by the Accreditation Self-Study

7. Indicating Greatest Impact In:

Group Instruction Research Service None

DDS Faculty 11.7 54.5 7.8 26.0

Clinical 13.6 45.8 10.2 26.0

Biological 5.6 83.3 0 11.1

Administrators 13.6 40.9 18.2 27.3

Nonadthinistra-
tive Faculty

10.9 60.0 13.6 25.5

Dental Hygiene 14.3 57.1 14.3 14.3



APPENDIX TTT

Means, Medians and Standard Deviations
of Faculty Attitudes Toward Accreditation

Faculty
Accessibility

n
mean
median

sd

Individual
Accessibility

n
mean
median

sd

Quality of
Instruction

n
mean
median
sd

Individual_
Instruction

n
mean
median
sd

Individual
Research

n
mean
median
sd

School-wide
Research

n
mean

median
sd

DDS
Faculty

77
2.077
2
.811

78
2.353
3

. 863

76
2.450
2.5--

. 597

78
2.824
3
.430

76
2.003
2
.430

75
1.831
2
.896

Biological
Faculty

18
2.278
2
.895

18
2.389
3
.850

18
2.611
3

. 502

18
2.889
3

. 324

10
1.778
2

.809

18
1.889
2
.677

Clinical
Faculty

59
1.897
2
.772

60
2.317
3
.873

58
2.404
2
.623

60
2.767
3

. 465

57
2.017
2
1.084

57
1.789
2

. 959

Dental
Hygierce

8
1.875
2
.354

8
2.125
3

.354

8
3.000
3
0

8
3.000
3
.000

7

1.429
2
1.272

7
1.5710
2
.535



Means, Medians and Standard Deviations
of Faculty Accreditation

Continued

Indi,Idual
Service

n
mean
Median
sd

School-wide
Service

n
mean
median
sd

Expectation
of Improvement

n
mean
median
sd

DDS
Faculty

77
2.1690
2

. 844

76
1.990
2

. 757

74
1.447
1

. 797

Biological
Faculty

18
2.389
3

. 850

18
2.278
2

. 826

18
1.500
1.5

. 786

Student
Involvement

n I 72 17
mean 1.500 1.647
median 1 1

sd .872 .862

.251

Clinical
Faculty

59
2.085
2

.837

58
1.897
2

.718

56
1.397
1

. 837

55
1.491
1

. 879

Dental
Hygiene

8
1.500
1.5

. 535

8
1.375
2.5

. 744

8
2.250
2

. 707

8
1.250
1
.463



Them Irt
Aceseetbilirf

mess
mediae
ad

22
2.909

.1172

Individual
Aectessibilley

a 22

moms 2.0909

medics 2

ad 1.909

ef All
Dasemmeciss

IMO
median
ad

Individual
Inacroacion

22

3
2.409

734

a 22

mess 2.3909

median 3

ad .390

andard Deviances
111771147LH4=1111111L=PHEL4- -

.f774C771,

Ilsemdnin.

TaenLtT YonoleT Noe
Serving an Uns. as ad boa

Camino.SelfStedy 34,14!ScniST

TanoltI sac
Servitwon ad

33
2.036
2
.744

30
1.980
2
.843

27
2.037
2
.739

20
1.800
2
.951

57
2.070
2
.732

36 51 27 20 38

2.4286 2.1373 2.7037 2.0000 2.4463

3 1 3 2 2

.733 .9311 .341 1.124 .729

34 30 26 20 56

22 .643 2.440 2.4413
2

2.230 2.316
3

.339

3
.644 .306

2
.716 .339

33 30 27 20 37

2.6909 2.7600 2.8889 2.330 2.893

3 3 3 3 3

.313 .474 .321 .603 .310



Scbea1-vida
Research

a
area

median
od

Individual
Research

a
east
seam

od

St:Mot-aide
Service

SUM
median

sd

Individual
Service

a
SEM
median

od

faR7
Serving es

Roseduls. Self-Scud

Taeu1V7 Nor
Sassing on Ad hoc

Seif-Study Counters.
faculty Nos
Serving on sd
hoe Coat

21
4/.3714

1.076

34
1.9074
2
.807

49
1.6331
2
.903

16
2.1134
2
.816

21
1.7143
2
1.046

33
1.836
2
.877

21 14 49 26 20 33

1.7619 2.0741 1.7143 2.3000 1.9000 2.016

2 2 2 3 Z 2

1.221 .906 1.041 .707 1.119 .972

22 34 90 23 21 36

1.9343 2.000 1.960 2.000 1.4095 2.036

2 2 2 2 2 2

.950 .673 .795 .707 1.043 .686

22 35 30 26 20 37

2.0000 2.2182 2.0000 2.4231 1.7300 2.263

2 2 2 3 2 Z

.976 .766 .833 .809 1.043 .791



Student
tavalvemem

a
Mae

aedias
ad

Itipactatios
laprocarst

a
MOM

eadtaa
ad

Faculty FSCd1 Mac
Service cc Sarviag oa

,.'aids. Self-Study 341fSeudy
ad boo Faculty Not
C./matte. Sitrelw_ac_id

22 30 47 23 19 33
1.7727 1.4200 1.617 1.360 1.737 1.433Z 1 1 1 1 1
.869 .839 .767 1.036 .872 .868

22 32 44 26 .19 33
1.3909 1.4038 1.438 1.462 1.421 1.473
1 1 1 1 1 1
.834 .773 .742 .904 .961 .742
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APPENDIX UUU

Comparisons of Attitude Scores of Faculty Groups

A. Clinical and Biological Science Faculty (DDS)

Issue df t Score Significance

Faculty 75 1.7647 .10

Accessibility

Individual 76 .3085 NS
Accessibility

Quality of All 73 -1.2825 NS
Instruction

Individual 44 -1.0377 NS
Instruction

School-wide 73 -.4105 NS
Research

Individual 74 .8622 NS
Research

School-wide 74 1.8984 .10

Service

Individual 75 1.3445 NS
Service

Student 70 -.6422 NS
Involvement

Expectation of
improvement

74 -.4625 NS



Comparisons of Attitude_Scores of Faculty Groups
Continued

B. DDS Faculty Serving and Those Not Serving on Self-Study Task
and/or Review Committees

Issue df t Score Significance

Faculty 75 -.2926 NS
Accessibility

Individual 75 -2.8606 .01
Accessibility

Quality of All 74 -.1477 NS
Instruction

Individual 75 -1.2598 NS
Instruction

School-wide 73 -2.1796 .05

Research

Individual 73 -3.4445 .01
Research

School-wide 73 -.1064 NS
Service

Individual 74 2.1208 .05

Service

Student 38 -1.1948 NS
Involvement

Expectation of 72 .1064 NS
Improvement



Comparisons of Attitude Scores of Faculty Groups
Continued

C. DDS Faculty Serving and Not Serving on the ad hoc Committee

Issue df t Score Significance

Faculty 75 -1.2869 NS

Accessibility

Individual 27 -2.0461 .05

Accessibility

Quality of All 30 1.7437 .10

Instruction

Individual 25 -3.2764 .01

Instruction

School-wide 73 -.9776 NS

Research

Individual 73 -.4463 NS

Research

Schl-wide 28 -1.3823 NS
Set%:7:ce

Individual 75 -2.2892 .05

Service

Student 70 1.2226 NS
Involvement

Expectation of 72 -.2436 NS

Improvement



Comparisons of Attitude Scores of Faculty Groups
Continued

D. Administrative and Nonadministrative Faculty

Issue df t Score Significance

Faculty 75 -.6177 NS
Accessibility

Individual 31 -1.5692 NS
Accessibility

Quality of All 34 .2406 NS
Instruction

Individual 28 -2.8930 .01
Instruction

School-wide 73 -1.4692 NS
Research

Individual 73 -1.2101 NS
Research

School-wide 28 -.2360 NS
Service

Individual 75 -1.0249 NS
Service

Student 70 .8620 NS
Involvement

Expectation of 72 .9221 NS
Improvement



Comparisons of Attitude_Scores of Faculty Groups
Continued

E. Dental Hygiene and DDS Faculty

Issue df t Score Significance

Faculty 21 .4539 NS
Accessibility

Individual 22 .6731 NS
Accessibility

Quality of All 82 -2.5895 .01
Instruction

Individual 83 1.2746 NS
Instruction

School-wide 80 .7013 NS
Research

Individual 80 -1.3060 NS
Research

School-wide 82 2.1772 NS
Service

Individual 83 -2.1466 .05
Service

Student 17 .7954 NS
Involvement

Expectation of 80 -2.7332 .01
Improvement
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APPENDIX XXX

Means, Medians and Standard Deviations
of Attitude Scores of Secretaries

Issue
All
Secretaries

Departmental
Secretaries

Other
Secretaries

Interference
With ROUtine

mean
median
sd

Worth Extra
Work

mean
median
se

Faculty
Sympatheti-

mean
median
sd

18
1.000
1
1.029

16
1.525
2
.727

18
2.000
2
1.029

10 _

.800

.5

.9189

8
1.250
1
.707

10
1.800
2
1.033

8
1.250
1.5
1.165

8
1.875
2
.641

8
2.250
2.5
1.035

School
Sympathetic

18 10 - 8

an 1.333 1.100 1.625
median 1 1

sd .970 .876 1.061

Time Made
Available

18 10 8

mean 1.722 1.100 1.625
median 2 2 2

sd .895 .919 .916



APPEWIX YYY

Comparison of Attitude Scores of Departmental
and Other Secretaries

Issue

t score sib x2

Interference .9184 NS .748 NS

With Routine

Worth Extra 1.8519 .10 2.716 .10

Work

Faculty .9180 NS 1.741 NS

Sympathetic

School 1.1526 NS .178 NS

Sympathetic

TiMA_Made .4024 NS .225 NS

Available

63



APPENDIX ZZZ

Means, Medians and Standard-Deviations
of Staff and Student Attitudes

Toward Accreditation

Faculty
Accessibility

mean
median
sd

Quality of All
Instruction

mean
median
sd

Student
Involvement

mean
median
sd

Expectation of
Improvement

mean
median
sd

Associate Secretarial DDS
Staff Staff Students

3
1.000
1_

2
1.000
1

5
1.600
2
.548

*n too small to calculate

16
2.125
2.5.

1.088

18
1.167
1
.857

257
2.201
2
.8867

281
2.465
3
.7835

300
1.236
1

. 9118

297
1.059
1

. 8625



APPENDIX AAAA

Comparisons cy .4,ttitude Scores Between Groups
of rersonnei and/or Students

A. DDS Students and Faculty

Area df t Score Significance

Faculty 312 1.764 .10
Accessibility

Quality ^f All 164 .179 NS
Instruct in

Student 327 2.237 .02
Involvement

Expectation of 328 3.767 .01
Improvement

B. Secretaries and DDS Faculty

Area df t Score Significance

Faculty 23 .4977 NS
Accessibility

Expectation of 90 1.3170 NS
Improvement

C. Secretaries and DDS Students

Area df t Score Significance

Faculty 251 .3284 NS
Accessibility

Expectation of 272 .6116 NS
Improvement

D. DDS and DH Faculties

Area df t Score Significance

Faculty 21 .4539 NS
Accessibility

Quality of All 82 -2.5895 .01
Instruction

Student 17 .7954 NS
Ihvolvement

Expectation of 80 -2.7332 .01

Improvement



APPENDIX BBBB

Seremath-of-AarsementiDisa t* of Facule7
Toward AccredItation Se r-Study Issues

Organization of
Self -Studv

Likelihood
of sm. ---e

Opportuni
tdVOlveme

Mien Mesa Mean

S Faculty 1.4840 1.6453 1.809

Biological 1.5187 1.7078 1.972

Clinical 1.4723 1.6320 1.761

administrators 1.7121 1.6975 1.977:

Sodadministrative 1.4179 1.6300 1.759:

Faculty

ad hoc Committee 1.6563 1.6397 2.0001

raculCy_Serving
ma Committees

1.6250 1.9510 2.0001

FamiltY No 1.5200 1.6150 1.828(

Serving on
lmmmittees

ital Hygiene 1.4754 1.7149 1.8104

DD

;7 for
RL

3

*Means provided in table have a poz.sible range of 0 - 3. 1.5 indicates
neutral feelings; scores above 1.5 are more positive, while those below
1.5 are more negative.



APPENDIX CCCC

Comparison of Agreement/Disagreement
Between Faculty Groups

Biological &
Clinical FACUCt

Administrators
KodadMinistrators

DDS_& _

DR Faculty

ad hoc &
Nom-ad hoc
Members

t score siK t score six t score sig

Organization
of Self-Study

-.3727 NS 2.1988 .05 .7630 NS 1.600 NS

Likelihood of -.9904 NS .8242 NS -2.6606 .01 No Difference
Change

Opportunity for -1.905 .10 -1.7913 .10 1.0449 NS -2.0763 .05

Involvement



APPENDIX DDDD
commartsou of FatnItY Agreement/Disagreement With
Issues pealing With the Accreditation Seiz-Scudy

Faculty Groups

ainirml/
Biological /Faculty

Adstrative/
Nonadministrative DDS/DR Faculty

t score t score t score Als,

Effect on - 1.9480 .10 .0929 NS .7217 NS
Standing
Committees

Effect on 1.6970 .10 .3050 NS 1.1587 NS
Cone.nning
Education

Adllu"y of -1.0697 NS .7472 L'S

Se -Study
Committees

AyailabilitY -1.9181 AO 2.0169 1.6987 .10
of_RaIesse
Time

Imcrease of .1305 NS 1.2056 .1323 NS
Student
Effectiveness

Faculty Pride -.4560 NS .5311 2.6038 .02

Amount of .6954 NS .5215 NS -1.9927 AO
Time Spent

Likelihood of 2.0426 .05 .4307 NS .0116 NS
Curriculum
Change

Awareness of .5729 NS 1.9174 .10 1.6762 AO
Administration

Effect an .8554 NS -.2622 NS 1.0275 NS
Communication

Extent of I.1581 NS 1.3124 NS 1.7268 .10
Faculty
Involvement

Faculty .9657 NS 1.1103 NS -.4916 NS
Review
Opportunities



APPENDri EEEE

CoMoirtion-of Attitudes -of -Deans
and Otner Administrators

Issue t score sig Issue- t score ea
Accessibility_
of All 7aculty

.3263 NS Effect on
Continuing

.8230 NS

Education

Individual_ -1.3371 Adequacy_of 2.2352 .05

Accessibility Release Time

Quality_of All 1.0476 NS Student .8230 NE
Instruction Effectiveness

Quality of -.9582 Effect on .7178 NS
Individual Faculty Pride
Instruction

School-vide -.2911 SS Effect on .6289 NS
Service Curriculum

Individual .4457 NS Awareness of -1.3484 NS
Service Aded.ntstrau:ion

Student__ .4089 NS Effect on .9699 NS
Involvement Communication

Expectation of 1.1944 SS Faculty -.3825 NS
Improvement Involvement

Effect on
Committees

.8230 Opportunity
for Review.

No Difference

269


